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rll////ISTOCKBRIDGE SCllOOLl///////////////l////h 
rtll//11 0 'FERENCE PROCEEDINGSl//////h 
PROFESSOR LYLE L. BLUNDELL 
Professor Blundell was born February 4, 1897 in Ottumwa, Iowa. He attended 
Iowa State University and received a B.S. degree upon graduating in 1924. 
Shortly after graduation from college, Professor Blundell came to Brookline, Mas-
sachusetts, where he was employed by the firm of Olmsted Brothers, Landscape Archi-
tects. 
He left Olmsted Brothers in the summer of 1932, to start teaching in the Landscape 
Architecture Department at the University of Massachusetts. Although well versed in all 
the many facets of the profession, his main subject matter in the department has been 
the teaching of plant materials. 
During his years on the campus he has done a really prodigious amount.of work in 
planning various developments on the grounds of the University, and has planned and 
supervised the campus gardens and the plantings around the individual buildings. 
His abounding enthusiasm and unfailing good-nature has made him popular with 
both fellow staff members and his students. The Stockbridge School Turf Management 
Club considers it an honor to dedicate the 1961 Turf Clipping to Professor Blundell who 
will be retiring from teaching in June. 
G.C.S.A. SCHOLARSHIPS AW ARD ED TO THREE TURF SENIORS 
G.C.S.A. scholarship certificates were awarded tc Leonard Blodgett, Richard Mitchell 
and James Wheeler, Stockbridge Turf Seniors. 
Presentation of awards were made by Sherwood A. Moore, Vice President of the 
Golf Course Superintendent Association of America at the University of Massachusetts 
Annual Turf Conference Banquet. 
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11MY IDEAL COURSE, UNDERWATER, u.s.A." 
By Vernon J. Smith 
Greens: Bent, Poa annua, and any other type of grass that 
will thrive under two Inches of seawater. Recommend 
eel grass. 
Trees: Seaweed and other useful plans deposited by high tides. 
Fat rways: 50% dandelion (yellow), 25% clover (purple), 12.5% 
field mint (white) and 12 .. 5% othercolorful weeds. 
(Green chalrmens wife likes color and we've got It.) 
WEE.D CONTROL 
Greens, tees, and fa I rways: The weeds control led thcmse Ives 
perfectly this year. lhere was no need to plant more. 
DISEASE CONTROL 
Greens: We 'Sprayed weekly from Jurie 1 to October 15. We used 
as many fungtcldes at one tfme as the salesman would 
al low. We found that by using large .amounts of 
fungicides In our spray tank, there was less room for 
water. Result: considerable savings on our water bill, 
Tees: Too small to think of this year. 
Fatrways: Having an Industrious crew of rnermalds, we removed 
a 11 snow and Ice from the fa I rways and prevented 
occurance of snow mold. After affect of snow 
removal: winter kl 11 of al 1 species. 
INSECT CONTROL 
Greens: No hexapoda, however Crusta~ea aquatic Infest at high 
tides. No spray avat table as yet. Remove lobsters 
and shrimp wf th net. 
Tees: Use chlordane at 10 pounds per 1000, dfe1drfn at 3 pounds 
per 100 sq. feet. Results unknown -- left job two days 
later. 
Fairways: No action. 
GREEN RECONSTRUCTION 
1. Make as small as possible, 1000 to 2000 square feet. 
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·Reasons · 
r~ 
2. 
3. 
4. 
. • j ~-
· . .. . 
Le.ss disease contro 1. 
Insects wf l1 ·have to move to' other areas. 
Le~s chance of ball mark Injury. 
Cut by hand - save on gas and of 1. 
2. Use no t11e drainage. 
Reasons 
l. Two large electric fans w111 dry area after rain. 
2. Too much work diggf ng trenches. 
3. General Hints 
a. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
196-1 
t. Use as little sand as possible. 
2. Rol :l ~ area with heavy roller. Thfs causes 
· compaction rtght away and you won't have to 
'worry about It latero . ::· 
3. Areas aroimd greens should have as many unplayable 
11 es as poss Tb l eo Then the members wt11. .not 
nottce your other mhtakes as they wlll be too 
busy thinking about their next shot • 
. NEW EQU i PMENT _ ........ __ _ 
Sports car 
-----
$3590095 
12 Row boats 
----!"'- 1800.00 
6 Outboard motors 2106.00 
6 Sets of oars .... 24 ~ 00 
1 Set of Irons 
---
165 ~ 90 
l Set of woods 
---
85.00 
1 Gplf car · .. ·----- · 1400 ~ 00 ~ 
Total $9,375.00 
MISCELLANEOUS 
1. Send Greens Chat rman to other courses fn the area throughout 
the playing season. lf possible send the members with him. 
2. Have a11 salesmen come to club at one time. The truth will 
come out, and also b t ds on necessary f terns. 
3. Have many water holes. Then there will be less grass to 
cut. Also, your pro will enjoy the booming ball concession. 
• CONCLUSION 
Hold out for an etght week vacatfon (pafd) so you can take 
a short course In turf management.. Everything you do not 
understand will become clear, and the things you know will 
be forgotten. 
·~- · ·• ·.-.,- · - e ·-· -· - · - ··· 
FROM THE EDITOR 
by 
Robert w. Sullivan 
Turf Clippings has been growing In size each year. We 
want to acknowledge the Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass 
Assoclutfon fot .:dielr.' flnanctal assistance which has rr.ade 
thls pub11catfon posslb~e~ · 
I wish to thank a11 those tndfvldua1s whose co'nfrlbutlons 
of articles, time, and Ideas that made this ·printing possible. 
A great deal of the credf t for the publication of this Issue 
should go . to Professor Troll and Hr. Waddington for giving 
their Ideas and time. , I aJso want to thank al 1 those seniors . . 
who helped make this pub1t,catlon a big success. · 
--------~--------------------------
TURF MANAGEMENT CLUB NEWS· · 
by 
WI Jl lam Tower 
This year·· the Turf . Management· Club enrol led Its 
largest membership with ' a total of eighteen seniors and 
twenty .. three freshmen,, 
1960-1961 Off leers 
Prest dent ..................................... John Hu 1 hearn 
Vtce President ............................. ~ .. John:Kasper 
. ". 
Secretary ....................... '!" ................. Everett Wood· · · · · 
Treasurer------------..................... Wl111am Jo~nson· 
~ f. • 
Robert Sul 1 fvan was .aJected to edit the 1.1rurf Cl lppln~·s11 
for the 1961 Spring Issue. Meetlngs durtng the 1960-1961 
season were to prepare al 1 ·dat·a necessary to produce this 
helpful publication. < ' · 
Ted .Hy t'and OU r . ~o.mm 1 t tee chat man se 1 ec ted a fl n e group 
of educational speakers for.our meetings during the school 
-year with most of them coming during the eight week Winter 
Schoo 1 c·ou rse ~h f ~h was held from January , 16 .. th rough Ha r~h 10. 
j : • 
GUEST SPEAKERS· 
: i . 
. . 
Noverrber 9~ ! l960 '!"-:·-_:..;._. ___ ._.., __ S~rgeant W1gg:ett, Supt. · , 
,Golf ·course .,· .... ; ... 
Westove·r · Atr Force Base _ 
· Chlcopee, Mass.achusetts · 
, Subje_c~~.' C<?!".s~ructlon and Maintenance 
·- f • ' ~ t : ~ • • 
' 
· - tc • · ~ . : "j .. 
I : 
·· ., ': 
-3- , :• . 
·.i 
.. 
December i',: . I 960 :•i-....... .;..""""""~- ~ B6b. · s°t. Thomas; Supt. , . 
Sunnf rgdnle Cruntry Club 
~·, ' ' S1Jnnlns· 1.~af..:; i;tiw York 
Subject: Problems and Responsibilities o~ a Supt. · 
: .~. 
January 4, 1961 --·--·---~·-.-~- Harold Smf th, Rep. 
' · - . 1 • · • • •• ·rhe· C'lapper Co~ · . 
'. · ,..West Newtcn, Mass. 
Subject: The ·To~o "lf ne .. of Mach f nery < 0 . »;. • 
January 25, 1961 .......... ; .... ·: .... ~ :'.' El 1 Jot Houghton:,. Rep. 
American Agricultural 
, . · Chemfea l"' Company····: 
Subject: Organfe:Fertflfzers. 
, : ~ . . . . ; ~ ·· ,~ .. _ , ' 
February 8, 1961 ....................... Leon St. Pierre, ·supt. 
Longmeadow Country Club 
: Longmeadow:; Massachusetts · 
Subject: ~ra!na~~. Prob,lems at lo.~g~adow c. C. 
February 15; 1961 ----------'-- - Frank Merch~l ,. , 
Winter School Student 
· Se~konk, Massachusetts 
Subject: Construction and Drainage 
~ . ·' ' 
February 23, 1961 ------------ .Roger Smith 
Fert'l 11 zer Resea.reh._ 
Eastern States Farmers ·Ex. 
· Subject: : Fertl.ltzer Hanufaet·u.rfng and Technology 
March 22, 1961 ·------------·- Robert Wf ley, Rep. 
Aero.;Thatch Co. 
Subject: The New Aero·.Thatch Machine 
• , I ; ' • ' ~ "._, 
j:.t 
....... · 
't •• 
·' 
Professor lawrenctnS. :Dlckl,nsQ.n, ~-'.!?~ : ~poke to the class. Hts 
subject was · "The Ltmf ts ·of Tolerance of Go1 f Course Tur.f". 
' . . . ~ 
. " 
Professor Joseph'Trol1·.w.as. se.lected to be the advisor for 
the Turf Management Cfob 'fdr 'the.·tti.lrtf s-tralght y.ea.r.·.:,.:· 
...... -: • ; 
-··--··-~~~ -~-~-,"'.'.~.-----~ ~ •. -:--------
• ·: ... ,l. t ., ' • • 
~ ..• , : 
Norm Dennehy 
Bt 11 Tower 
Q.UOTES FROM 19~J .SE.~IORS 
11Lets go down the Hatch"! 
. ''What 1 s .the answer, ·Su'lty?"·· 
Robert Sul I Ivan "What did you get?11 
Ed Galvin 
-
11Where .Y9U slttfng., John?" 
. . . ~ ' .\ · ·., 
···.
11Get of~ · my. back!ti' '. 
' . ' . ; ... 
Joe -Graham · 
-4-
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; t1 
• \' ,,,. : -~, f 
.. ' : ' 
'. '' 
.. 
.. ~ 
'. 
Bl 11 Emerson "Lets go over the mountain and get crocked." 
Everett Wood "lets go down for a few" 
B fl 1 Kt t t1 er "Th f nk I ' 11 take a nap11 
Norm Beauregard 110f course I wrote that letter, Hr. Trol 111 
Bernie Keohan 11You sure there wasn't two tests0 
Brad Peterson 11 1 don't know, whats Bernie going to do?" , 
John Cook "Did they check attendance?" 
Len Blodgett "What do we need this course for, we'll 
never use t t. 11 
Dtek Hltchel 1 "I 1m going back In the Navy!" 
loute Rudf nskf 
Jim Wheeler 
John Mulhearn 
Dave Hauk 
Bob Htl tz 
Mr. Whitney 
Mr. Hamilton 
Mr, Trol 1 
Mr. Ktng 
"Can I borrow your comb, Brad? I 1m going 
up by the clubhouse" 
"Hey Joe, Got any work for me today?" 
"Samoda•key!" 
11 I1ve got , to take a shower!" 
"But, we had a garrie Wednesday night, Hr. Troll" 
QUOTES FROM THE PROF'S 
"Do as I say, not as I do" 
11So what ff ft Is rat n Ing, were gol ng out 
today'' 
11RerneQlber fellas, this ISn't an employment 
agency'' 
"Now when you guys get up ' lovers lane----1 11 
-----------------·------------
THE UNITED STATES MOST WESTERN OWNEO GOLF COURSE 
ARMED FORCES GOLF COURSE, GUAM 
by 
Louis lee Smoot 
Fifty-three hundred miles from the Hest Coast of the 
United States lies the Island of Guam. It fs a tropical ls1a3d 
lush In vegetative growth and weather making Jt Ideal for year 
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around golf • . The. Armed Forces Golf Course Is jolntly operated ,., · 
by the services. ln addition to the .service man and hl(s\ 
dependents using the club and Its facllltfes, there are Civil 
Service personnel and · the Ir famlHes who .are ITiemliers. · · · · 
Our rainfall and temperature runs higher than In the · 
states with a rainfall of 87 Inches and an average temperature 
of 81 degrees. The humidity was 80 per cent for the year. 
The "girls" visit us starting In June and on through November 
and December. Each ·one was· _named · after a letter In the alphabet 
with the ft rst one of each year starting with 11A11 as Ann and 
ending with Nan, the last one for the year 1960. Lola was 
the most talked of, she blew her top with winds ranging between 
70 to 90 knots and left after deposltlng 'over 9 Inches of rafn 
Jn a period of 30 hours. However, 1 Ike all other golf courses 
we stt 11 have the ptoblem of when to ·water; 
For the members' wtves wanting to learn .golf and the 
husbands who are eager ·for· them to .learn~ we hold classes 
three times a week 'wJth one cle>ss ~lternatlng on Tuesday and 
Thursday and the ·other class just on Wednesdays. These classes · 
run for six lessons and thet·e are forty ladles In each class. 
There are three Instructors besides myself~ 
Newcomers to the course praise the beauty of the 
surroundings. The Coco Nut Palm Is In abundance with the 
Monkey Pod, Poinciana, Bread' Fruit, . and th'e various kinds of 
citrus growth scattered about to add to the scenery. 
We have a regulation 18 hole course that at the present 
measures 6,525 yards. with new tees .under construction which 
will lengthen It to 6,775 yards. In addltton to ·the above, 
we also have a short par three. course. There Is no age limit · 
for those who play this :course • . It offers the chance for the 
whole faml ly to play togethe:r. 
Our club house, though not as elaborate as found at the 
stateside type country club, offers all the facilities. 
Best des the ladles and· mens · lockers and shriwer rooms, we have 
tn the club a snack bar and lounging area. The Pro Shop ts 
also part of the club house and we do -say that tn sales, we 
stand second to none Jn the volume of ·business. By comparison, 
we do more sales over a peri'od of tlme, than all' the Pro Shops 
combined In the state of Hawaii or any three service clubs In 
the Far East. There is a separate building adjoining the club 
house for the cleaning and storing of members golf tng equipment. 
With the temperature causing one to "gtve forth" with the 
sweat, and therefore relinquish the salt content from the body, 
we have the very concoction for restoring It back to the place 
from where It came. This Is done by the way of the "Salty Dog11 
drink. It consists of taking a ten-ounce glass and placing It 
upside down on the Ice, revolving It tomotsten the edge and 
then placing the edge Jn salt. Turning the glass up-right, 
-6-
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ptft Jn a ,j lgger of ivodka ·wHh H:e : a'nd then adct:.g,rap·efrµf:t ; .' · ; .,.:~ · 
Julee to fill the glass·•· Man! 'Wha:t a . restoration. ,, : ,' .'- '.:·: . · .. 
~.; ;, ....... .. 
.. : . 
I : ' 
. ~.:. . 
Guam It. ts ·· felt,- will soon beco~ a tourh.t haven • . · 
With the mt les of beautiful ·beaches., a· fisherman's' paradfse, 
the a-Odftlon of more golf cours·es , the arrival - ~u;td departure 
of the ·Trans•Paciflc Jet Airlines.- how can It mhsi"· · .. ,. . ··· 
. / '/ ...... r ... 
·.: , .. . . 
. ' ' "~ 
~ •.. .• ., 
·' . 
~ •• - ' • f .. :· • ::~ ~ • ; ! . . . • 
· L TURF-- MAj,oRs .PARTtc 1 PATE ;·IN KORTICULTUAAIL !sHow ., ~ - ·:· .. 
:.· . ··.'-· ·~ ; ~~ ~.' ·. -~ :· ": ·-:· ~ . . bY. ·. -.· .-·- ~ -~. « . ~ --.- . . . f - ~ : ~ .·!. ~- t. 
Ted :;Hyhnd , . i~< , .- - . : ' ' ·. " 
' .-·' 
The 4.a.th Annual -Hor',ttcultural ,.Show with". l~-s thel'.fl~~ '.·' > " 
"Urban Gardens,'! was a suc·cess ·. ·The ·entlre Cuuy .Htcks · 
Gymnasium at' ·t~e Unlv.ersfty· of Massachusetts was transformed · 
Into a b.eau-t lf~l · spectacle. '. 'Th trty."'.'foot ta l1 Spruce trees• · · 
along With Wat~r-fountalns ·an_d: many ·varlet·fes of exqu.fsfte . 
flowers·, ffl Ted the gym. A special feature was the beautiful 
lawns of Merfon· ~.a lue. :,. ·· · · 
•" 
•• . .. . - ) . . . ~ ; 'I . . .. "'' • ' 
Each ·ye.ar, the Tu.d Major.s:, .wt: th 'the ~ senlors 'as:. ·:s~~e~- :.:.'.<: :·: ·. · 
lntendents and_ .the freshmen the Ir apprent-lces, cut th~. .. . . · · .... . 
specially grown turf and lay It for· the show. The -freshmen 
are each glver' ·a::turn at'.::the power--sod cutter, :and.·also -., ro\1 1:-. 
and load .approximately 401000: square ·fee,t of ·sod. · · · 
Two :gro1.1ps o,f freshmen p.artlctpated. -Jn ·~the · 10 'by 10 foot 
projeets competition. · Ted Hyland,_ Peter W-lsnewskl~ Ter.rence 
Hui ltgan, and Joseph St lk~ won second .prize In the Naturalfs:·tlc 
Class. The Ir project wl th· t ts the.me, A 1 terlng· Nature For 
Rec rea tlon· ,· cons I s ted of two' ·sea 1 ed "go 1 f ho 1 es • · .. · 
1 : . '-' :; ; • ) ' f ...,. ;· . ~ .... . 
The other group,·,wtth Barry Mercurt r ·Paul · Banacos~ ' · 
David Barber, -and Gary Lucclnf i entered. the Educational ·. 
Class. Thet·r project, .Lawn Diseases·,- also earned· a second · 
prl~e·• Dtse·ase .symptoms·were -cleve:rly,- produced on. tui:-f, .· . ·• 
and H teratu·re · eKp ta In Ing· each di se.ase 11s ; cont ro 1 was· p 1 aced 
nearby. · ' .:' ' '. 
. , '. .. ... ~ .. 
. ~ ' -· 
. ., 
* ~. ; 1 ~ ··, \ ... ~ ,F' • .. ' ,.; '; 
? ' 
,r '. • 
·/ .'"' 
~. • . t~. . . 
,• 
. ' 
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EVERETT WOOD RECIPIENT OF FOOTBALL TROPHY 
by B. K. Koehan 
Everett Wood, a senior majoring in Turf Maintenance, received the Out-
standing Football Player Trophy for the 1960 season at the Stockbridge School 
of Agricultural's Annual Banquet. 
"Woody" is a leader both on and off the football field and was the spark 
plug of the team. He is known as a fearless competitor in everything he at-
tempts. The Navy veteran is a top ranking student in the school and is also 
secretary of the Turf Club. 
STOCKBRIDGE-MAJORS IN TURF MANAGEMENT 
Front row, left to right: W. Caputi, E. Consolati, E. Wood, P. Wisnewski, D. Hil-
ton, A. Johnston, D. Robertson, E. Galvin. 
Second row: W. Tower, L. Mercuri, B. Peterson, N. Beauregard, T. Buckley, W. 
Johnson, N. Doucet. 
Third row: A. MacCurrack, J. Wheeler, J. Cook, T. Hyland, D. Mauk, J. Cronin, 
L. Rudinski. 
Fourth row: T. Mulligan, B. Galonka, B. Keohan, B. Perry, J. Silk, R. Mitchell, N. 
Dennehy. 
Fifth row: J. Graham, D. Barber, J. Kasper, L. Mantell, J. Mulhearn, R. Sullivan, 
L. Blodgett. 
Sixth row: W. Kittler, W. Emerson, P. Banacos, G. Luccini, P. O'Connor. 
OPPORTUNITY AND EDUCATION 
Richard s. Clarke 
1961 Winter School Class President 
Greenskeeper, Golf Course Superintendent or Course 
Expert are some of the titles given the men whose business 
lt ts to develop and malntafn optimum conditions on the 
golf course. 
We are aware of the tremendous growth tn popu1arf ty 
of the game and the fncrease Jn number of the facilities 
provided and being provided for Its enjoyment. With this 
growth, we f tnd an Increase In the demands made upon the 
men Involved In the construction and maintenance of these 
fact11ttes. 
Fortunately, today we ffnd a healthy trend towards 
the employment of more qualified and talented designers 
In these expansion programs. We who are Involved with the 
maintenance of these golf courses are grateful for this 
trend and hope lt wfl 1 continue. It Is quite obvious that 
the superintendent Is at the mercy of the golf course builder. 
For economic reasons alone, we appreciate the need for 
qualified management of these areas. The demands made by 
Increased traffic, greater competition, and closer more 
crtttcal scrutiny are some of the factors call Ing for the 
best efforts of the golf course superintendent. 
In many Instances, the Superintendent ts a comblnatlon 
carpenter, e1ectrlctan, plumber, mechanic, bookkeeper, and 
buslnessman as well as an expert ln his field of turf 
management. With these qualifications, gained through 
experience and education, he attempts to maintain standards 
hfgh enough to satisfy himself as well as a group of sometimes 
overcritical patrons. His progress and security depend upon 
the satisfaction of this obllgatton. Whether or not he is 
successful In his efforts, depends, to a certain degree, 
upon conditions and circumstances often ttmes beyond his 
contro 1. 
Unfavorable weather, blights, diseases, lack of rain• 
fall, too much ratnfall are a few of the many things able 
to upset even the best of management programs. 
The presence of these factors, and being aware of the 
posstbtllttes of them does not promote any sense of security 
or comfort for the superintendent. In many respects he ts 
walking a veritable 11 tt9ht rope11 In the pursuance of hts 
duties. However, there are several mental crutches availa-
ble that are afds tn promoting the general welfare of the 
:turf manager. 
-10-
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The formation of the Greens Section ·of the United States 
Golf Association, turf organfzatlons, both local and national 
turf conferences, experimental statlons, etc. are alt sources 
of Information and latest techniques which are available to 
the superintendent. Thetr avallabllfty should and does add 
something to the general . welfa ~e of the turf manager. 
Relative to the above · riiedfums and their effect on the 
superintendent, consfderatl'on should be given the values of · 
the Winter School for Turf Men. These courses, scheduled at 
convenient times, are available to certain numbers and play 
a big role In the promotion of the tu'rf man•s· general welfare.: 
The opportun l ty for me~. of any age or experf ence·, to ·enro 1 l 
In these schools and e»cpose themselves · to new techniques In 
their chosen field, Is one of great value. 
We In the 1961 Turf Winter School recognize this 
valuable opportunity. We are aware also of the fine rep• 
utatlon of the Stockbridge School at the Untve l"slty of 
Massachusetts. Our membership Is made . up of representattve.s 
from Boston on the east coa·st · to Guam -tn the Pac:ff.lc. · Because 
of this school's ffn~ .. reputatlon, we ca·me here expecting a 
great deal. We leave ·here feeling we have received even more 
than we bargained for. 
Our sincere thanks ' to the facuhy' ,of this fine school 
who have Impressed us a11 wt th the tr sincerity as well ' as 
thelr abtllty. May we show our gratltU'de: by the lnte1ll9ent 
transference of your Imparted knowledge to our f .fetd._ 
' 
-------------------·-----.. --.. -
"THE MOST OUTSTANDING TURF SEN I OR FOR- THE YEAR • ·l961 11 
·by 
WI 11 tam Emerson · 
Each year the serif ors . of .the turf Management C 1 ub •choose. 
a fellow senior as the ·,·1Most · 0\H:standlng Turf Senf or ·of :the .· : : 
Year". The winner ts chos·en 'for h'ls scholast'tc: abHfty, 
leadership ability and his participation In school activities. 
The recipient Of the award for 1961 ts .Everett .C;, Wogd. 
11Woody11 , as he Is known to ·h ls fe 1 low··seAf ors• h an exce 1 lent 
student and was elected treasurer of the 'Turf· Club as a · ·' .. 
freshman and secretary as a sentor. He plans a career as a 
Golf Course SuperlrrtendEin·t." : -. : . · · · · 
.: ' ~ .. . 
Our hats are off to" you "Woody"' for a. we 11 earned : and 
we 11 deserved sward. · ' , . .· :. '..· 
. ; . 
. : .. ·· 
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CAN A GOLF PROFESS lONAL 1 S KNOWLEDGE OF TURF 
MANAGEMENT IMPROVE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE SUPER l NTENDENT 
Martin Best 
Putnam Country Club 
Pijtnam, Connecticut 
.. ; 
My answer to this question Js yes. The profess Iona I, 
knowing and understanding some of the problems confronting 
a superintendent, can help to do many things to ease the 
burden. · 
Flrst, he can try to keep the players from starting 
prior to 8 A.M.; thls wfl 1 en'ab1e the superlntenden't to whtp 
the greens and remove the sprinklers. Also on days the 
greens are mowed, the first few greens can be completed 
before the early golfers · leave the fl rst tee. The unnecessary 
waiting would be the result 'for both the player and the work-
man. The workman can then be available for additional jobs 
that wtll further Improve the condition and appearance of the 
golf course; hence, It Increases the member's pride tn his 
club. 
Secondly, the professional, through his pro-shop conver-
sations wfth the members, can repeatedly bring to thetr 
attention the Importance of repaJrlng bal 1-marks on greens, 
smoothing footprints In traps, replacing divots, and re• 
spectlng the tee markers. By getting the members to realize 
the importance and obeying these courtesies of the game of 
golf, I feel certain that more man-hours would become avafl· 
able for other chores. 
Small items that might have been unnoticed by the 
superintendent or hfs men could be observed by the professfonal. 
Close relationship between the superintendent and the 
professional could benefit both the club and Its members. 
----~---·-------------~-~~~---
HOW WE PREPARE OUR GREENS BEFORE TOPDRESSING 
by 
Robert Sul 1 fvan 
An Important factor one must consider when topdressing 
his greens ts to be able to work the topdressfng down Into 
the crown area of the turf. In order to do this with the 
least Injury and shock to the turf Jn hot weather, the greens 
should be combed with a Delmonte Rake and then spfked Just 
prior to topdressing. 
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The Delmonte Rake does not tear or rip the turf but 
merely pfcks ··up any r:&,1nn,ers or stolons which are laying 
flat and which may cause a mat condf tton. We suggest that 
the green be raked twice at right angles tQ each other and 
then mowed. This method picks up at least 90 per cent of 
the runners. 
u 
Two men are needed to operate the rake. One man pushes 
and applies pressure white the other m"'n pulls the r~k~ ~Ith ·:. 
a rope. ·Wf th cme man enough pressure and .forward movement 
cannot be appl tede We have :found that .tf tt;ie greens are ·,. 
raked once during the summer, before our first topdressing, 
It Is sufflcfent for the remaining times that we topdress. 
By dotng this ,before our first topdressing, we reduce t~e . 
amount of mat that may occur d.1,1rtng the season and we .also 
"open up11 our greens .for the topdress Ing. 
Just pr.for to topdre~s.fng, the greens. ~hould ~~ ~~Pf:ke~ 
twice at right ang;les to 'a~ta oth~r. Now the topdres.stng· 
can work for us by ff'l'llri.g 1;1p low spots a.nd lev.eHng off 
our green without creating more of a problepiwlth mat and 
thatch. After topdressing we wt 11 have a .sm<>othe~. puttfng 
surface w1 th less Injury and shock t9 th~ turf as we 11 as a 
reduction In mat bul ldup. · 
If your method of topdressing nasn1 t .be.en too sue• 
eessful . tn the past, try preparing , your gree,ns : ~efore 
topdressing as we do. · 
_.""':--·--------------.................. .. 
AN INEXPENSIVE CU~E FOR WEEl)S AND f.Q8 .ANNUA 
' by ' 
Pat O'Connor 
As you can well fmagfne, the problem of cornpactfon on 
a par three golf course ts ever present. This ts one of 
the reasons there are so many weeds tn the .greens • . 
We had been· aerJfylng about every three· weeks ., bu.t 
rt was becomf ng . extremely d tff fcul t ·to stop weed . en· · 
croachment and b~cause of thin ~~rf, f.2! annua had taken 
over one green completely and tnvad~d many others. 
The greens we~e Colonial Bent~·and since thts grass ts 
not very stolonfferQus, tt wasn 1 t .ab1e to combat weeds 
very wel I. We were thinking of plantlng a different type . 
of grass, which was gol~g to be an expens!ve proposition, 
not only because of the cost of labor.an_d f11.q'terl .cil1 but 
our greens would .be out of corMtlsston for most ·of the 
playing season. 
-13· 
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In the spring of 1958 because of the winter Injury 
th<=i t we rcce i ved) £.'?.~ .?!.'!!:l!=l had Invaded a 11 of the bare 
spots on the greens. Something had to be done or when 
the hot weather came, the Poa would go out. 
We took a pH reading of the soil and found that It 
was 5'"4e This would favor a Be;it grass and glve It a 
chance to fight off the weeds. The only problem was to 
flnd a method of Introducing the new grass that wouldn 1 t 
put our greens out of commission for very tong. 
The owner, after some research, decided to try 
aerlfytng and then sprtglng the holes with C-1 and C•19 
bent, which ts strongly stoloniferous and 1 lkes a low 
pH. 
~-) 
The greens averaged BOO sq. feet and the cost of 
sprigging was $20. a green as compared with $600. per green 
If we had sodded them. The fact that there was no time lost 
during the season was also a money saver. 
The results of thts method were favor-able, as the 
C-l C-19 raptdly crowded out the weeds and r;olontal bent. 
The only weed we had to remove by hand was Dandelion. 
Although It took nearly a year, the savings was more 
than enough to compensate for the dlfference compared to 
sodding. 
----------~----·------------------
WATERING 
by 
Arthur MacCurrach 
Water ts by far the most Important factor to be 
considered In the development and maintenance of a 
satisfactory putting green. The correct use of water 
depends on the understanding of the requirements of the 
grasses and the functions of water In plant growth. It 
ts also necessary to understand the condftfons of the 
sol l t n regards to absorpt Ion, storage and re lease of 
water for plant growth. 
The bent grasses require a great deal more water 
than do the bluegrass and the fescues. They requf re even 
a greater amount when they are maintained at green height 
of 2/16 - 5/16. 
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'Water ls.·needed for germtriatfon, growth and the · 
manufacture of foodo It acts as a solvent and carrier 
of plant food materials. It Is also importa'nt for good 
development and act .fvl ty of the .Prganisms that ·decompose. 
the grass cHpptngs,: dead root.s. and other orga'nfc residues. 
The most Important f~cto'r to' be considered In water.Ing 
ts when to water. Water shou 1 d be app I i ed on I y when nece.s!"'. 
sary. Waterf ng of greens should n.ever fa 11 Into a rout I ne 
practice because different condt.ttons may ext st from ·green 
to green. Greens should be checked dally and plugs taken 
from different sectfons of .the green and examined. Plugs 
taken from a low section of a green may contain adequate·. 
moisture whereas from a higher portion of the green,tt 
may be· drier and requt.re moisture. 
·, e ; -
If this occurs, the answer may be lri hand watering. 
This may seem .a costly P.ractlce but In real f_ty It ts r.ot, 
because Jt lessens compaction, supplies water to needy 
areas and lt also conserves water. · · · 
In properly constructed greens where adequate aerat f on 
Is present, the top Inch and -~ half ;ray be al lm-v-=·,d to dry 
out sltght!ya This Is b~neftclal t~ th~ grass p:~nt . because 
t t stops cer-ta T n f!.~g u s from becoml ri '.;; act r ,,·e, pi"€ \'~:nt_ s ~ !aed 
seeds from germ! :v-id n~ and. ac!:!vatt?s the .fa.o.per r•)ots of the 
plant. But If th~ gr6ans hAve a large anK~nt of ?oa rn 
them, they d.ou~d ~e kept moist up to and 'including the top 
of the so11 because the Paa mHy ~tlt and die out. The Poa 
does not have a su~f fclent roo~ syste~ to reach water at 
deeper leveis 1 thfs can be he!ped slightly by Increasing 
the height of cut from 1/4 to 5/16 'cf an inch •. TJds may 
seem only a sH.ghi: d lfference but the root deve·lopment Is 
Improved greatly-. · · · · · · 
Watering fn the spr.irig. should be consfdered with care. 
The so 11 s~.ou 1 d b<'.'\ a 11 o·ded to dry' out up !:0 2 t nches.. Uhen 
1 t becomes necessary to w:;ter 1 the !:io·i J ~hould bs saturated 
up to six Inches~ GraS$t:S develops most of their roots 
du r Ing th Is period and the d ;y ·:r:g of th ts area ~,. i i 1 er.;;.:ou rage 
deeper root penet~atfon~ If dwting Uie spdng you rac .dve 
llght rainfall anc! the·'.3-:.-fl Ts dry~ ;-~ater stiould ~e ar;plled 
or else the roots wl 11 · be sha 11 ow a i 1 th roi1gh the summer. 
Water should be sprayed lightly over sections that 
become wilted. The main purpose of this ts to cool the 
grass plant. 
Watering ls mainly a practfce that should be governed 
by common sense. If common sense Is used very ftw prob1ems 
wl 11 art se. 
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HONORARY MEMBERS OF THE TURF MANAGEMENT CLUB 
Honorary membership certificates in the Turf Management Club were presented to 
Mr. Geoffrey S. Cornish and Mr. Alexander M . Radko at the 1961 University of Massa-
chusetts Fine Turf Conference. 
Mr. Geoffrey S. Cornish was born in Winnipeg, Canada. He holds a B.S. degree in 
Agriculture from the University of British Columbia, graduated from the University of 
Massachusetts' Winter School in 1938. Later he became an instructor in Agrostology at 
the University of Massachusetts where he received bis Masters Degree in 1952. Since 
then, Mr. Cornish has become a well -known Golf Course Architect. 
Mr. Alexander M. Radko is a native of Yonkers, New York. He received his B.S. 
degree from the University of Maryland in 1951. He started for the Greens Section in. 
1947 and in 1955 took over as Eastern Director of the U.S.G.A. Greens Section. 
GRADUATES OF WINTER SCHOOL FOR TURF MANAGERS- 1961 
Front row left to right : C. Muylaert, W. Swick, R. Paradise, W . Mowrer, T. Gilbert, 
R. Clarke, T. Zimick, R. Figurella. 
Second row: L. Smoot, W. Boehm, P. Jones, J. Clemens, J. Aksten, J. Norman, F. 
Bertrand, A. Dauphin. 
Third row: Professor E. Pira, Mr. R. Waddington, Mr. A. Allen, V. Smith, F. Mer-
chel, J. Helming, D. Dimarzo. 
Fourth row: L. Polidor, J. Martin, M. Best, Professor J. Troll, Dr. Colby, F. Spada-
fora, J. Reilly. 
ANNUAL TURFGRASS CONFEREHCE PROCEEDINGS 
1961 
Conference Presentations "ave Been Approved By The Individual 
Speakers 
The various topics are presented for your information as follows; 
~elcome Speech by Narry Speran41o • • . . . . . . . . .. . . . • • .A•l. 
lia.ndle With Care by Dr. Ellsworth H. Wheeler •••••• • • • • • A-2 
Current Ideas on Green Construction • Panel Discussion • • • • • • A-4 
Moderator - Alexander M. Radko, Eastern Di~ector, 
Green Section, U.S.G.A. 
Panel • Charles Baskin - Country Club of Waterbury 
Dick Blake • Mount Pleasant Country Club 
William Gordon • Golf Course Architect 
Sherwood Moore - Winged Foot Golf Course 
John O'Connor • Salem Country elub 
Automa~ic Systems for Watering by Robert F. Harper 
• • • • • • • • A•l4 
History of Golf Course Architecture by . Geoffrey Cornish • • • • • A-22 
Effect of Nutrition on Turf Diseases by Dr. Houston B, Couch. " · •• A•31 
Turf Disease Control and Uae of Fungicides by nr. R. J. Lukens •• A-33 
Trees and Tree Care by Gordon s. King • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .A-38 
Arsenical Toxicity by Dr·. c. R. Skogley • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,A-41 
Soil Reactions c., Arsenical Compounds by Joseph E. Steckel • • •• A-45 
Brush Control For The Golf Course by Dr. Wil.liam I. Boyd •• • • • A•Sl 
Massachusetts Highway Herbicide Program by Joseph L. Beasley • • A•54 
General Turf Session (Alternate Sessiom) 
Observations on Highway Tu.rf Establishment & Maintenance 
by E. F. Button ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A-62 
Progress Reports -
Pre•eme.rge Chemicals for ti.he Control of CrabgraH 
l. Dr. John R. Havis • • • • • • • • • • •• , • • • • A•70 
2. Professors John M. Zak & Joseph Troll • •••••• A-71 
Root Growth of Turf Grasse.a a• Affected by Different Heights 
of Cut & Nu~rient Levels by Evangel J. Bredakis • • • • • • • • A-71 
The Use of Sod by Daniel Pell·egrino ..... , ••••••••••• A•72 
WELCOME SPEECH 
By Narry Sperandio 
In behalf of the Golf Course Superintendents Association 
of N. E., it gives me great pleasure in extending our warmest 
greetings. I •v-:.mld like to commend the University of Massach• 
usetts for spor:. i:;ot:ing this conference. Because of svme thirty 
years of experi ence I am convinced that continued study and 
pr ·actice is absolutely necessary. 
This conference like all turf meetir.gs brings together 
the Golf Course St.1.pe:-;.ntendent and the t ;:rf res~arch men, 
and in so doing, the i.n-.,estment of our ti.me is bringing greater 
returns every year. 
If taxes, labor, materials, and equipment costs, contin.ue . 
to rise,(anJ the~e seems to be no end), there is going .to be 
greater demand for more efficient golf course maintenanc'e ~ 
The turf research men at the e.xperiement sta~ions, need 
the close coope1:ation of the golf <;.ourse superintendent, just 
as much as the su\)erintendent .needs the services of the re• 
search men. Together the scienti3ts, and the superintendent, 
must make research, more rapid and e..itten~iviely useful. 
Turf grown at the experiment stations, does not get the 
abuse of golf traffic, nor is it grown to oblige the demands 
of golfers, adverse weather does tl'.:>t have the seine effect on 
this turf. So, we, the supe1·:f.nte:o;1cent, cerry out the recom-
mendations of the research men. Ir. .so dc,.ing we have to consider; 
what strain of grass a-te we grow1,ng, the turf might be new, or • 
it might be older, it may have .a great ieal or a little thatch, 
the soil could be light or heavy, it c.oo.1ld be well ot· poorly 
draineCi, what is the air circulation, is the turf ·grown in a ·; 
pocket surrounded by hills or trees. What are out main.tenance 
practices, ·do we normally feed heavy or light·, what' kind of 
fertilizers, and when · do we feed. Do we water heavy or light, 
how and when do we water. 
'Will our findings and recQmmendations apply to our mei• 
ghboring superintendent. 
The superintendent, if his officials accept his recom· 
mendations, will produce, fine turf, have clean sand traps, 
brooks, rough and landscaping «;hat will be pleasing to the eye. 
Now, whether or not the members realize ' itt the superin• 
tendent has to be one of the worl.d 's greatest labor J;ela~iona 
experts. Othel:'wise h'e would not ~e able to keep help, con• 
s1dering competitive wages, hours, vacations·, insurance and 
other benefits. 
He also must be a rapid-fire executive, making 'an accurate 
diagnosis of a trouble or emergency and making the right dec• 
ision immediat~ly. He also must organize and administer the 
correct action· pi."Oinptl.y. He must always be set to move the 
right way in case of 9Udden changes in weather. 
Jr.l 
:-·1 
A superintendent in trying to be efficient is 
constantly trying to place labor where it will not 
work in the vicinity of players or the result will 
be unproductive time. 
When golfers talk about where they might play 
golf. They do not talk about the club house, at such 
and such a country club. They do not talk about the 
locker rooms, restaurant, or pro shop. They talk 
about the golf course, is it a nice lay out, but most 
important it is the condition of the gol~ course that 
they are more concerned with. If it is in good con-
dition, they will say, "let's play it, that golf course 
is in beautiful shape; ' • So, consequently, that part-
icular country club, because of it's well conditioned 
golf course will have more activity, in it 1 s various 
departments, such as restaurant, pro shop, locker 
room, etc. I have always said, if it wasn't for the 
fine turf on the golf course, there would not be in• 
terest, at the count,y club. 
I have noticed that some superintendents, equipped 
their men with unifopns. One superintendent notonly 
supplies uniforms for his crew, with names on their 
pockets, but, he has each tractor, greens mower, and 
tee mowers, carry score cards, tees, matches, hand 
towels, and first aid kit, for the convenience of his 
members. 
I understand that, with the approval of your 
President, Mr. Lederle, there is a possibility of a 
Par 3 Golf Course here on the campus. Wouldn't it be 
a step in the right direction to have turf research 
going on under actual playing conditions. Home owners, 
landscape gardener's, Park, Cementary and Golf Course. 
Superintendents, as well as golfers and the recreation 
program at the College would benefit. 
HANDLE WITH CARE 
E. H. Wheeler 
Chemicals • pesticid€s ~ can and do cause injury -
even death - to man, other animals and to desirable 
plants. They would not kill weeds, fungi, insects and 
other pests if this capability was lacking. 
These pesticides • chemicals ~ are an essential tool 
for up•to-date turf management. They do the job better 
and at less cost. You need them. 
But! !£!!, • and all pesticides users - have an im-
portant responsibility; a responsibility to use pesticides 
A-2 
safely, to know what you are doing, to allay the 
fears of these now frightened by scare publicity 
aboui pesticide chemicals. 
Remember: It is MISUSE, not the use of pest• 
icides that is dangerous o Pesticides, even the most 
dangerous ones, can be used safely, J.F YOU ~now what 
you· ·are doing. . · ·· . ' . ·· '· .· •. 
' I • 
And how can you be sure you are using a pest• 
icide in the right way • safely1 Its easy!1 READ 
and FOLLOW DUECTIONS on LABELS 'and in literature 
enclosed with. the package. These directions, pre• 
cautions and other items on labels are required by 
law and backed up by research. Th§'!mean what 
they say! 
Skulls and crossbones plus the work POISON .!!l 
~ means the material in that container is highly 
toxic to man and other warm-blooded animals. Only 
the most dangerous materials carry such a warning; 
never disregard such. plain language! · · · · · 
I 
'-... 
Along with the red POISON between the skulls · 
and crossbones you will find special precautions, 
things to avoid, what ' to do in case of atcident, and 
the antidote. These are important. Knowing thi5 ip~ 
formation on the label .may save a life • perha'ps yobr 
own. 
Sodium arsenite, a weedkiller, the mercury ·fung• 
icides, and insecticides such as parathion, TEPP~ 
dieldrin and others are highly toxic - you 'know it the 
minute you s.ee a label. ,But even such materials . can 
be used safely if the directions on the label are fol-
lowed exactly and completely·. 
·' i.' • : 
The more you use a ~oxi~ material the .more dang-
erous it becomes - we all have a tendency to get' care• 
less as things become familar. Let 1s not lose our 
reiJpect for red skulls and crossbones. Twelve jrears 
ago people were concerned for ·their children, pets, 
bi;-ds and themselves when 10 lbs. per acre ·of aaH1al 
ch1c>rd~ne was suggested for grub .. ptoof ins turf·.· · Now 
Boin~ : 0£ those same people ar~ ready to apply 60 to 
80 lbs• per acre to check crabgrass! 
:tn i959 two men ci:Leci f~btn poisoning by a pesticide. · · 
They might have been saved if a 1~bel ~rom a package 
had been carried with them to the hospital. The em-
ployer did not know what material his men had been 
using! 
Twelve cattle died from arsenical ·poisoning 
following dr~ft on direct application to . pas~ures ·of 
• ~ • _j : . ·. ·.~ ' ' . ' ... -: ~ 
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a weedkiller thought to be relatively harmless in 
spite of the r ed skulls and crossbones and POISON. 
l_ 
You are not a friend when you give someone a 
little pesticide for their backyard or driveway in a . 
beer or coke bottle or any other unlabeled.c~ntainer! 
This is a perfect set•up for an accident especially 
for .children. 
There are oily two· ways to handle, · apply, store, 
'and dispose o'f pesticides and their con~ainers. One 
way is RIGHT, the other wrong. 
Let's do it the RIGHT way • the safe way. It's 
all on the label. 
- - - - - ~ - - - - -
Panel Discussion of 
. . 
CURRENT IDEAS. ON PUTTING GREEN CONSTRUCTION 
MODERATOR: A. M. Radko, Eastern Director, Green Section, USGA 
PANEL: Charles Baskin, Supt., Country Club of Waterbury, 
Waterbury, Connecticut, and is in his 34tb year 
as Superintendent at this club. Mr Baskin is a 
graduate of the Ballyhaise Agricultural College, 
lreland ••• in the early 1920's he began working 
· fcrr Dovald B.o6e and then when the opportunity 
arose he stayed at the Country Club of Waterbury ••• 
he is a USGA Green Section Committee Member ••• 
a member of the GCSA and the Connecticut Golf 
Course Superintendents Association ••• he is a Past 
President of the latter organization. 
Dick Blake, Superintendent Mount Pleasant Country 
Club, Boylston, Mass ••• graduate of the Stock• 
bridge School of Agriculture •• member of the GCSA ••• 
President of the Rhode Island Golf Course Super• 
intendants Association ••• Editor of the New Eng• 
l.and GCSA Newsletter. 
William Gordon--Architect, President of the Will'-
i(;\m F •. Gordon Co ••• charter member, Past President, 
and. presently chairman of the Board of Directors 
of the America~ Society of Golf Course Architects 
••• member of the USGA Green Section Conmittee and 
the Mid-Atlantic GCSA ••• has been in golf course 
construction and design since 1920 ••• from 1920-
1923 with Carter's Tested Seed Co., New York City 
••• 1923-1942 Partner in the architect firm of 
Toomey and Flynn ••• 1942 to present formed own 
Company. 
;, . .. ' 
. , , .... 
~ . . 
Sherwood Moore, Superintendent, Winged Foot 
Golf Club, Mamaroneck, New York, Vice Pres• 
ident. GCSA ••• graduate of the Stockbridge 
School, member USGA Gre.en .Section Co11Dllittee ••• 
member. of the. Metropoli~an GCSA ••• Past Pres• 
ident of the New Jersey GCSA. · 
John O'Connor, Supetintendent, Salem Country · 
Club, Peabody, Mass ••• member GCSA and New Eng• 
land 'GCsA ••• began in .construction fOr ·Donald 
Ross ••• worked at Salem for most ·of' active car~er. 
"COMPOSITE" OF ANSWER AND QUESTI~NS 
(bear in mind that some questions are ans• 
wered by different panel members - so where 
. . answers seem to diff.er slightly - this is the 
reason for it.) 
.. 
QUESTION #1: What procedure do you follow once the 
· dec;~sion is ma.de to rebu~ld a green? 
;'This would depend greatly on the problems en-
cou~tered on the.green in question, such as: Desire 
to change tyP,e of turf •Ina~lil'i:y to maintain turf--
Drainage problems-•Membership's di(like for present 
green, etc. 
, . If probleni~ .. are agronomic alone, the Superintendent 
can do most of .the work needed; he can, if need be, sol• 
,icit aid from tJ:ie USGA Green Section• s Agronomist, or 
·.the Turf Ag.,ono'1)ists from A.gricui tural Stations where 
. tur~_. work. is being done. · 
·· , If it is necessary t~:>' chinge design of the green, 
then an archit:ect sho'Uld be consulted~ •• and meetings 
a.rr~nged with green 'commi\:~~e, the · superintendent, 
the architect, the c'ohtractbr should finalize plans ••• 
a clay model of proposed revision woulu· ·be ·fielpful ••• 
grade stakes at new project site better enables 
committee to understand proposed revision. 
Begin immediately to provide a good temporary 
green for play until new green is ready for play. 
In every case the club members should be kept 
informed of project work under way." 
QUESTION 1'2: · Are there •Y special features that you 
prefer to see in the architecture and/or design 
of the green? 
(a) What are some considerations with r~gard to size? 
11Green shoil d be of sufficient size to receive a 
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shot that is fairly played to it ••• size should vary from 
4500 to 7500 sq. ft ••• greens should have at least seven 
different cupping areas--adequate cupping area with 
smooth flowing contours••no abrupt or sharp contours. 
(b) What is the minimum and maximum ·specifications for 
pitch? 
• ,r, : 
"Never niore than 1 f;oot in ·35 ~ and never .less than 
. '. ' ~ . 
. 1 ·foot in. 100 feet. ·1 · • .. ,. .·.''<'. 
. ~· . ' 
: · · • t ~ J .: r 
How .far should ·traps be:. p,lacE!d·'from. ~ the putting 
surface? · · · 
''There was a difference of opinion ·on this ques• 
tion.--one opinion was that the 11traps should. be vuilt 
tight against the putting surface and collar--other-
wise the target area is greatly enlarged, and approach 
shots are uninteresting 0 • 
(d) Ia· tJlet:e a ·preference. in size of · ·green as dictated 
by leiig't.h and relative. ,difficulty of .. hole? 
"Definitely, the size of the green should re-
flect the difficulty and distance of shot . to be played 
to the green. ·The contouring of the green also de-
termines size ••• where more severe contours are des• 
,ired, the larger the green ~ust be to insure good 
cupping ar.ea. 11 
(e) What if .anything in y9ur opinion adds to or detracts 
fro~ the character Q:f .a green? 
• 
1iThe ability of the architect to make good use of 
natural features such as terrain; trees, streams, etc ••• 
also the ability to design the .putt'ing· sui:face and 
bunkering for the precise shot to be played into the 
green ••• the ability .of the architect· to make the green 
setting appear ·natural. ;, '· ' · 
QUESTION :/13: How far in advance is it best to project 
a new green construction? 
i'The farther you can ·plan ahead, the better ••• 
in th~ northeast all preliminary work such as specif i .. 
cations, orders. for materials like sand, tile, seed, 
. stolo11;s,, or sod, etc. should be finaU:z~d at least one 
wonth P.rior to September lst ••• plans· should be made at 
least '~ne year in advance •• ~if you pla~ to grow your ' 
own sod; it ·should be one y~ar old sod .at minimum before 
. transplanting it. 11 · · ., •.· · , , , : ,; 
,; 
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QUESTION ff4: When is the preferred time to begin 
\ 
/ 
work on a green building project in the Northeast? 
"Late August or early Septembero •• right after Labor 
Day if possible •• • tournaments decrease after Labor Day 
after which there is still plenty of good weather for 
construction, turf growth·~ and time for the soil to 
settle properly before green is played•" 
"Just as soon as we can, wv establish a temporary 
green and instali an 8 11 cup in place of the regulation 
4;,; 11 cup to compensate for the temporary green ••• our 
regular maintenance work is reduced at this time and 
my men look forward to the chance of doing something 
different, they like construction work. " 
QUESTION#S: What drainage provisions are important? 
(a) With regard to tile drainage requirements the 
answers were: 
"If topsoil mixture is to have a large percentage 
of sand, tile is a must. Use 4 11 land or agricultural 
tile placed at least 12 11 below finished subgrade. Lay 
tile on one innh stone or gravel base and fill the 
balance of the ditch with gravel. Tile drain lines 
should be placed on 20 foot centers, and allow approx• 
imately 300 feet per green or 6,000 sq. ft. in size. 11 
"Experience tells us that regardless of what the 
subsoil is or the thickness of the stone blanket, tile 
should be installed at the time of construction. There 
seems to b~ no substitute for positive drainage. The 
tile should be 20to 36 inches below the finished 
surface. I always place tile on a bed of gravel and 
cover it with gravel. " 
11Four inch tile•-Bermico, Orangeburg, or Plastic 
laid lO i' deep in the subsoil ••• the bottom of this 
trench should be covered with 1Ja 11 crushed stone to a 
depth of 2" ••• and the tile laid on the crushed stone ••• 
a sheet of tar paper should cover the tile line ••• and 
the tile completely covered by gravel. " 
'
1Four inch tile placed on gravel in a herringbone 
pattern at least 14 inches deep. " 
"The USGA Green Section Staff report (USGA 
Journal, Sept. 1960) on putting green construction 
covers drainage very well. -; 
(b) "Surface drainage is vitally important to the 
maintenance of good putting turf ••• where possible 
greens should be drained in 2 or more directions 
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to reduce the amount . o.f 'water d·ischar·ged through' 
approach, •• it must be kept ·in m~nd .  however that on 
approximately 50% of t .be greens on any given -golf 
cotn:Ja . 't is at&i)oat impossible to eliminate some · 
drainag·e to the· front . entirely: •• goo.d v.isibili ty cff 
the putting surface for the shot being p.layed to the · 
green is import·ant• and as a result on uphill shots 
the green mus.t have .some degree of fall to .tne front. 11 
i
1The surlace drainage of greens should be in as 
many directions as po:ssible--not just one or two or . 
only to the front;." 
"Two or . three directions, and not t .o ·the front 
if possible ••• there should .b-e no pocke~s ,cto .allow · 
water co stand on the surface ••• correct contouring 
can remove surface water .in several directions. Ii 
(c) Air drainage provisions: 
11Air drainage and circulation should be good ••• 
it is of '!ltmos~. importance ••• do not hesitate to 
thin wooded areas around greens, leaving only spec• 
imen trees, and remove all underbrush; •• also prune 
remaining tre.Eis .high if at all possible ••• treat stumps 
so growth is retarded, or remove them if a·t all · 
possible ••• keep maintenance requirements in mind-- · 
space for gang mowers if any trees are left nearby." 
(d) Internal :drainage of soil: 
11The soil mix should be such that it will permit 
excessive water to percolate freely and rapidly to a 
lower level where it can be removed. Yet it should 
have the ability to· retain ·wat·er and support turf 
growth over a considerable period Qf time making fre• 
quent app.licatio.ns of water unnecessary. u · · · 
• " 'i 
''With a good sandy loam soil over a good gravel base, 
deep root structure will be formed rapidly;. .. if the wat• 
ering program is correct." ·· · : 
· ' . .-~'A ' 1gC-od soil mix is important. What -this mix 
, w:l.U b·e should b'e determined , by the . amount o £ play :, 
anticipated• soil conditions, etc ••• when in doubt 
and adequate ~und~ ar~ .. ~vailable, my recommendadons 
would · be· to follow the USGA Green Section's spedfi• 
cations as outlined in· their Journal of Septembet, 1960." 
'
11Good internal . drainage--percolation of· water;.•is 
very important, · . and the· topsoil: mixture governs the 
permeability, the percolation ,rate of water thr~~gh·, 
the soil~" · · 
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QUESTION #6; How do you determine the topsoil 
mixture for your greens? 
"The mixture that I u.se is largely d'et'ermined by 
experience ••• the mud pie technique ••• puddling the 
soil and checking percolation rates ••• and by feel ••• 
occasionally it is advisable to send samples to the 
University for mechanical analysis ••• a sandy loam 
soil is preferable as a top soil. 11 · 
(a) How deep do you place the topsoil? 
"Preferably 12 inches and.this would provide a 
settled depth of .·approximately 10 inches ••• this means 
37 cubic yards -per l,ooo sq. ft." 
(b) Should topsoil be sterilized? 
i'Yes, with any one of the soil sterilants 
available dapdnding on the time factor required for 
each ••• sterilization of the soil in Spring seeding 
or stolonizing of greens is a !l!!.!!S.•" 
(c) How do you prefer to mix the topsoil? 
liQff the site ••• mix with front-end loader ••• turn 
soil 2 or 3 times •• .• and haul to green when ready. The 
advantage of mixing off the site are: 
I 
11(1) accurate mix; (2) no pockets of sand or 
humus; (i) the correct proportions of sand, humus, 
and soil; and (4) mixing can be done while other work 
is in progress. 11 . , 
(d) When do yQu prefer to add nutrients to the topsoil? 
11Apply ground limestone, phosphorus, and potassium 
as recommended as a result of a ch~ical analysis of 
the soil ••• the nitrogen too(some organic, some inorganic) 
can be worked into the soil too ••• to a depth of 3 to 
4 inches ••• about 3/4's of the materials could be worked 
into the soil ••• the remainder placed on the surface ••• 
grub proof with lead arsenate at this time also ••• ot if 
you are reasonably sure that insects will be no problem, 
you can spray with the newer and faster acting insect• 
icides later if necessary. ii 
QUES'I110N #7: What method of mixing of the topsoil do 
you pref er? 
"Off the green site with a royer shredder ••• or a 
front end loader if stone free." 
QUESTION #8: How do you prefer to smooth the surface 
Pt:,or. to plt\nting? 
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QUESTION #8: (Continued) 
1;Alerna'te raking and rolling and sometimes 
by dragging with a mat." 
iiAftet the cultivation is done, the soil . should 
be raked to the desired contour. A light rolling, 
pre'ferably by a large diameter hand roller; is foll• 
owed by another·. raking. · The process of light rolling 
followed by raking. should be repeated. At this time 
the soil should be ready for rolling w.ith a heavier . 
roller. It will probably be necessary to roll the soil 
4 to 6 times· with this roller. Af;ter each· rolling, the 
soil should be ' raked to a depth of about 2 inches. 
During the raking, always bring the soil to the des• 
ired contour. u 
·1 
"It would be preferable to add t .he ~opsoil in 
layers of 3 or 4 inches 'footing 1 each layei:- . prior 
to adding the ne~t layer, In this manner the length 
of time to allow for settling can be sportened. There 
is no substitute for raking, raking, and reraldng in 
all directions to obtain a smooth surface, and even 
the use of a· 'leveling board is good practice. 11 
QUESTION #9: . How do ypu guar~ again~t compaction in 
constr.uction? 
. , . 
.. 
;'Keep all heayY equipm~nt off during c.oustructinn 
and do not work aoil when excessively wet. 11 
Compaction can be regulated by having a proper 
traftic patter.n at · the site • . Heavy· equipment,· such 
as trucks and tractors, should be kept a few yards off 
the, _green. Do no~ aUow people to walk . in the same 
path bu.t have each person . take . different routes of 
travel over the green. Any .heavily compacted areas 
should be loesened to. the density . of the rest of 
the green." 
n0ur reason for rebuilding a green is. to elimin· 
ate compaction. We keep trucks and tractors off the 
topsoil. We mix our own topsoil, sand loam, etc. to 
what . w.e .think will give us a good porous mixture • 
. I show this mixtut:e to three or .Jllore Superintendents . in 
my area to get their reaction, So far our thoughts 
seem ,to run along the :same line. . Bu.t, in the . final 
analysis I tM.nk a soil mixture test should. 'Pe. made. 11 
,: •• 1 •• 
-- : "The ideal me_thod is to . haul the soil to site 
and spread by hand but labor eosts µo not always per-
mit this. Some compaction is necessary tn insure a firm 
and true seedbed. The prevention of. over compaction 
is not always possible but ca1~ usually be correctec:l 
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QUESTION #9: (Continued) 
by deep c,ltivation after topsoil is spread. Once 
the natural physical structure of a soil has been 
destroyed by mechanical mixing little further dam• 
age can be done to it as a result of compaction 
and cultivation. Concerning soil tests I feel 
it is imperative that the laboratories be instructed 
to beeak soil samples down to their finest · struct• 
ures when ' making test ·mixes. This will more nearly 
duplicate the damage done in field mixing. 11 
QUESTION f>lO: How long do you allow the soil to 
settle prior to seeding or stolori!zing? 
"Experience tells us that any new green ,should 
have a period of 2 months to settle, depending on 
volume of fill ••• even 12 inches of soil should have 
a minimum of 6 weeks under natural rainfall or 
judicious artificial watering to accomplish natural 
settlemento .. . this time can be shortened by 11footing' 1 
each and every 3 to 4 inches of soil." 
11I don't feel that a waiting period is too im• 
portant where the topsoil layer is concerned because 
there are several ways this settling can be speeded 
up ••• serious trouble can arise in deep subgrade fill · 
l 
if sufficient time and moisture ar~ not present to settle 
this material ••• ! therefore recommend applying aha~low 
layers (6'1nches) of subgrade fill, and then compact 
them as each is applied. 11 
(a) Rate of seeding or stolonizing of bentgrass: 
1~0ne and one-ha~f to two lbs. per 1,000 sq. ft. 
except in the case of Penncross which is l lb. per 
1500 sq. ft ••• for stolonizing we suggest 5 to 10 bushels 
per 1,000 sq. · ft. depending on quality of stolons and · 
time of yea.: they are planted. 11 
QUESTION /Ill: How soon after completion is it advisable . 
to open the green for play'l · 
11Just as soon as the green is completely covered 
with a good stand of turf t and has a firm ,even surface.,, 
11Depends on wtie;her it wa.s sodded, seeded~ or · · 
stolonhed ••• sodded greens will be ready firs,t, seeded: 
greens next, and stolonized greens take longe~t as a 
rule ••• the latter require a great deal more topdress!ng 
to tr.ue and smooth 13u~face. u 
11So.dded greens could 'be ready, for play in 2 weeks~ · . 
some may require 3 to 6 weeks ••• but it depends 
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QUESTION #11: (Continued) 
greatly on the proper preparation of the base. " 
"the' longer you can keep players off, the better. 11 
QUESTION # 12: Do you mix any extra topsoil for later 
use? 
~'Always plan enough extra topsoil mix to be able 
to topdress greens with the same soil as u,sed in con• 
struction ••• to tnaiutain a uhiform soil with no layering." 
QUESTION ~113: What apron size or' coll4r do you like to 
see and are there any speci81 considerations re'"' 
garding maintenance requirements? 
i'I prefer a large apron or collar, so that power 
equipment can be used to full advantage, and safely. 
There should be no sharp contours where mowers will 
scalp or water puddle or run across, green. Thes~ areas 
should be construdted so that they could if necessary 
be maintained with gang or triplex tnowers. 11 
''Widths should be kept to a minimUm and determined 
by the width of cut of the mower used to maintain them. 
A thirty inch collar is the minimum width and forty-
eight inches the maximum width. The final size is 
entirely a matter of efficient mower use, the number of 
trips around the green being kept to a minimum to maintain 
a width within the limits given above. 
ilthe course of the collar is determined by the ori-
ginal design of the putting surface and should be main-
tained in this shape so the green does not lose its 
original character over the years." 
11The aprons and collars should blend i'1to the green. 
Mounds or knolls should add chara~ter to the green. Also, 
a mound or knoll when properly placed cao, prevent golf 
balls from going too far astray,*' 
QUESTION /114: If turf is used from a sod nursery what 
special requiremen'ts are important for the nursery 
soil? 
"Sod nursery soils should be as nearly like the final 
putting green mix as possible ••• identical ••• so that no 
layering takes place when sod is lifted and placed on the 
new green ••• sod should be cut thin as possible if soils 
are !!2S, the same ••• the sod on the new green will have 
to be aerated sooner and more often if the nu~sery soil 
is not identical to that on the new green. 11 
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QUESTION #15: How soon do you advise mowing a new 
green? 
i~ow a new green just as soon as there is growth 
to remove •• ~use a sharp mower and a careful operator ••• 
if stolonized, grass cou!d be higher before mowing than 
for seeded g.:eens ~ •• if so gratlne.lly reduce the height 
with each mowing until it is reduced to putting green 
height ••• if sodded, then roll the green several times 
to level the surface prior to mo"ing. 11 
QUESTION 'Hh;l Bow often do you topdteas a new green? 
uAs often as •cnecessary ••• depettding on growth ••• 
also whethe.r . . seeded, sodded, of stolonized$ •• stolonized 
greens require more frequent and heavier top dressings 
to smooth them ••• possible every second week until open 
for play. 11 
QUESTION fll7: How important is. the topsoil mixture to 
a watering program? 1+£ tl:u~re ,•ere eome way to 
provide a margin of s·af~'ty :'.in w:ater application 
would you be fot it'l · .. , . 
"The topsoil mix has become ·increasingly critical 
in the maintenance of 1greens. the.number of rounds 
of golf played per day on any given golf course is 
increasing steadily. The number of qualif~ed, ex• 
perienced green superintendents is decreasing due to 
retirement of our older superintendents and the lack 
of trained men to fill their jobs and the jobs at the 
two hundred to three hundred new courses built each 
year. the increased use of feetilizers, herbicides, 
insecticides, and fungicides any of which may be cap• 
able of building \tP toxic residu. es in the soil have 
added to the problem. 
We now find many courses that cannot be maintained 
through the climatic extremes of any twelve month 
period. 
Our problems could be drastically reduced if we 
had green preparation and soil mix 'pecif ications 
that could create the following putting . green soil 
characteristics. 
''. 
I' 
. ' ' 
l • Sufficient water retention for plant needs 
thus requiring minimum irrigation. 
2 • Sufficient porosity for rapid passage of 
excess water and circulation of air. 
3 • Ability to hold plant nutrients. 
4 "." Ability tcf resist ~oliipactton • 
, . l '. • . ' . 
' 
:: 
. . 
. ''. 1 , QU:~STION: #17: (Con.tinued) 
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:5 ~ A.bility to hold shots without deep ball 
pittiri'g or foot marking. 
,-,• . 
6. - Ability to ~ll~w herbicides, ~~n'gicides, 
and· ihsecticides to slowly leach. out to 
.prevent possible buitd·up·of toxicity due 
to use of these chemicals. 
. 
111£ all of. the aJ>o:v~ , requirement's could .. be met the 
., ·' . crit~cal. situation tl\at now exists coul4 be largely 
· eliminated•"'· · · · · ~. · 1 • ' " 
, · 
'Ihe United States Golf Association Gre'ens Section 
has made an effort to attaiu the perfection we would 
like, and I'm sure everyone in the design and construct• 
ion field hope it may _be the answer. 11 
Reprinted here in its ~ntiret)> 1.8 the articlcLr.~f~rred 
to many times in the pan.el. dlscussion.~ ·.from .d\~ bsGA 
Journal & :rilrf Mtl*1agernent. ·Sept. 1960. · 
. . . 
· . . 
Specifications for a Methoci of rotting Green Con• 
struction by the USGA «1reen · Sectioii staff •. · ._ · 
- - ~·~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - -
AUTOMAtic .. S~ST~~ ~o~ WAT~Rl:NG ; 
.. .. -~y ·Jii>b~tt ··t~ Harper 
''· ' 
I . . 
' . . ' i h~e "~een 1-oo.ktng .. fotward with•, a great .. deal of' 
pl:~a:sura •. to th'l~. af te;no.on and to the opportunity to 
dfacuss '*:l.th )ou 'the application of automatic. wat.er-
b1g sy~tems, and their .application t~ your go.lf course. 
. . .. ; .. 
~ . . '. . . 
. . 
One of the most c;Jyl)mnic· developments in the,golf 
course industry in re<;eiit.years has been the increasing 
appreciation and acceptal(lce ·of a well .designed arid: 
effecien·tJ.y op·er~ti~g* -permanently ·1ns'talled autosatic 
watering system •. Actually.,. the ·term automatic i&: some• 
. what of a ibisnomer·· ~n ~hat, for ·the mos~ part, all we 
· are really ..  going to .talk ~bout ·is' ·a·. remotely cont:colled 
itriga,t1on sys·tem: ··, · , . 
. : . ~ ' . ' . 
.. ' 
First of all, I would. like to say tha·t the~e: i .• 
systems are not new :B;tia th.at all : types have 1.?een ~t:l ; 
existence fGr,many"yeats, thotJgµ only in recent y~J.'S 
in this Northeastern 'seetion of the Un:hed '-states. ·:l 
think .the zqqst ·ob'Yious :r~asoll. for. thi's re'ceri.t, grow~·h . 
is tlie ~xis ting . poor. lab9r .si·tuation. with .. th:lch we are 
all 'coijc~~ed•· As· far~ as watering men are concerned, 
th&ir job gener4lly lasts for a period of only a few 
months at best, and then they a~e either dismissed or 
moved into other jobs on the golf course. As a result 
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of this situation, they are gererally part•time 
laborers and tend to be quite undependable, It 
is hard to determine whether they are doing the 
job corr.ectly, simple as it is generally con• 
ceived to be, or whether they are doing just 
enough to get by, The tendency for the watering 
man to literally sleep on the job, and to be 
absent for one reason or another •• most of us 
have heard the full gamut of e~cuses -- brings the 
benefits of automatic watering very vividly into 
your experience. 
The automatic systems are always operated dur• 
ing the night, and once the system has been set: 
up to operate at a gi~en time during the night, no 
labor is required during the course of the night, 
moving sprinklers and so forth. The availability 
of labor to manually operate the system at night, 
during weekends, and from year to year is becoming 
increasingly more acute. In some instances college 
men who are off for the summer months are hired, and 
do a relatively good job, However, since it is what 
might be called "j.ust a summer job 11 the reliability 
factor here also comes into play. The men do not 
like to be engaged in a night-time job, nor be 
involved with a job over the weekends. 
In some areas, especially in this immediate area, 
the local codes require that two men wo~k together at 
" night, so that if one is injured, the other can be of 
help to him, This obviously increases your costs and 
your problems in operating a manual system. 
I heard a story lately where a man· who was out 
working at night, operating the irrigation system on 
a golf course -- the golf course in 11Uestion was 
Joe Butler 1 a at United Shoe ... thought he '1sawli 
things. All sorts of objects turned up quite un-
expectedly, from automobiles to people. Joe Butler 
informed me that his man was absolutely sure he had 
seen a group of people crossing the stl.QD quite slose 
to where he had been, but upon inspection the next 
morning, no tracks were found and it was quite obvious 
that it had all been something that the night watering 
man had just imagined. the poor labor situation is 
certainly one reason why the idea of automation in 
irrigation is gaining in acceptance and in popularity. 
Another reason for installing the automatic type 
system for watering your golf courses is that• as of 
now, it is a proven fact that you can get a much more 
efficient and dependable overall operation. Night 
watering is taken for granted for the most part, and 
with night watering come several inherent advantages. 
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In the first place, generally speaking, a l.ow wind 
condition exists which enables the sprinklers to 
discharge their water in an even pattern of dis• 
tribution. This enables your irrigation system to 
perform efficiently, the way it was designed to do, 
and the turf does not suffer from lack of water in 
some areas and too much in other areas. 
From the economical standpoint, considerable water 
is saved when the watering is done at night due to 
the fact that the evaporation rate is considerably 
less. Not only is less water lost back into the 
atmosphere, but as a result, more ·water is absotbed by 
the soil giving deeper penetration which is greatly 
desirable from the standpoint of creating good, 
sturdy, deep-rooted turf. 
Another advantage of automatic night watering, 
if you are being supplied from a city water dis-
tribution system, is that the water pressure at 
night is generally quite a bit greater, and since 
a higher pressure is required for the opemation 
of a larg~ golf course irrigation system, it is 
desirable to have a pressure at least equal to the 
design pressures of the system. In some areas----
where a great number of homes have been added to 
the existing city water distribution systems, _the 
water pressure drops considera&ly at peak periods 
of the day, namely in the early morning and late 
afternoon hours. If the automatic watering system 
on the golf course is set to turn on at ten o'clock 
in the everning and turn off at six o'clock in the 
morning, then the maximum pressure from the city is 
available and the system is capable of operating at 
its design efficiency. 
As well as being able to water automatically very 
easily at night, with low wind, low evaporation rate, 
and higher city pressures available, the undeniable 
feature of "controlled watering" is very IQich a real• 
ity. This particular term, "controlled watering;• 
arises from the idea that it is possible to operate your 
system with automatic controls in a way economically 
impossible with manual controls. In the first place, 
the irrigation from individual spri~kler heads is 
not accomplished by manually turning on one sprinkler 
head and letting it run for an hour and the manually 
turning it of£ and moving it to another location. The 
generally accepted form of operation with a semi• 
automatic system is to automatically turn a group of 
sprinkler .heads on simulataneously for a period of 
fifteen mtnutes, and then turn them off for a period 
of perhaps two hours, automatically returninit'to_ water -
again for a period of fifteen minutes. Repeating 
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this type of operation automatically ·tlirQu.ghout the 
riight,, for a.: total o~ .f~ur complete 'itri:-ga~ion 
. ~e~f.o~df! ·adequately covers ,8'' third of _the c~µrse. 
This· typ_e of repetiUve watering,. as . it . 1~1 termed in th~.igdustry, accomplishes severa1 t~i,t;igs. In 
areas wh~re you ·have .. steep. hill'sides or slopes, no 
' runoff 9~,-~the w~ter ':(.s possible. This is due to the 
· fact' that the low prec"ipitation rate, . approximately 
a half inch during a period of ·etght· houfs, .is so 
low that;· all'. iftie wa:te~ -sprinkled on tti~ .,tu~.£ is 
abs!)r.bed i'tito Idle ··soil. Ev-en in' areas: Where Clay 
or heavy soil'&" occur. th~ repetitive water~ng . type 
()£ oper~tien-Will · completely eliminate _puddling in 
low spots d.t..e·.: to the fact that once again the pre-
cipitation ··?".at~ ts ~~ low that 1c· is generally 
o:baorbed by-'th'ese heavy soils. In each cas~, . both 
in runoU amt: puddling situations, the water is 
applied so- as to penetrate into~ die' soil and not 
·remain on ; th'Ea · su·rface~ if the -controls are adjusted 
·co.trectly· ,for all areas of your· course; toe njust•right" 
· -~~nt of ~ater ·will be supplied· to each iir~.: 
· Anothe~, reason why, these systems have be~ome so 
· popular during the- past few years· is that the in• 
itial inve•tments'tequired to . install 'such a 
system has been decreased cQnsiderably due to won• 
derful advances in the type of engineering design 
now offered in general by t1'~ industty.· Many.,years 
ago, the lack of: des'ig~ k~owledge required . that a 
particular .Club ·spend considerabl:y more money than 
they were economically ab_le to -Jus"dfy in the ' 
operation of the course. However; · at the pfe$ent' ·· 
time, tremendous advances have been made · in.tb.e type 
of designs that can .be offered .and,. as a resµlt, ·the 
investmenst needed'to install these e,:stems are avall• 
able t:iJ'ld naturally fall i~to.differ~ht,pric~,brackets. 
In areas such as we have: b.e~e in tlie:·NC>~thea~tern part 
of th~· Vnit;ed Stat~s,; the n1os.t: ipracHcal., ,t)'lpe of system 
is th~ $emi-automatic, individual· sprinkle~ head con• 
·trol sys~em. This ' system haa been 'in~~·alied and is'· 
·operating successfully at the Rhode Isl~iid Country · · 
Club 1.n ,Providence, lU~od_e, ,Island,· the V!~anoag · · 
Country Clul> in West · Hartford, Connecticut, aad · .the 
Weston Cot:tfi~ry Club, -i~J1~:~ton, Massacltus'et~s., In· ' 
all th~ee o~ .these system~ •. . tlie'<semi~autoniatic idea, 
using 1.Q.dividual sprinkler head controls, was ututzed 
and has'proven to be very practical. Generally speaJ<• 
ing, taking all things into consideration, namely 
rock formations within the course "itself• the invest-
ments for the systems should run between a low of 
$50,000 and a possible high of $80,000 • . Inasmuch as 
it is generally conc,eded that a budget of $3,000 is 
adequate tt.D" handle the operation of a manually con• 
trolled 18 hole golf course, and inasmuch as a semi• 
1·.t: 
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automati~. systell:generally requires a· budget of about 
$1,SOO a .. s.eason, ·'it can be ·conch1ded · th~f $1~500 ci 
sea$0n;:can '.be . actually.·saved 'On labor a1qne ·by· the· 
1natallation of a ·semi•automatfc 'watering system. · In 
some ·areas this . is, ccmSidei;ed ·to ·be· a "Vert eons er:.. 
vaU.ve- ·figur~, . and I have 'heard that o~er· $j;ooo a. 
season can be applied against 'the addi't~onal ·cost of a 
liemi-autom4tic .·system. · Obviously; ·the longer the 
season, the more advantageous it is to operate a 
semi-automati-e aystem. · · · " · · ·' 
• ., . '1 ~ .~ .i"" .• " ~ : : .:, ~ . • : • •. 
_f. , , . 
· '.It is· interesting 'to· note that only a small . 
additional cost of some eight to fif t~en per cent, 
nee.d be, added to the original cost of the old•fash-
ion,ed manual ,quick coupling system, where a semi• 
automatic. · system has been designed along with it, 
covefing ·the same areas with the same amount of water 
p,;ze week. . It is' now past history that · these invest• 
ment.·figures and percentages are· poss'ible, since theg 
have ·been proven so -many times 'and ' in· so maily 4if f 'er-
ent :places all over the world. ·tittle·wontler.that 
good, . semi~automatically designed systems are : no. · :.·· · 
loqger considered "too expensiveil but are now .a must~ 
•' ... • > 
- : 'Another type of .system,' a·si.'de" ft:om the semi• 
aut_omatic typ.e,- is the f.ully au·tomatic type systems 
~ht\re. sp.rinkler heads are permanently '1.nstalled in 
the. ground,. conn~ted to peruianeritly installed piping 
and controls .... Systems of this type· ~r~ highly ad"'.· 
Yant~geous·,· .and •Very practical in areas where watering 
~s essential; . How.ever» in areas such a$ we hav~ here 
where it is virtually a marginal wat·ering are·a.·, · the 
additional cost to install these systems over what would 
be r,equired fot . a .. semi-automatic system· ijrakes the in-
stalla.tion:of. these systems,almost · prohib~dve. How-
ey.eJ:, in the very near ·future, new sprinkler eqtlipment 
is being designed which will offer ·a reladveiy inex-
pensive fully-automatic type golf course irrigation 
syst_em.. .. ... ; '. . '" 1 .; : · ·. ' · ·' · " ' 
\ ~ ' ~ \ ... ' •' :• 
• ' . { .t. l . ! ~--' . -- . : " . ' \ ....... ;, : l ' • ; ~ • . .. - . • : 
· . Up 1µ1til .now,. w,e have ·b~en, :discusSiri'g 'why: "'.~n~·· .,'"'. 
au~omatic. wa;terin~ sy.stems fca: cours'es .. :·hav·e lfec'dme .. · : 
so pO.pµlat•, ·and now. you are ptobably wondering bow. , 
such a system can be utilized by you at your· particular 
course. As I mentioned indirectly before, basically two 
type~. of systems. can be· employed,/ " ::rfi'.rs!t{ 'that ~£' a · 
,f~lly a:utomatic type ·system;- and· sec6ndly1· that' of a .· 
sen:ii•a\l·toma·tic system~ ; The·automatic;;type sys·ieni is' 
one : wJl~-r.e ~he. spt:inkler·: he-ads are ·-p'eriR$n~n tly ~iis tai 1 ed 
iu; , ~he .gx-o\)IKi on· perinanent piping'i and' are ~controlled .in 
one of two ways. The old way was the master v~lve 'type 
control. In this type of system, the master valve is 
genemally located so as to supply water to a group of 
sprinklers and operate all of them simultaneously. The 
·· iatest type of · control:: •Y:•t~, which is actually 
t •• .. 1 
the ultimate turf :s\tri.~kler control system. fea• 
tures an automaeiC valve under each sprinkler 
head. 'l'his result·s in economic and functional 
benefits for the architect, the contractor, and 
most of all for the owner. As we have discussed, 
an old-fashioned sprinkler layout is composed of 
the main line carrying a large amount of water into 
one open valve at a time, through which the water 
is divided and redivided through large, medium and 
small size pipes, until it is dispersed at the end 
of many small pipes to sprinkler heads at one time. 
'lbe ultimate turf sprinkler contcol system is 
composed of the same aain line carrying a large 
amount of water, but here it differs from stan~rd 
sprinkler layouts. A main line has .. uiany,sWtlt~ 
lateral mains, each of .wb~~h· supplies several 'cotor 
sprinkler 1'.eBt~~. _:·a!ld :a~~~~~cr- :var~J· ·.~o~btnatt-oh~, 
•. bu~ 9n1ty· ··one.' .. ~p.~r.a·t~i• ·a La~, t~~ i>~i." ~8:~~ta1.>ma·:t~. 
: .• ·)"· ~~~,_ ~eeps·'mo:~t :of · · the·· ~~R.~ . Q.aw to.. th~ ,_..,,,i·ze._n·e~~ 
·-.· .. ~ss~ry -:to·:c~~~Y. .. watez:' -~~ ,'P,~ · ·indi!I~~l., tiead·~·:· - ''.:.~ 
· spr.~~klers to ,ope7:.at-e ~c;g~th.eJ:" ate dete™ned,· by .. 
. · "~n~xpens~~~ .Pla."uc·:~o.nt~oJ. ~uhi·nfi~· .. ~Q~.~ -.ri!~ 1~.' .• ~ 
~ .. t.eJ,y: co~~~q~1~ed. aut~.~~Hc yal'lf!s; .~.at~.i: ~han,-.~~ 
. ' ~X:P~~$ive · p1)>5! ~ c~~nee'tic>n.•. , .. Since ·· a11.\p.1.Ping· i ·s 
.. i•i m~i~ line~· ntf,e~~ra:ptpe'·riee4 . be··tnsta1led to carry 
wilt.er. ;to ··q.Uic'K couplers or part circle .. hea;ds ·a:round 
greens and tees. Economical.l, .. sfeatd.ng~· ~he savi~g_s 
in the red':'ct~c;\~ of ~~th~:: la;_~ge aiz~ ;pipe.a :;G1Qre 'th~~ :~ 
pays ,f_or :the ~~d.i:tiorial" c9.st. ot 't:tabing . aiu~, automa~~~ 
valye_s .• • Su~~lY~Jig . an · e~u~~- _ q\lanti~y ~f.~atet "~.o •ii._~ 
ar~a .. ~hl:ougb· · suu~.11~ \pipe· i .s .aceompli~he.d. by.·ustn' . .,, 
a · h~gher per2eniage .. of. ·small pi.pe· contj.n1.1ally~ ·· rat"tj~t 
than ~ .. amaU 'per.centage o·f' .large pipe·: ~nt~riaittentty:.·: 
Th~s.' type.of syst~s · .-offers many .advantas~.s.: · . . ··.·,:, 
~~ .. : ... t:·· • \ ' ·. ~ t· ·. ' . . ... ·t : ·. ' .' · l; ·.· .· • . .. ~ . -. ,·:~ -' ·. 
1; 1 'tbe,:architect OJ.'1 1 ·eprinkier . coneul.tant'. Will liave . r ~ 
t'-loiii· 113 to; 1/2 · the ·: time ·r~qu_ired to ·9·iize::~e.-.~1p-e· .,,. · 
for -the .-sp'.rilikler. &y'steur~ ti'ecause '.there· is mueh le$a 
cumulative flo~. los&,eomputing necessary!' · .. ! :: .. i.· · · . :! .. 
.l 1' t._• \ • '· ~ '. I . " '. •. I '• ~ ' : : _. • • ' : :' ,: 
2. · The sprinkle.r com:raetor will ·eave' 'tf.ine:. and· take . . -.·. 
off because of ·$~andard pipe size;. fittings aQd· hookµpa •. 
Highet ,quantit:fe.~ .of ·standard. ·items·re~ces ~.lle -coat· .. 
per unit, . and ~~~~alla:tion is' ~iuiier' becau-e ·.oii·.· tlie . . . .. . 
smaller. pipe · an!!· .leas variety . 9.f ·matei'ia.l n~4egsary .. .. : 
in the f$.eld.~· · · .'. :.. · . ' . . · ,:·~·-.. ·; ... · '' 1 \ \ _, •. ".\· ', 
" I ' ;, • ' • ! -.• • ... \ ;., I ' . ::~ ' . ~ · , • \.: .t • • • • ' ~ ~ .- ~. • " • "', .. ,J • :J ~ > : • " ~ ..... ' ; ':_ 
3. The ; sprinklei: he•d ·- manufactui;er !tipprecia~s'<·thts.'. · , . > 
type of .Jl,ystem: &1n~ .. e no ·dirt. · .. ffyphona'Se ·tn~~. the· rot~~s. :;, -~- · 
ca~ ~~c.ur-,.. ,· Another .feature .. J~. tl).at~hter cannot;'·gain .,: ... 1~ i 
vel'o\:itY ·. in"i emp'J;Y, ... piping that" c.a~ .. oause a sp.r~nkler · ··~ ·.· .. _,..,.;.>'· 
Center . ~01 pop righ~ .. ~~t. of' 't;he h.e~d't ··Since a.11~ piping , .· ,, : ., ·. · 
is alw~~s futl· 0:£; '11.a~er•" ·· .· ~ . . .·.,_: ·-.i , .. ·· · • 
., ' \ . " . . • . . ~ . ~ . . ·, . ' ~. :• .' i . ' 
•. ,· .'~ -~· : ' . - : . . ' .. ,. . 
. . . ~ ,• -. 
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4. The landscaping contracior will save many hours 
of extra seeding time aiounc:t the·, rotor ·type · sprink• 
ler heads ·on · slopes where draini:ng of the lOwer · ·. · 
heads usually wa~hes away· ·seed., . . s'oil ' ·and fer.tilizer~ .··  
s. The ·~·~stomer . d~riies ' the ·-~,,. ~j: ·b.enefit. 'frpm .. this · ·· · 
type of sprinkler .system, becau~e every benefit p~evious•: 
ly mentioned ·refl~cts on . the ov.erall savingS:.·()f the ' . 
customer's money and ' the protection df·his interest. 
A customer will also appreciate the .. absence of we~, 
soggy spots in hi.s turf ·caused by downstream pipe 
drain-out · on gently rolling terrain. · Also, the . 
pipe sizes may be reduced considerably since the 
overall time of a sprinkling cycle may be increased 
to a point where it ta watered a maximum amount of · 
time1 using a n1inimum amount ·o~ gallons per minute• 
Generally speaking, the farthest vatve·from the source 
of the system opens first, followed by the next, to 
farthest, etc., which in effect for allintents, an·d· 
purposes, completely eliminates any hydraulic surges 
or hammers in the piping ltself. The reason fo~· this · 
is that the distance .between the farthest valve and 
the next to farthest valve within the system t;roin the 
source, is the only column of water that is actually 
being stopped by the closing of the f:arthest valve. 
?he main body of water, of course, is relieve'd . out 
through the openiug of the senond ·valve. 
In a semi•autom~itic system, the portable sprinkler 
heads are located at predetermined places · ~h~oughout 
the cours'e - in the .late afternoon or . early ,evening 
hours, and ·then at a predetermined time at night are 
. allowed to go into operation. When morning arrives, 
· after the course has been watered thoroughly·, the 
spr'inkler heads are then removed and the CQUrSe . iS 
ready for play. ll~reagain, two types of systems are 
available in the semi-automatic variety • . One where 
a large master valve controls~ number of .~prin~ler 
heads simultaneously, and the other where Jndi,vidual 
remote control valves control the sprinklers. iQdiv• 
idually~ . Once , ag~in, the individual spripkler head 
cqntrol sys.tem. is proving . itself to be ~y far the 
most 'practi-c,a~ fJ;onf ·both the stal1dpoint of low head 
.... drainage from -the piping and .also from 'the i?tandpoint 
o.f .. the pipe sizin.g required tp operate such.ia. system • 
. . In ·i:m individua.l sprinkler. head d>nt·rol · . syst~, the 
l,ineal." 'fo.otage _of pipe' .:l:s 4lmo.s't identical to .that 
of the mast~r vaive system, HoW'e"Ver, the .p,ip:lng is 
generally ~aller in size,.-. due 'to the fa.ct. that a more 
.effic1en.t· ·s.y.stem ·c~n be designed.· · ·· . . : ·: · 
. -.. :· , ~ . t ;_ .. . . ··!·, _· :~ ' .. :~ .. . •· . · -"~ - , ,, ~ ·.,· _·, 
· B~fore ·closiI,lg .. ;this -disc,iss;on1 1 kno.w~ t;119st of 
you· are ' quit~ , ;Lnterested .in what types . .(If. aµtomatic 
equipment are used •. cln· the . Past" ~ew .ye,ars, most of 
' f 
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the companie.s en~ed in -. supplying .. 'the- ··~~tQmat:i.c · · 
controls f9i.- tbi$ type of-" system ha~e been : so~·ng 
all out to develop the diapr1ragm•type 'iewote .. 
control v~~!~· : . . PiQton type· remote control "valves 
are stilt availalie, but the trend se~s. t;Q pe _goipg . 
to the diaphragm-type .valves.:· This ... if.4U.~ ·to . ~ny. ·, ... ;·;" } 
reaso~~-· n~~ly ,. t.hat with a ·dlaph~~p~· ·:~9 :· '.e.ap~\l..'ili · . . '· 
glands .. or cio~e-.fittins·:parts = ·ate ~equi~~~' . ~l~~.ea11 · ... : .. · ,;,,. 
with a pistC?n val:ve, . foreign matter 'in tl}.e. wat;e+,. · · ·· i :· 
' ' . • • , • . • . ... . ._, ' J, 
such as sand, . si~t, - algae; clac·tum·; , iron . Q\" l~~e .. ~ ... ·-'::. • .. . ' 
tend to wear ~h~ .internal -paa:ti and"cau~~: the'. : 
piston valve tO fail ·or ·malf·iinction. ·.No 9r:lfices. · · .. . . 
or strainers, wb~~h might ·t·end :·-to · clog''.in:cf.ul· U.~~ , .. 
ately cause , t~oul:>.le,. should be· in a V'~lye,~:, ..  · . " · , ·; .. · 
. ~ .. ' 
~. 'I '*: :. · ~',.' • : •• : • • . . ' : :~·· .... ~~. ~ . . , ... 1, ;.; · ' : !' ",.·.~-~ • 
the pist~~t ·.9.f• ,di~ragm~ wlvif ~.at(i>·e: -_ ,~P,ppij.e_d. .. :l.n '·. 1 .. , ._. , ' 
either th,~ . ~rma.Uy open ~: narmal'~y·c~~~ed ;t)'P~· .--. ;- ,',· ·1 ·· 
The definitio~ ; o1! .. a noli'mally-"open· hydtauli~ or . . .. ,,·, 
pneumatic valv~ .1$ _one.·that 18 'held . dpe# 'by )iqe ' 
pressure at .. ~h~ _1intet . to the ·.valve." - -~ ~P9al~y clo~ed .. 
pneumatic . o~. hydr,ia~l,ic·. '1alv.e is one 'whicn. is. held · . 
closed by fin~ pre,s.sure :·a~ ;the i~~-et ·to ·• ·.t:.~~ V:alv~.· · · 
In an electrorhY4.r&ulic: v.alvb-, wliich · is-, geher,uy .. . ~: .~ 
termed a so1ep9Ad! valve, the ·n<?rmau* )pen : type· i~ . , , . 
one which ope~f .-ii~n · i-ts · ·sol enc id ·· coil· is d~~n,~rii.z~d. ·. ·• . 
It is generally.,~ot,iceded · in . the_- hy~~~ul~~ ·qt · pn~UU18!tic ;: .; 
diaphragm type valve, that -since the ·des:Lgn is con• 
siderably more simple than the soleno_id typ,e, . . i~ ~.f..l,l, · 
be more dependa.b,~;e;, es~ciaily :·i!f foreign ·or · ~bi;a~ve · 
matter appear.a ,. ~'1 the water . .- · · ; ·1·· ·· · . : . .. . • , 
: · .'. 
t ., .t . ' • . 
In the op~ratlon .. of .a pnewrlatic ot hydrau.lic· .. type 
remote control . valve_, a.malUr," polyethylene · pi~atic 
:.:- .· . 
tubing can be' use~t t9 operate' them fro"in , the:lr_ .·c,~nt,., : 
rally located au~omatic cont'rcbHer .- ·In ·,t,1!-e ~as.~ o~ 
the electt:ic SQlenoid operated ·va'lves, 'a "wire is r~u1 . . 
from the electt'ic aµtomatic .colttroller to .. eacn" _~lect!" . 
ric valve. Ge~era_l~y, speaking,; this wi,re .. (s· · of . tt\e. .. : 
low voltage type,:· an~ as a result,ithe wires have .. to ._ ~e -
sized accordingly~ , · 1 • : ... ~: :,;- • • 
. : . . 
.. ::·. ~ ... , . . .. ·. · ~··. · c~ . ~ · 
. !' .... '. 
'. • ' I ~ 
.._ .. -
. .• ~ :. '; ~· -' 
~--
t ; ' If ·the polyethy_lene. ~ pl-a·stic · tulSing is us·eq in 
conjunction with, ~ateJ;' pressure"for· a completely. · ,. , ... i ·; 
hydraulic type op~ration, .no precaud:on nee'1 _ l)e 'takep: · \•.: · · .: · · 
with this tubing' as fai a·s ,freezlng is ~onci!'i:-~n~d.. ·~ '•· :"·:~. ;: 
For many year's." ~l;lis .. tubing · has been· useci'in ~ucli _.': .: .. .-: . ~ ::· •. t ·• 
places as the Denv~x P4rks· Department,' :the'' ~pokane, ~ _., . . · .· · .-, .. .:~ 
Washington, Park ~epartment; :and in :Cana~ w~th no :. ' .:~: ' 
reported ruptuiing Of the tubirtg 'being ex11erienc~d .. • .-.: ~-I . 
from the expansion ot•£ceezing water'''in 'the· tubing. 
The hydraulic type system is generally choaen . '1,S ,_ .. :. 
superior for this p4rJ:;l.~ular.:applic'atiori :dti~ ·t:(>'' th, . " " .. ,, 
fact that inheren~ in .. a ~ bydrauiic .type:· system·~· :. the~ ,,.. , t 
valves tend to cl9se ~and open'.·IJ!Ore: slowly~·· ·Tnis, ··1n 
A •21·· 
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·· · - -e~fect, lessens · the chance for surges to develop 
andcause damage to the · in your underground piping 
p~pe and fittings. . · · · ;,.\ ; . ,, ·' •. 
~. ~ ; . ~he straight' ~l~c~ric or the combination elec• 
tro•hydraulie, .or electro-pneum.atic controls, re-
quired .to operate the remote control valves, are 
·either locate'd in the ' area~ . being watered, .. or at 
the source of thewater ·supply. It is . just a matter 
o! opinion which is, the better location, -and in many 
cases the location is d·ecided from the overall 
application on the patticul_ar golf -course.. There 
is nc" set "best way" to det'ermine this alt~rnative, 
and it really doesn't make too much difference. 
I can see from my watch that the time has come 
to bring this talk to .an end1 and I am ' soi:~y .t:hat 
a normal . three-hour discussion_ on the pattfcular 
subject. bas · to be .crowded into a short 45 minute 
period. However, I enjoyed speaking witli you 
regarding the appU.cation ·of automatk· cc>nt.r~l.s < 
in youx: golf cour~e ,ir.riga'tion systems, and. ·1 _ . 
hope that as time· goes on, you will all become . 
. proud qwers of the-_ semi.:1.--automatic type irrigation 
system,. either by in,s~alling a new system, or _by · 
conv'er\ing your · exfst.:ing manual. system. · 
l ~ - - ~ - - - - - - -
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. By Geoff,rey .Corhis~ .. ·.. . ~ . . 
Whe~- 4o_hn Mulhearn o~ beha_lf: of . the StoCkb~idge 
Turf Management Club, a few ' mitiutes ago· sd kind.l,y : 
presented Al Radko and me with ce:rtU.icate·s in re• -
cognitio,:l. of outstandif)g ach'i~ev~ent . in the' ft~ld 
.of·,· fine .. _turf ·. management, 1 -could 'not help but th.ink · 
that per~aps in ;': any one year ' I :create many nior~ . ~urf­
grass problems than: I)1elp solve. Tpe though~fuUness 
of the Turf :~nag'ement' tlub is·: nevertheless lnQ~l\ .·. . . 
appreciated, _and Mr~ R8.d~o J. s · co:rit:r;"ibu,tions ate 'certainly 
countle'siJ • .. · : ;, · ' - · · : •· :. : · '._·, ·' ,, ,, · · · ._. ;;. 
• • ... ,· .. ; # 
My talk tonight is to consist of thirty minutes 
of talking plus about twenty minutes ~o show slides. 
Each slide has been selected to ~bcw a milestone in 
golf course design from the days of the old course at 
St, Andrews to almost the present. These in fact 
trace the evolution of modern course design. I have 
purposely selected slides of courses designed by bygone 
architects, None are the work of contemporary architects 
nor does my talk mention any contemporary architects 
except Bill Gordon who was with us this afternoon, 
although l will discuss contemporary architecture. I 
have done this because I could never cover in the time 
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available all great courses that are being laid 
out today. 
When we consider that several of us in this 
room knew Charles Blair MacDonald, the Father of 
American Golf Course Architecture, we can con-
clude that course design is a young profession • . 1 • , . , ••• ,_, ••• 
And indeed it is • . . Uve1Lon· :tlte·:o'ther1 sicle''.bf. "tti~ . ": ·.: :: · ·. ·." . '· .. 
ocean in Scotland~ _,.rbeJ:e golf. has' been :played: :fo.t ~~Y: . : _: :,.:.. ... •; 
centuries the history of course design goes back ,., 
for only a few generations to the mid 180.0.' s • .. . : 
.. . '. t: :· ·. ; . ·: : : ; .. : ·• .... ·. . . 
All the early , CQUrse "in ·Seo tland · an'd .. also tl,lo se ., . 
few located in Engl.and . and. lreland'·wer·e : situat~4 9u' . . 
i'linksland", those :. ~andy. grassy ·areas · st~etdJ;ii~g , : 
back from the coast .. ,U.ne.- .. When a 'new ·course was . · . 
... 
needed a site was.~~~l:ected that ··already - ~ad ;a :qumb~r .J 
of attractive hciUows. ·of turf-, . made'· smooth 'l)'y she.ep . . . . . · ' .' 
and rabbits, and a .· n)lU\ber. of :.naturel· haz'ards which, . ' 
were generally 8~.d .dun.ea., d$tehes , . 'gor~ • . whiµs >~~~ '.' J 
heather. It was cenJ:ur,i:es b.efore · it was ·T~alized that 
turf, sandtraps and hollows and plate~us . cou~d . be . . 
artifically create.ch ·. ·In ' short as . the· noted 'British_.· . 
golf architect Sir 3~y Campbell said ia ·· regards . to . _' 
the earliest course'• Nature .:was . tHe arch1~ect . and . 
animals the contractQr •. : h: '· ' · · · 
• .. i 
. . \ . 
. ~: ' .. 
The old course at St •. Andrew's until its revtsf;oJi 
·~' . 1 
in the 19th century wal in·par.t such a layout and · · . 
still retains many of the .. -features· o~ a. n~tural ' c~_urs~ • . 
. : ... 
' ' . 
The renowned cou~se,was primitively in exi~ten~e 
when the University of St. Andre~s · opened· in 1414, 
nearly 80 years before Christopher Col\IUibus dis• 
covered America. 200 years before the ~r~ival . of .En.8~ . f 
lish colonists on the Massachu~ettif coast and more 
than 500 years befor Bob Grant and Nary ~l?-~r~n.9io . .. . 
opened the Conference this morning. 
.. : .(' t . ~ 
. ~. 
' ' ~ 
It is of intere,st : that · several -o{ the cie·epest ·' ,~· : . . . 
traps on St. Andrews ··statted as : divots which the · fei::ociQus . .(. · 
winds and rains of Sc.otl.and sco.urtki ·.::ove~ :the · c.et'i~u~.ie~ ··; ·.' ·. . · .... 
into the terrifying h4.zatds ·we know' to·day ~-: · "~ · · · .. · ,_ ·1 
These original. :. 1'~~0·ll ~~ ~~- :~~-tu~~- o~ '.i;~e- ~E~s~e-~~-~ ::~ · · ·>~ ., .. : ~·: ; .. :·;. ,: :~ ·;. '. .i 
Scottish coast 1'al.i .,marked.:·gol'f a& a poiti'.t &Bnie·•nd .$s, ... ,,, -. '.z;·:; , . . ~-­
Sir Guy Campbell empha·&t.zea,· th~se · layouts b'eeo~e . :. , . ,. . : . , ; .-. .i :· . ~- ,·:._ · 
the blueprint ~n,~ .. PJtt~rn . fo-r::every:. links anii 'C6urse · · · .. : 1:: : : ··.:-
since constructed throughout the world indeed they re• 
main today as the ideal of all quality 4nd deai,gn; a~d : ... · . , 
no course design is:.s\lecessf\il ·tf it' Cleparts Joo. ra<;t-. · " .: '. .... '~· ' I • 
ically from the col\ touring , and sub di ties in~er'ent in. . .. . ' < · 
the natural layouts o.f, 0Unk'sl'and,;" '?!'h!h does not 1 of . ~:· ~.· , : .. 
course, mean slavish imitation of· inlivlciual :hoies . . .· ;· 
and greens. .. · · :'.i' ~ - ·: ... .. ., . . : 
I ,' . ' ~ • • t ' ' •• • • o 
· '.' .' A"'23-' · ··· :: . ' .. .-~ ... . ~ ~ .. .. ' . 
,.· . ... .. . ~' I : 
. '.. .' .... 
, .. . \;' . ··. · 
•: 
. . ' 
•. 
Many of us from this side of the oce~n viewing 
a Scottish links for the first time admire the bea• 
utifUl moulding of the greens and scu lpturing of the 
traps. We may ·well Wonder what ·genius, ·what ·.art:l..st, 
what creative intellect conceived such spectacular 
features. Investigation will often show bhat this 
shaping ·is the work of wind, water, birds an,d an• 
imals and not of man•· It is architects outside 
Scotland who are imitating linksland in bu~lding 
. . . . 
the raised arid sculptured, irregularly trapped 
greens we see on every great course today. · 
. ' 
Until very' recently it was thought that the Royal 
Montreal first built in 1873 and St. Andrews on the 
Hudson establis~ed in 1888 were the original golf 
courses in North Atnerica~ It tias now been proven 
that courses were in existence ·· in the Thirteen 
Colonies befor~ , t~e Revolution. All but one of these 
seemed to di~ ~ith . the Revolution apparently be• 
cause so inahp ct the golfers of 'those days were 
Tories or Loyaiists who took off for Canada and the 
British West Indies after the Revolution. One of . . ·. 
these earliest 'courses was known to be in existence 
at Charleston, South Carolina. · ThiS lingered on 
unttl around 1815 and not long a·go I read that a 
rough plan or sketch of this former course came to 
light in old documents found in South Carolina. 
After the rebirth of golf in North America with 
the establishment of the Royal Montreal and St. 
Andrews on the Hudson there soon followed l\lxedo 
Park in New York, the Newport Country Club and 
Shinnecock Hills. · These clubs were followed by The 
Country Club (at Brookline), Myopia Hunt, · Chevy 
Chase, the Philadelphia Country Club, Essex in 
Massachusetts, Essex in New Jersey. Baltusrol, 
Appawamig, Montclair and the Baltimore Country Club. 
All names familiar to us today because these clubs 
have survived although not all in their original 
locations. 
These earliest courses·were for the most part 
designed by Scottish architects and professionals 
\vho did not take up residence in the United States. 
Perhaps Willy Dunn was the best known of these men •. 
The era of American golf course architecture was 
u~hered in by Charles Blair MacDonald. Bor~ in Cana.da 
of Scottish parents he· was brought up in Chicago until 
.the age of 16 when he was enrolled in the·. U~ited · 
Colleges of St. Salvador and st. Leonards_ ~n St. Andret_Js. 
His grandfather who still lived in Sco.tland was hor-
rified to find that a ·man of 16 had never played the. 
Royal and Ahcient Game and arranged for .him. to take . 
lessons with old Tom-Morris the noted .Scottish pro-
fessional and course . desisner~ Apparently- lie took 
to the game :Uke ·a ·duck .take§.tQ .water and b~fote 
graduation; four yeaJ;'s·~ater he :~as · defeating many 
Scots at thetr ·own .-game~ ~ · · 
.... . . ~ ' . : ,· . 
. RetU;tri~.ng . to Ch!cagp he end~avor.ed to get a 
group in~eiested in bull~ing. a. cou~.se, . but- ·it was 
many yeats latet when. he 1£°ina~ly_. persuade.! the Chi• 
co.go Clu., t() t>iiUd 18 holes,. _ This was · fol-lowe·d by .'., 
other co;:lrs~s in ttte ClJ,icagq . ar~a end then ·his gr.eat• .. 
es~ triutnplis; the Natio.na.l G-olf Links on -Long · Island · ·· · 
and decades latar Yale at New Haven and the Mid Ocean 
in Bermuda~ · 
.. \ . 
. · . . ~~c·Donlild' was ~ i;emafkabl.e 'ite~s~n~tit1 :·. lferbe17~·· 
Watren Wind the celebrjated golf Y.riter ,and atithiar o'f . '· ::: 
that fasci:f.na~~*g , and compre~~n,.sive ~o~~ 11Tlie His tor~ : 
of Ame:rican Golf 1·• · flays you eith~r liked him i~tensely . . 
or disliked him .in~ertsely • ; . n~e~e was no middl:e ground• 
., MacDonald ~layed . a g_reat gatne <;Jf 'blf • everi tii~ . . . . 
enemies admitted. He wa's officially the w:tnnet of ~ur· · · 
Second Ne.t ! onal Amat.eur . Champion.ship l:ihd ace6rd:!.ng , to 
his fri·et::Js the winner of the fiJ;s~ National . Champion.:. 
ship. Ac t •.:.illy Charlie' was the runner up in the first 
championch:J.p bt.t because the United Stacen Golf Assoc• 
iation wa·G n-ot ·formed ur~tU · tile .. Sf'cond Amateur· tie was 
• • • •• ,1 
consi c:&erecl ·the authority on golf rules. Charlie not 
being the t"€ot1r:f.ng typia~ or .so the s •:ory goes', ha'd the . 
winner d:!. 2;:;,\.lalit i e:d fer . some i ,nfr.ar.: t ion and toak· the. 
laurels hicnself. The ensuing argµment wh:f.ch rag~d for 
a decade or more . in . golf cir~les . end all the a'ttending 
publicity apparently did not . hurt ·the game. Some .say 
it hastened the · formation of the United States Golf 
Association the following 'y'ea~. and may h.ave 'p·ersuaded 
that fledgling body hot tO _. depart too .fal' from the 
rules of the Royal and.Ancient. 
' ' ,.. . 
According to Warren Wind; MacDonald swung': his 
weight into this and every controversy American Golf 
experienced in hia lifetime, 
One reason 'Charlie made· ,'staun~h ·e;~tnies · w'a's tlia't .. ,. 
he was convinced ·he ha.a· bee~ · ~ppointe.d ·,by God to · · 
supervise · th·e · spread' of'' .the game in Amer:!.ca. 
~ . 
Another was that he·., a c_o~_firmed. slicer, felt that 
all the real trouble~ OU · ~8: SO .lf., ~O'J.'r. ae .·.!Jno'..!l'a be on 
the hook: aide. ·An4 he designed hi& co.urs e -tlcr.o:~il-in-gly. 
From Wind·•a. 1'llistory ·c>f Ariier.icfln Golf"- we can c.f 1.5dtict " 
that MacDonald had . lai~ · ou.t th~ . ·holes at ,· the· Chi.cago •. , .. 
Golf Course cloekWise ar9und the perimeter of. the " , ), '.· 
property t so ·that the golfer ~ho unleashed a · far Sized .. 
hook found himself off tbe c.ourae .and· playing 'iii& "·" ... 
. " . . . . ., ; r ~ . 
... ' . . . ' . : ' ~ ' ··.. ' . . ' . 
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second from a cornfield. To appease the }\oo~ters 
MacDonald ·had the club adopt an out of bounds rule 
whereby · those out ·of bounds to.ok 'their second from 
the tee, Later MacDonafd 'apparently feel~ng th~s 
did not give the slicers sufficient advantage de• 
creed that the club must adopt the Royal and Ancient's 
stroke and distance rule. To be sure as Mr. Winn says 
Charles Blair MacDonald with l!;is chronic s}.ice was 
never ;out: of ~ounds on this clockwise c9urse. 
All Charlie's · early courses in the Chicago area 
and he designed most of them where were designed in . 
this manner. Not too · surprisingly he won about every 
tournament he entered in that city. Peibaps Charlie 
was considered a ·bit tire'Sorile in . some golfing circles •. 
At any rate one golf season which he spent entirely . 
in England he was the recepient of a telegram from 
Chtcago __.goUet& · ieed~c,g, "We hope you are enjoying 
your holiday. We are." 
In later years MacDonald left Chicago and made 
New York his ·home. According to Warren Wind i;he did 
not mellow with age. If anything his ideas became 
more fixed, his oaths more explosive and hi~ loyalty 
to St. Andrews stronger than ever. Whether he was 
fighting the U. s, G.A. or designing his won.derful 
courses or replaying old matches in ·the leath.er chairs 
at the links he remained a law unto himself • 
.. 
In retrospect as we lt£k back. it .is ptobable that .. 
had it not been for MacDonald's strong. personality and ·., 
his insistence that neith~r the rules of the Royal aq4 : 
Ancient nor the challenge of courses ·be greatly com• 
promised, golf would never have taken hold of . t~e 
lmlerican imagination as 1·t has. Certainl;Y as Wind 
says, ''MacDonald contributed more to the advancement 
of golf in America than any other person of his, 
generation." 
Another early acrhitect was Walter l'ravis,winner 
of the British Amateur of 1904 and one of the greatest 
golfers of his time~ · Travis, Australian born came to 
this country at an early age but retained his count~y­
men IS inborn dislike for CC>nSti tut.ad author:f. ty o 
Walter Travis true to this characteristic of his 
people was an independent soul. Unlike MacDonald whose 
domineeting personality charmed British golfing circles 
and who the British regard as an unexpected but wel-
come ally in their frequent differences of o,pinion . 
with the newly born U.S.G.A., Travis soon ran afoul 
of British golfing circles. Prior to . the amilteur , of ·. t. 
1904 he refused to attend any of the preliminary .. d:h1• , . 
ners which were so much a part of Bristish golf in 
: . .. 
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those days 'and ·then -later. refused: :to·.,dress in the· 
approved· fashion of the ·day· fotr the match.·: Much 
to the ch88rin· IOf' -the British· ·he ·won· their ama.-
teur cmunpi()n'shii}~ .; .. -·-.: ' . . ' ' . ' 
.. ... _ ~ ' l · 
. ·,' . 
: · . . 
/·Returning to. the Unite.d States he took an· .. . 
acttve··part· in promoting go·lf in· this country •. .- It- · · .o 
W4S said ·of liiur he W48 the .only man in ·tho.s:e .'day& : ·, , . 
days who dared' to modify any of. the .prin.cip·les " 
Charles MacDonald had decreed for American course 
design,·· Run~ing his own independent· ·way,:_ 'com-. , · · 
plef~ly· : unawed by' old <'Charlies and bis references •... 
to· that ''Upstart 11 ; Travis ushe1i.ed 'in an era of. : . 
moderation ·in.,-cou:rse design. qu:tte-: alien to· Cluu:lie, 
whose ha·zards me.ant only to ter-ri'fy,· it i.s .true; .... ,: 
more oft~n· than not· in· practice demoralized the ... · .: · ~-
golfer ·compl.ie.tely. - It wa:a perhaps· for.tunate:at·! -.:-; 
this stage there ·was •some "One ou the .. scene .:who· -. . . · '. : ., 
could stand up to MacDonald. Pei;baps. ·to Travts. ) · 
more than any other man we owe the principle in 
golf' course:design of not figliting:'Nature the whole 
day~· ; ln other words in ·general ·we use. what she· · . 
provides in the way of contours, mo~fying them 
peli'haps by not··destr<>ying them. This ·ties in ex• 
actly·wtth what -the emi-nent ·golf course architect ' ·. 
Bill Gordon sa1·d . fnis ·afternoon in ·i:elation to 
greeri -'sites. . '" ,. -· , .. 
Three examples of Travis' courses in this 
generat:atea are·Round Hill near Greenwich• 
Yahandosis at Utica·and·in collaboration with 
Willy lilunn, Ekwanek·:·at Manchester,. Vermont• 
. 
., . 
· .. :.': 
• ,, ; w 
.. . 
'J:he·:years illimetliatley before . World· War .I «' · · 
produced other shots· ·that were heard a11ound· ·the . . ,. · " 
worl·d when '·in 1913' the l7 year· old Francis Ouimet 
defeated the veteran British golfers Ray and ' 
Vardon at the Co~ntry Club to become the first."· · . " : 
$nerican born golfer and an amateur at that to 
win tl\e United States Open. ·-.This did·1something to 
golf· iri this country. Ouimet .overnight became · · · · 
the herd of · youth everywhere1 ·whose .ambitions turned 
frdm''other' channels into the::twin objectives of 
owning a·set of "clubs,and: emulating Fzancis! 
performance. 
. • ' .. : ',.... . . ;; .. . l· .. · 
Well· knewn arch1tects··of the"pre World. War I · · 
·period including some famous amateur golfers who 
designed'·coutses for· a ·hobby· were Robert Hunter-,· 
James Taylor and the British,architeet·H. S~ ~olt 
who . worked: tdth George ·Crump· in creatirtg·,.P!ne ·~<·, -
Valley ·and ':while here· ·deSig11ed quite· a· number of · 
othet courses;') . '\. ' .. r ' .. : ' ''" : ,;:!~ .. ., . 
• ' • : • J ~. "' . . ~ 
Following World War I and particularly prior 
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to t;he depression, a few of the well known' architects 
were Willie Parks, , Tillinghast., Toomey and Flinnt 
Wayne Styles-_ Devereaux ' Emmett and Chandler Egan 
the golfer.·. Here tn Massachusetts and Connecticut 
the fate .Orin Smit.hand Skip Mogan both designed a 
number of courses. Thea there .were the 'big three, 
Dr. Allister Mackenzie, Donald Ross and Stanley 
Thompson. Thompson and Ro.ss each designed over 5.00 
courses before their deaths, a· record.not since 
equalled. Many. of todays architect.a l:'lere formerly 
associated with -Mackenzie:, Thompson. and Ross· and these 
three men stamped American Architecture. wibh t .hree 
principles·. These were that to be truly great a . 
golf course, individual hole or feature must have 
golfing value, it must be beautiful, and it must be ·· 
maintainable~ : 
At t:his· point I would like to comment on con.;. 
temp()rar.'y architecture· ·briefly wit;hout discussing 
cont~mp.oracy architects • 
. Robert Tyre Jones, Jr. in ;;Golf is my ·qame a 
notes th~t . the net effect of improvements in balls, 
clubs and above all in the standatd~ of , &olf course 
maintenance has lilade the game easier and in some . 
ways different·. For example on hol.es. of the drive and 
pitch variety placement of the tee shot was of ',· ' :'. 
paramount importance 30 years ago, while' extra 'length · 
offered little profit. Today with the .deadly pitching 
wedges on holes of· moderate length t4e long drive can 
be of definite . advantage. · · · · .. ; · 
Although .it is debatable whether better players 
today are as good or better than .those of · 30 years · 
ago, we c1o know that a tidal wave of newcomers far 
greater tha!l has ever hit the game be~ore is now 
flooding our newer courses and those olcier 'courses 
that happen to have vacancies. Many of these 1»eople 
are in the ro~gh more than they are . in the .fai:t"ways. 
Superintendents have accordingly groomed the roughs. · ' 
This has a profound influence on placement or .other 
hazard and · ioc'identally ·has cootrib.uted . ~p the influx 
of newcomers in that the fewer lost balls has a · de-
finite appeal to a novice who could ea~ily lOsci 10 
to l~ 'balls in a round with ungroomed roµghs • . · 
:J:t is· of interest to read that Mr. Jone.s ;has ob• 
served . "the . improvement in golf cour.se maint:e~ance '. . .· 
standards. OccaD'i0nally .we hear ~hat : greens, · fair~ ·· 
ways~ etc. are not \':hat they used to be.· Personally 
I am sure this in on par with the statement that the 
winters of New England are not as rugged as they 
used to be. 
Social and economic changes on this continent are 
affecting golf course developments. The revolution in 
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ag~~~u~tu~e · i~ ·~~~ui.ting ~tl better la'0.d ·becom:!;ng . 
availab~~ for gplf . and here: in ·New ·England"We see·· 
estate~ . ;ao.d ,fa,rms . every!'lhere being. cenve'i't~ ' into 
count~Y, .~l\lb.S ·1!10:~. ·p~b).~c course·~·· . ; · · .'. · . • 
. . ... · 
• i', .•• 
Likewi.s~ . .'th~ 'growth· of. citi~es is .foi;c.ing. establish~ 
ed clubs to '8ei.l their :exi'sting :eourses •.. At '.'tl\~ .same· 
' • ' • • '} ! ; ~ ~ ' ' I ' ' , . • •"" ' . •· ' 
time the . c;.onstrµct~on 'of·· turnpikes and ·:ti.mitecl access . 
roads tis ai1owing · ·the~e· c'lubs to · 1ocat'e convenien~l.y . .. 
in .a't'·eas far . distant · f'rom :d6writ:own·~ :1 · ... ;.: , • : i . . 
' ' I - ' ; ~ . ~.. : • . ' 't ' ~ \ ; • ' • ~ 
· • " ... ~ . 7 : .t,!: . . - . ',: .. . . . 1 " • . _ . . ; l :.\~t: . j ~ -: .• j; ' ·.~: 
Cll.lbs ,, ~~t. v~~e formerly. :golf ·clubs are now. . , .. 
country_ ~ll,l:t>s .. ·f>u.t. ev~n the·se are· diffetent· ;fr<?m 
the .. ~oyntry .· ~lub·'. 0£·: a:·· ~e~,. cl~cades· · ago-11 .. ' Stric.t;ly... , . 
speaking they are famtly "clubs with . somethi.ng for · 
every member of the family and no longer do· ·t;h~y .·. · .. · '. · · .. 
serve.,only as retreats for the senior male of the 
fami~ifi '. ·' ._, .-; ' ·. ,, ·: " ·:.:.'.-. ~: i _:: •. .· . ' . ._ , ; . : 
'. ! . : ' ~· . : ~·.'. • :, ' ' . 
The well-to-do American family ·fiee1s tha;~ . ·be•. .. . 
longing .. t~ .. a ~oun,t~ c.lub is part of its way of · 
life . ~ an extendon of its standard ·of .living. ·More· 
ovil.r ;ll)any orga~iz~tioni~ expect' · theit executives to .. . 
belon~ to .a, country:. ~tub ·whether they use · the.J;ac- . ; . 
' .. t.li.~ies . o.r not~· Wit:h ·only!··uoll courses in · the. United 
States ' and ~~lY. Jl.· 1~;tt'le. more than ·half of th.ese p~.i.­
.vate. ;t~ere, are. 1'1,0. wh.~re n~a-r. enough to sat:l.$.fy the pe-
•. 1 • . '. . . . ... . . t-
.. . mand, •. . Many ~lutis.· b\lilt to'day have a wai~ing, .u .. s1; ·· ... · 
)?efoi~ •. th~j 8tre ev~ 'coniple~ed,· ·and -1, know. of _qne, .··; -. .. 
new facility that had 8 Waiting · lil'f.t before COI),S.t• . :.; 
ruction started. '' . . . 
;. ~~d~r~ . earth movin& ettuipment has ·i'ev,91udQ.nized 
go if. c~urfie ' co~s~'~uc#on . .. 'Mountains :ean.;be .; er.as,ed,:.: 
deep depress~ons '_ and 'swamps"filled, ·takes bµilt, '· 
boul~~rs. rmnoved an,d land cieared'· and ... contoµred '. &.t:.: :· 
f~r less effort and. expense" th:an· that involved .. bef9re 
the . invention' of ... these' ineehanlcal marvels. . · . . , 
. . . . · ,..: .. · : ·, ' . . ;<. ·; .. ·: . . :. . ! ,. .. -
" .. : .. In ~the. ~h~pe . P.f ·things to ·coms -.'l predi~.~t-~· g~~ter 
µl1<lersta_ndin8. between superintendents•, .research .~d.· 
extension s·ervfces, arid golf c'ourse architects ... "'. :.· . 
~ 4est.tn!eso~ the ·pro·f ·eesion·s .of· the gplf c.o'1rSE? .. 
architect .arid th~ 'gb'lf course · superintende13~ are,J~nked 
together. My own f·eeling ·ts that 'neither ,can th.rive 
without the goodwill and understanding of the other. 
In. ~ .op~ni~n'the paper,.by Al Radko's Green(Se~tion 
S~aff in the September 1960 issue of-. the U .. ~.G~A· . . 
. J~urq.ai .. and · Turf Mana·gement on methods and ~p~ci~~pationa 
for pu'tt:i.ng 'green cottstru'c'tion marks a milea.to~e .1~ 
course ~onstruct~ionsi and· by. setting standard• $hoµld 
its.elf help · to this better ·understanding J;>et.w~~~ . t~ose 
in course construction and those in course · majnte~ance. 
" .. . · . · .1 . ; 
.. ; ~- . 
.. ' 
" .. ;~, ·. : . .. <; 
. . t ~ · .. 
· .... ." ': .. ' :;;. . .. : ,· 
lt has been an anomoly that golf courses were 
built with the ,man whose career will be linked with 
tts furute·: taking rio part in· its ·construcU~n~ To-
day;' however 1 "We -see superintendents taking an incre• 
asing part in ·construction of their own courses. They 
are present in an executive capacity, perhaps as the 
construction superinteddent and they . take part. in all 
decisions and also air their views in regards to plans 
and specificatidns. · Not only does .this, P<>lY ~aridsome ·. 
dividends : i:o tli&- cl.uh but it gives the · superi:ntendent 
some ideas of · the .frust'J:ations inherent in any · golf 
course construction pr()ject. . 
One o.ther point. before · going on . to slides is the 
trairii'ng ·of future ~golf c.ourse as:chietects. · Since ,the 
era of Charies Blair ·~acponald there have been per• . . 
iods 'when golf course' architecture almost b'ecamea 
lost art. From 1930 to 1946 other than government sponsored 
munic:;ipal courses th~re were less than 200, co~ses 
constructed in ' the United States. Young men entering the 
professio~ mtist keep thiS. :l.n mind. · · 
.. ~ . 
· Furthermore they may find that few commit-tees are 
willing to accept their' ideas until they have 'at least 
reached their .thirties. Hence the period of pre• 
paration· can be longer for a golf cpurse architect than 
for a teacher, lawyer or doctor. . " · 
Nevertheless, I am sure there is plenty of room 
for qualified· men in golf course architecture in the 
foreseeable fut\ire. And it :ls . my opi'niOn that · in many 
ways it is the most re~arding ~nd interesting. of all 
professions. 
Preparation o·ther than knowledge of the mechanics 
of the game should include college study ·in both ag• 
ronomy and landscape architecture, at least five years 
working with an established course designer, several 
years on course maintenance and then travel to stu9y 
famous golf courses abroad and in Amertca. In this 
regard it has been stated that the nearest thing to 
an enduring text book ·on golf course design is the Scot-
ish linksland. 
£onclusfon ' 
T • . s. Eliot the poet has stated that this C:l.v• 
ilizationmay be known· to the future by a hundred 
golf balls lying in a country stream. 
• r; 
While I personally do not take his pes.sim:i..stic 
view of our Civilization it is apparent that the 
Royal· and Ancient Game of · GO if together · with its · · 
social aspects occupies a unique position for bettet· 
or for worse in all advanced democracies of the mid• 
20th century.. · This construction boom · is not · peculiar 
' } 
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to the ~ unitea · stat.es, in th~'t Great ·Btt:t:ain,· l,:-e1and .. 
and ol:her ·· Engtish ,SP.~tl:ldng: co\lntri·ea, -.!•ltaly ,_ Germany·~ : 
~nd _Japan ~are· building __ golf cour'ses:ar· a:· ·rate. -somewha~ · 
compar~tlie t~vour ,O~... . . ' ' . . ·:. ' .. . . . .. 
' -. ·,' . . . ., ; ·~\ : •' ' ' 
<. :· · · M~ny ·Uni~ersi·~i~~ ·. a::e follow:rrig :·ehe' 1e~4' --~~ . i~u~ '. ·. 
Universide• of .. Massachusetts · and 'Qhode.·laland .in . 
irtcreased· griui.t&· f.~r .. ~~-fg~~ss ·-. ~ese~reh and. t~;c~inj'! ; 
To the young .men .. i~ :~toc~J>~l~ae·an'4. th~ Wint~.__sc,~?9J 
I would like to say they hav~ ctcOfen wisely i~. ~e.le,9.~­
ing an occupation related to ·golf· and tuJ:fgrass.; ~~! 
of 'us·in-tliis rQO~ sho~ld feel indebted to both .. . 
. i?rof esst>r t.awi:ew;~~e S.-,- 1D:i:~kinson _-and Dr. Je~f,e : P,~ France 
for .. linking New · lllglal)d~(? close~y-.'- tO this i~OW;I,~~ . P,J;~­
fesBion ·and to1'. Jo.e ':Cf.9.n . (lµ_cf _Dlck"·Sko:g11y: 1.p·:.P~J?.e~.~ :; 
tiating their w0:i:k.. .. .. . ·· .· · · · '' .- .'. · · ·: ' ,·: , .... . .... 
. ,. ·· .... ' "' :<_: ·, :,.·; .. ~: ... -. ·.,:·:! ·.':.:.~ ··"'.:~·i . , " <:.; !·;:; ,:.:· 
· ·· , ··· · H·&d it· not .. been . fOr ·.rro·feHOr: IJickine.pn· .. nQn~ ~o·f; 
us would be here 'tqlitght and)ad"tt not bee~ :Ja,r· ;t\'f 
and Dr. De France i feel that ''au· the · -' pr..o~ession~ ·· 
.·: '.iis$ocd.ated w:l:tb" g9lf., aI)d, ,turf grass would have been 'much 
·' 'the poorer. .. I . .,ill ncit , · ,B.t.tempt tO utale_.g,u~ .the con• 
tribution& 'of Pr()f esso.r '. Di¢kii1son and Dlt• DeFraµp.e._ 
beyond . stating that, t~ey ' h~v.e b'.een ·helpful.'. fr.1.en~1( -' 
and teachers of superi.ntel'.ide~tfJ' al:ld archice~:t;q .~;oA .. num• 
~t~u~ _ to .. list, · .,_:.; . .. ~-: 
. ) 
In tllis Commonw.ealt~ 'of_ - ~ssacltusetts . we. :ate now 
,' l>_articularly £0-rtu~at~ .. in , 1'aving ~l\·e- ~netget.ic,, a~4~ 
capable ·Professor ;Jo~ 'l;'roU :a~1d his'-'1:-i'ght~ band: J11~11t 
Don Waddington handling. the· i:urfgrass·;prdgbun· in .... ~~e 
. department of our old friend Dr. Bill C01b.Y,.;-- > Th~ 
,phen'.o~enal attendan~.e at., this turfgrass conference· 
:µnder 'tlie worst poBl,11:,b.~e we4the(conditions :tes.tifies 
.to the organid.ng ab~l.;ty: of_. these''men.. ·, , ,· .. 
• ·• ' ; ", . • r :·,.:. ,·· ~ • • ·~.· - - · - • ;,_ · ,.'.,.:"...,;.: _.:-.... · •• ~ J .. ·• ' 
.: "" .. ; ;" ~: ,• 
..... : 
... . ·. ... ·~ . . .', ~ : .;·· · ; l ' ~· ~ : ~; .. . • ,,. ' 
. .~ 
. ; EF'FECT · oi;., NUtRiT~O~ ON _ fu~· DISEASES ,: .. , ·.,· , ,~ 
. ,._ -;i . • : " ; ' . " ·:-. ,; .•• l ., ' . . • . . · . :~ -... . : -· . : . :" " .. "·;. .'' . .. . :.'J· .... ~· 
· · · .'... :By. Hoµsto~ _'B, CQ'uch ·: ·· .:.1 :·:· .·:·· ·; 
. .., . ,- . 
' .. ~ : -. . . ; 
Department of Botany and Plant Pathology. - The1F~nnsylvania 
St~t.~ U~iversity 
..... ,. ':: 
· · Knowledge .Qf ·tQ~ pre~~s~. - role_of fertilizer and 
water management. ·pr~.ctices ·:in ·development. of turf grass 
diseases is · of pr-imary impo_rtfince-'to management :. spec• 
. ial ist. Research over -the pait five · y'ears·1 e.:ti Penn State 
h·as· show' ·that · .the relaU,y,e ~.everity of Rhizoctonia 
,bt:_own p·atch, Sclero_tipia. ·~1~~t'. ·.-sifo~-. 'au(F · Pythium 
~ . : ~:l~ght c~n · be. ·al;ter~~ by V!il~tfd~S' in,..: fertility, pH, 
, and· ·soil ::moisture~ :. . · ··- ' _. ... ·" · _: .. ; 'r '"· 
·.'.,.· .. ::· ..... ":,:':;~--. ·~- '.; .. !.,"·:- .. , :;! :.-. : .. ~;-. '':.=·:.·; .:; 
... · · ·"With Rliizoatp'1!!f. , b.~pWjl pftc;,:li~ i't :bas.--beel!'·:'.·found that 
disease development is· great'~t' ~ at hltw.nitrog@ (N) 
fertility when phosphorous (P) and potassium (K) 
levels were normal. When N,P, and K were increased 
concurrently, however, the added susceptibility of the 
plant~ was off set, Under low N with normal P and K , 
the plants were more resistant to the pathogen. At 
concurrent 1ow N, P, ·and K, however, susceptibility 
was .. increased. , pH had no influence on disease develop• 
ment at low N, but under normal, balanced, nutrition• 
less diseaseoccured. 
Low balanced nutrition result.ed in less severe 
4isease developments with Sclerontinia. dollar spot, 
when compared with high balancec:J. or high N fertility. 
pH had no influence on disease development, but plants 
grown at low soil moisture were more susceptible to 
the pathogen than those held at continuous field cap• 
acity. 
Pythtum blight was found to be more severe under 
low balanced fertility, and at low calcium levels• . 
1•1 addition disease development was gr~ater at low 
soil moistu·re levels. 
From the foregoing, it can be seen that response · 
of turfgrasses to these diseases ls not a sitnple, str• 
aight line factor. Generalizations relative to plant 
vigor and disease development can not be made. This is 
best illustrated with the results of th~ .brown patch· 
studies, where it was found that the combinations, 
rather than levels, of N,P, and K determin~d . the de-
gr~es of plant susceptibility. 
Field application of these. results lies not in 
the control of , turfgrass diseases .through the alter-
ation of the fertility program. · ~ather, whep. the 
fertilizer or irrigation programs are suddenly changed, 
one should be prepared for the possibility of it 
being necessary to change the fungicide program(rates 
and frequency of application)also. · 
It can not be· over emphas;f.zed that while relative 
susceptibility ·to turfgrass di'seases a:i.>~aren tly is subject 
somewhat to fertility anc,litzigation.pr~ct:ices, des-
irable control iS not -possible by alterir.g t hese pro-
grams, Adequate disease · control can only be accomplished 
by the proper use of fungicides. Disease outbreaks can 
not be avoided by certain fertilizer practices. When 
the turf grass management specialist manipulates the 
fertility program to control disease, he may find that 
th~ grass grQwth rate is no longer desirable, and he 
is certain to find' that disease control has not been, .. -
ticcetnplished. 
The program most . ceetai~ t:Qproduce grass of pre-
dictable utilitarian and ae~thetic qualities, is one in 
which the management specialist uses fertilizers to grow 
grass and fungicides to control disease. 
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, How .. ca1,l we. C()Q.t~ol·; tur~ . diae,as.es·1 .. Betore this· . 
question· can.· . be: a11~~er.~d, w~ · ~s.t , .as~:. ~'W.hat·_. :L,~ di.se~•~d:'. . 
turf?"· Tutf·' it· sick when i~ - is~'.t growing no.?,l&lly, . ,Sick 
turf wU·ts .o.r d:Les- from a -sU.ght •J.:lo:J;t_ag-e of. ~'1t.~l:'-t · while 
healtfly turf_.is p.ot. af~.ecte,:I .. "· · Siclt ... :~u.rf f_~i~s t.o. resp9nd .. to 
fertilizer like healthy turf does. s~-~ .. ~r,~ .4i~s f-f:o~ ~ ~­
slight abuse, while healthy turf can withstand much abuse. 
The cause .ef sick- turf i,s' .. s~n~r.,ljy iltt:ack by.. cert.,in 
fungi. the specific .airl an,ents ,.;of 7:t .µrf ~~ ~ecQgn~ze by· ' , 
special :symp~ouis · an~ ,the .. pr~s~~C;~ · Qf. th~ ~a\;qo~~J. . . ·•. , , :, . 
' ~ • i . 
. .. . . ' ., . :. . ' ; . .. ' · " ~ :- ! . • " . ' J 
What parts of· g·rass plants. ~~come di~ea.se.d? the . ... 
most ·evident. !liseas~s. o~ -tut:f are· th.~»•~ 0£: .1eav~s . ~n4 . · 
crowns: the top parts which we all see. · ·Top-infectihg : ... 
diseases. of ·grasses. .. are, Helmin~P.ospo~,ia_;l. _an:d Ctp:~ularial · 
blights ~coUlDl.Only . Jcnown as melting_ out., . . fa.ding _ put~ . Qr. ~eaf 
spot.. Coppe,T spo:~ aµd dqllar ,.spo.t ."togeth~ w~tli' Pythial" 
blight and Rhizoctonial blight, comnoq,ly .. known . as · brown . 
patch, are top-infecting diseases, too.· There' are other . 
top•infecting .di$eases., but ... they gen~ally dQ no~ cause 
problenis ,in t11rf. ·· · " · 
, ._, .., ; .\ .. • ... ~# • • , • :~~ : _, • r . . ! 
Qrass toota also get fung1,1l ·~iseas.es • . . 'lhe~e are . 
lesser and are _not µsually suspect~Ci :<tf. causing p~oble1J1s .. 
in turf. · At t:ime, fythium .,will attac:~ ; .root~ .of . ben~g~ass. 
Rhizoctonia solani rots away .roots o~ g:r:asses especially 
turf on putting greens. When . ~he r~ot;s .. rot, the plan~s . . · 
cannot get water and the leaves wilt~ .. Turf with short . . 
roots requires inor~ : ~are, watering, . a~d;, ferti~izing .be• 
cause. it does. :l).ot have a lars~ . re,:J~~iot;' .~n ,:the ~oirl.. .. 
to draw upon for its n~eds~ . " : .. . · ·.· .. . . ; i .. , . 
~· ; . . 
Qgno::<li b); helping the _grap,se@. ,. ·Now, turf : ~o.es .. 
not always become d~seas~d whe'.ll the. fungal p;J.thogen i~ .. , 
in the soil. For disea~e .. tp develop, the surroupding . . 
envj,ronment must favor the attacking fungi, and the 'un.:. 
favorable .for the gra$ses • . Thrifty ~µrf do _e~ Ji.qt: succumb 
·to attaclts of. fungi a.a . ~ead~ly . a~ . u~thrif tY. turf. So,, . ~n 
important way. we can .co~trol. ~µrt ~isea$~ i1f to . mai?ta:in, 
turf. in good . vigor. . An ounce of .. prevent,ion . 1:-s st.111 w~rth 
a. pound of cur.e.· I admit . it _ i~ ·. a ti_ckiish.proh-iem to ;.: 
maintain· healthy .;ttJrf c;m putting ~een,s. A p'erson wt:io c'.an 
master this problem ia spite of the. h~v1 deµ\a~d~ pl.aced·· 
upon fine tu.rf - today t is. ~ '!DU~.1;>. sought~~fter . SUperip.t~n4ent. 
Feeding the turf pJt> ·perLy" i ·s e;asent:lal . for healt!}y:: f:,urf. · 
Fertilizing too little 9r tioo muc.h -maYr ma~e. graS;s.es .ais.;.. .. 
ceptible to diseases. · Healt.hy ~rf .r.e~-~res ~~r~~in :so.i .l 
conditions. If these are not provided, the t'1;f . ;ls nQt .
1 
thrifty and may easily succumb to disease. · 
~ ' ~ • . . I 
. . 
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. ' ; , .92Etr2LRX-:!~~l~.!!ia.: !lt~~_path.gge!l• Another way 
we can control diseas.e 'is to attack the .. pathogenic fungi. 
They, too, must grow .. and sur'7ive ·in the same environrilent 
~.s the grasses.. ; For fungi to cause trouble, they must be 
gr,owing .~igorously and multiply rapidly. So, . we can con-
~rol turf di seases by prevent ing a build.up of pathogen 
or by allowing very little fungus to attack the grasses. 
j. ., l ! ~ • ' . • •• 
The fungi cauaing d_isease on fine , turf . need moisture 
: . ih o:re:ler 'to lUUl tiply o . They need moisture fp.J: a certain 
· length of time :to . attack grass·es. · For example, brown 
. ,patch occurs· in . humid, warm 'weather, . bluegr~ss, leaf spot 
occurs in wet, ·co.ol wea~her, .and Curvularia~ blight can 
. . o.ccur on" turf any .Um~ when it is watered daily. All 
· , these diseases require abundan·t. moisture. . Overwatering or 
too £request watering helps :fungi cause diseases. Con• 
. versely, judicious use of water in growing healthy turf 
disco'urages· disease. · 
' { 
· ~ Other cultura~ pra~tices · that prevent a , }?u~ld up of 
·r·athogenic fungi a~e: (l) use of disease resistant strains 
9f ·grasses; · (2) use of clean s,eed and s·tolons; . and (3) 
· U-se of clean top dressing~ What I mean by. "clean" is 
plant mateliial and soil free of the pathogenic fungi. 
' . ' . 
Disease control measures mentioned thus far are 
part of . the· successful art of growing fine turf. These 
ar~ things a superintendent keeps in mind in his manage• 
m.ant'- of turf-.- ·. However, . there is still ano.ther aid we can 
. use' to help control disease •. · · !hat is chemical ~ontrol of 
· ". diseas·e. · Even . though moet'.,df ·,my" work lies in fungicides, 
1 consider ·their . use for disease· control as an emergency 
measure when other methods fail• · ' 
: Many cheniicals are toxic to fungi and are nontoxic 
to grasses • . Some of th.eseare available to us for use 
on turf• ·Thes.e .fungicide·s ' s'tl:ike· at fungi, helping 
gras~es to win their struggle with their pathogens. Some 
furtgicides may prevent disease from starting and some may 
cure disease efter it has started. Some do ·both. To use 
~ - 'fung'icide most. ef.fectiyel)', we must know how it acts . 
: .. ~ 
~-:" •·now fungicides co'mbat disease? First,, I will talk 
.abotit . types ·of fungicid,e~ and then consider their use in 
controlling tur~ cli~eases'. 
"' ··: . . ,. 1.: 
'' . Some of. th~ turf fungicides · currenUy used are pro .. 
. . tectants. They . form a p:rot·ective coating around the 
.. : , . pian_t. · That ia·~ they ar~ 11 ''p.ainted 11 onto leaf and stem 
. . and poison. the spo_re.~ _o.f . pathogsnic fungi that. land on the 
.. ' · prot·ec·ted · surfac~s.,- Th'.i.$ · k'e~ps · the spores froin germinating 
preventing the fungus from ~ttacking the plant. Protective 
fungicides are usually insoluble in water, stick to plant 
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surfaces, arid ··11esi1t· weathering. , ... ~ut when t:he plant 
grows, new>teav-e1 are: formed . that" i:uied profect~n(h :w~ . . 
can · see. ·then; in: a proteet·ive spray . sc~edule~ . fungicides · · 
have to' be appU.e(l· often in the growing . season - every'" - .':' 
7 to 10 days is a compromise for turf·. . ·, · · · · 
· · · Other fungicid~s are direct kille1-'~f. .~\'ley erad•'. 
icate young infections in leaves and steins. ·The fung• 
ici'de ·:Ls .. sprayed onto the. disea~ed sppt. and. k:llls the 
fungus in :.the tissue. 'directly. Direct. killers, or' erad.• · · 
icants .. at-e generally water so.luble • . ·Because they 4r~. 
washed away by sprinkling and rain, ~he active period for 
these chemicals is aborter than .,that for protectants.... .. · 
Therefore, the application of eradicants must be properly 
timed· if they are to be_effective. As .a practice <?n turf 
one . applioation of an . eradicant is applied wh~n f;l.;st' 
symptoms appear or whett d;Lsease in anticipated• and a 
second one S to 7 days later to catch infection mis$ed 
by the first. 
A few turf f~gicides may act systemically. Th~Y . 
are taken up i ·nside the plant's systeµi, a.nd· 'are. carried 
throu~hout ' theplant• The chemical may help pl1;1pts 
fight off disease from the inside. This typ·e of fung• 
icidal action is new in plant diseese control~ and ' few 
fungicides have been developed that act systemically. 
One· can appreciate the pr~blems involved. Both grass 
and fungi are ·plants. . So· systemic fungicides lllQSt . · 
poison the bad plant, the ,;fungus;1, wiLhout poison;Lng. 
the · good plant,. the grass •.. Bqt ·when suitable systemic 
fungicides are de" eloped, tb~y should be eff ec.U.ve fqr 
a ·longer period of time tha.n .protectants or e~adicants. 
Two fungicides with which.we are working in cO!lnecticut 
have a long pe~iod of effectiveness. We suspect that 
they ~act systemically-:aa well .as .kill pa~~ogenic . fungi 
in soil. · . . . · · ·· · 
• 'J ;~ . . . . . . . . 
·!· ·How dO . we use· .fungicides'l . Fungicides utay be &pp lied 
to' the tops of turf . as. dusts or . sprays, or . to the roots 
as ·drenches, dressings plus water~ng, or .as direct in• 
jections. How best to•:.apply a fµngicide is determined by 
how it acts and what disease is to be controlled • 
. ' . ; . ~ : . . 
Let us first '. consider fol~f application f~r 
controlling leaf disease. This. ~ncludes most ~ur~ent 
turf fungicides. Sprays are used in prefernec~ · to 
· dusts. With foliar1.sprays, we.:,,wst w~t the leaves and 
stems or crowns of g~ass ·unifo~y in PJ.=der tp disti:ib~te 
the chemical evenly on. the plant. surface. .sp~aying · p,4l~t 
run•off may r ·esult· in less deposl;t on leaf surf~t.:es. _so 
a limited amount of mixtur·e is sprayed .pnto. i;µrf. Foliar 
proteoting fungicides IJlUSt: be. p~~~te~ 'o.JJto newly developed 
surfaces throughout the disease .sea.so.n', for b.est. r .esults. 
They control turf disease well, but a·re ·laborious and · ·: 
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expansive in practice. Foliar eradicants or direct 
killers are used to stop young infections of leaves. 
Few applications are needed in au eradicating schedule, 
but catching the disease before damage occurs requires 
critical t:ltning. However, with close watch on the turf, 
eradicative spray programe have su~ces~fully controlled 
disease on golf greens. The use of systemic fungicides 
as foliar sprays for controlling leaf diseases may prove 
to be successful. The performance of a systemic fungicide ·· " 
is dependent upon its movement into leaves, which in turn 
is largely dependent upon weather factors such as light, 
humidity, temperature, and soil moisture. Timing of 
application of a systemic fungicide would not be as 
critical as it is with protectants or eradicents. 
Foliar sprays do not contrel root disease of 
turf. Some of the material from foliar sprays may leach 
through the sod to act within the root zone, but exper• 
ience has shown that roots of turf can be diseased even 
though many foliar sprays have been applied to golf green&. 
Some control of root diseases may be obtained from foliar 
sprays of systemic fungicides. However. in the case of 
putting green turf, constant mowing of the sprayed leaves 
may prevent the systemic fungicide from moving into the 
lower parts of the plant. 
Applying fungicides to soil forcontrolling leaf 
and crown diseases of turf is a relatively new adventure. 
l1ost turf pathogens live within the turf enviromnent 
throughout the year, and only attack grass at certa1.n 
times during the growing season. If these fungi can be 
reduced below the necessary level to cause disease at a 
time when they are merely existing in the turf, effective 
disease control may be accomplished and we then can choose 
the time of application. Fungicides normally used as foliar 
protectants and er.adicants may be useful as soil fungicides 
in this way providing they cause no injury. Soil application 
of systemic fungicides may prove to be very useful for con• '•-
trolling leaf and crown diseases. If the chemical is not 
tied up, a reservior of fungicide may be formed in the soil 
for the plant to draw upon throughout the season to ward 
off disease. The systemic fungicide may also poison the 
pathogens in the soil as 4o other fungicides. 
Soil application of fungicides is the best chemical 
way to control root diseases of turf. 'lhe toxic chemicals 
are made directly available to root surfaces to kill the 
pathogens. Results may be as immediate as a foliage spray 
of an erad:l.cant fungicide to stop leaf disease. 
J{ow do wg us~ soil fung!.£.:f:des? How rlo we e,pply 
fungicides to get them distributed thrr.rughout the sod and 
root zone of grass? There are several ways in which to 
do this. We can drench the sod with dilute fungicide using 
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a pint to a quart of water per square foot. We can drill 
in a mixture of fungicide and sand or to?drescing, fol-
lowed by lWJVJ wc te.dng to WC;LSh i .t into the sod.. There 
iS' yet a better way., . 
We have had. our: beat results by i11jecting dilute 
fungicide :i.nto turf with a tree feedfn3 injector, The 
it1jec·tor is i:2 s e17 t ed 8 to. J 4 ::..ncLes i n t o .turf a~1d the 
fungicide .is pumped into the soil at 200 psi for 5 to 7 
seconds~ The injector is reinserted every 4 to 5 feet. 
The fungicide appears to be evenly distributed through 
the sod. ·. We are studying distribution of fungicide in 
·,; more detail• · 
'. -. · _, 
: . 
. . ' 
A side benefit arises from injecting turf with 
U;guid under·, pressure. . The txeatment breaks up a com• 
paction 'layer of· soil sev~r.al inches below the surface 
enabling roots to penetaate deep.er, Destrtiction of the 
compaction may soften. the surface. of putting greess help• 
ing.·a:pproach shots ,to st.ick t;o greens, an~ putts . to roll 
true~ · 
. .;. 
What have we ·Covered? . . Turf diseases . attack leaves 
stems; and roots of .grass plan~s. Keeping· tlirf vigorous 
helps it fight off attacks .by fungi; Di(Jease can also 
be p~evented by stopping the .build up of pathogenic· 
fufir;i. This can be done by p1;,0.p~r .cultural , pr,actices 
or the use of fungicides. FoJiar sprays of protee:~ing 
and eradicating fungicides control leaf lnf ecting dis• 
eases·, , but -requires frequent aP,plications. Foliar 
· sprays do not control root infecting dis~ases • .. $ystemic 
fun8icides, by acting within the plant, ·may pr,ove to 
be practical for controlling turf diseases. Drenching 
or inJecting fungicides into tui:f ·controls "root lnfecting 
diseases. Systemic fungicides and so·il applications of 
fungicides are new ideas in turf disease control, 'and are 
still in experimental stages of development. · 
::-. : 
. .. · 
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'IREES AND TREE CARE 
By Gordon s. King 
Objective: The purpose of ' th'is brief ~alk is to stim· 
ulate interest in trees and"tree care on golf 
courses and to guide greenskcepers to .an intell· 
.tgQnt; tree program. A good reterence book is 
"Tree Maintenance " by P. P. Pirone: 1959: Oxford 
Press, New York, . and should be referred to since 
this talk merely covers a . few of the highlights of 
tree care. 
I. DEFINITION: A tree is a woody perennial plant having 
a · a1ngle main stem, commonly exceeding ten feet in 
height. 
II. INPORTANCE OF TREES ON GOLF COURSES 
·' · . . . 
. ·, 
A. Trees have a definite esthetic value in pro-
vid~ng form, texture, color and. shade to the land• 
scape. 
1. Th~y may.be planted l1S 
a. A single specimen tree 
b. Group plantings · 
c. Mass plantings 
B. Trees may be used fot 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s,, 
6. 
I 
Screening undesirab.le sights, such as housing 
developments or railroad right-of-ways. 
Framing desirable vistas er views 
Separating fairways · 
Reducing mowing areas 
Preventing ·soil etosion on steep banks 
CU.mate control 
III. HOW A TREE GROWS 
For proper tree care one should understand how a 
tree grows. 
A. Metabolism is the sum of all the pro:eesses that 
occl.lr in a tree and have direct beaJiing on the 
health of the tree. · These same processes occur 
in grass plants which you .all are familiar with. 
f. Anabolic - building up of plant tissue 
a. Photosynthes;ls , ; . 
. ' b. Cell . divisioJ;l - grow.th 
c. . Fop.d synthesis 
' · . 
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2. Catabolic · • tead.ng ·down- ·· · 
• · ; . •. .' f " 
a. Respiratien ' · -
b. Fermentation 
c • · · Digeiltion · -· 
' . .. . . :: . .  ; . •. . • . . : . 
. _ · ·, · 3 .... A1Lpiant· ·-$rowth is:affected ·by 'the ·· 
fellowing factors which may Alter ;th.i 
. '·. metaboli8m ,o.f .trees. · - ·· · · · · · 
'· . . ~ 
& .. '. 'Genetic factors which- ate' 'illh'erited 
will not be discussed ·her~. · ., · 
b. Environment factors or outside factors 
. . . that may have-· a. direct r·eiation to: th·e 
welfare ,,.f the ~.ree~· .·· · "· .· . ' :, '. . · 
. ' . . 
l'. Grade chanaes and_ soil cqmpaction. 
2.c. · Water "table chaiiges · ' ·- ,_ : · · 
3'. Planting too deep 
4 '. :. Temperat\ite of' soil . and air 
S' • pH ·, · ·. ·. - ·. ·. · : - ~ ~ . 
6 •. Nutrients · .-:; · 
t ' .. . 7 • Chemical•, .etc, 1 ~tc, 
S'. Fungi"att8.cking 
.. .. _;, . . ·,: 
~ •. sa<:t.eria 
: 1-0'. \tit-us ·. · ·' · 
11,..! •. ~nse~ts ~ · ; ·· · .· · ., . 
r · . 12 I. : Other. agencies·· ~ucli as ·.man. fire, etc. 
' ' . '. ; . . . ' "" .,, ': . . . .'. •. . . ·, . .. .J. . " > ,i . : . . . RECO(!~~:ri_ i qN. < l_· ~llliTif~¢1~.IbN:• · ~D c~jaOL OF VARlQUS FAC1'0&S 
m_ao!Nts '.tHAf-kAY AttBR THE MnA.sotxsM or·PI.iANTs. 
I. < l ( 
A. Make use 6f i 
· . . 
·- . . 
1. County agents 
. 2. . S,ta,te-. entomologists 
3. State plant pathologists 
4. Shade tree laborato~ies 
.S. Forest Research.Laboratories, U~S~D•A."for 
. f•c:tual informatfon" · · · · · · " · ·' 
• . 
' : '1'. 
. , . 
. B •. Factors :i:nay often be· interacting· ·and difficult 
to diagnose 
l. Beware of sure cures for diseases, such as 
zinc coated nails.- ·•inc :ehlor!de, or iodine 
crystals·colJlbined·with ·wettabl~ sulfur to 
cure an elm of -the ·Dutcli·'Elm ·Disease. 
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c. 
D. 
E. 
Obtain the services of a reputable cert• 
ified, licensed or qualified arborict. 
You may use your own employees for tree 
fertilizing, planting small trees, and 
btush contro 1. 
Do not use your golf course employees to 
do tree work th~t invohres climbing a 
ladder or working in ' the tree. Your Work-
men's Compensation rate for ground work is 
.. not based on aerial . type of work,. 
V. A SUCCESSFUL PLANTING PROGRAM ON A GOLF COURSE DEPENDS 
ON THREE MAIN ITEMS 
. A~ Selection of· proper species 
1. Vary family, genera · and specie~ of trees . 
for disease control. 
2. Vary size, shape, color and texture 
3. Ffowering characteristics 
4. · MEike sure · the tree you plant will be an 
asset and not a liability when ·it reaches 
ma'turity. 
a~ Good Growing Conditions 
1. ' Plan't the tree the same depth as it was 
previously. 
2. Fill the hole with· good loam mixl!d with peat 
. or decomposed organic material. 
3. Have the hole larger than ·the spread .-of the 
roots. 
4. · Good drainage is important. :-Break through 
any hardpan that might ·be at the bottom of 
the hole. 
5. Water thoroughly and tamp soil so there are 
· no air pockets around roots. 
6. Place several inches of mulch on surface of 
ground to reduce loss of moisture. 
7': Wrap tl:unk and stake tree if necessary. 
8. Prune back crown of tree about 1/3 to com-
pensate for root loss due to pl.anting. 
~- Smaller trees are less expensive to move and 
adjust quicker to transplanting than larger 
: trees. ·· ,, . · · 
c. Maintenance 
1. Water soil to a depth of several feet, for 
several years, during dry periods. 
2. Prune dead and undesira~le branches • 
. . ·. ' 
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.. t .: .: . TlldELY TOPIC. - · ..... 
Western ~s~~~~~~~-t~ ~~~~--Wardens~ : ·a~~· ~oth,. Superinteu• 
,_:; . .. , , . dents'. Aasoc:iati9n . ·. '·'"' 
;: ~~ .' ~ . 
.. , · :) , . ·.. Ap;U 19Gl: . ·· 
\,, , .. . 
. . . . :··.: . . ~.. . ; .., :- · ; ."" ... :· 
RECOMM1iNDED STA~DARDS F.OR .EVALUATlNG CHEMICAL TR'EATMENT 
. . 'As A .'cuaE FOR D.U1CH i ,EI.iM DISEASE :-. . .. : 
(Qu.dted·,with ·the· permission,. of· Dr·. Ri'eliard Campana;.:~Pr6- · · 
feisor of Botauy, University of l1aine·t"'. and Chairm~ri, No• 
enclature and Standards Committee; 'National Shade :rree 
Conference, from his .publication d~ted1 Peb.ruary 15'~- 1961 
) ; 
.,. .. •. -: :.· 
'..i, ' • "• j • ~ ,_. ·, •. ~ • ' ' ' • • • "f' t_ ' . , .. • ' ' ' • ' o' •' < ,,. I • 
1. Tree~ t,sted must be J.<new:i ta> b:e: ·infected· with th.e 
Dutch - ~_im .. diseas.~ fungus. ·If tlte .trees· becmne in• 
fected :ttaturally· the fungus should' be·: C·Ultured and 
id~nt.t.ti~d." PY .. a. p-r.o.f.e·llsiqnaUy: b·aine~ · mycoicgist 
o~;, p.1~~~ patl;lqlogist · befOr-e tltea:tmen't'f ·; If the trees 
ate a.r~ificaUy inoculated before' e·r· after treatment, .. . · 
~he fui;lsus ,must be ~ecovered f1;'0m pat~s of inoculated but 
untreated trees remote from\: the site ·ot ~ illot:ulation, 
' I : . ' " < • • ·~ • i · .. '. • 
2. Th~ ·"•vlde•ce in.diclting cure· sb6uld show si•nificant 
differences in ·t'f!sults between ' diseas•d :trees treated 
.. ,a.hd, those .remaining ' · untreate4(cori~tol~) (:j)ifferences 
in r~eults .~hpuld-·be directly comt>aratile =in ' symptoms " 
-. :e.lCPr~s~.e.d ·~et;\fee1(:treated .and ·control· t·teesl "and shouid 
. be. cprtelated with positive presence ·oT" absertce of the 
. ~· i .11' mi11,: , · · .. ,·.,'.: · - '-it c::1- • . .· t ' ,. : ~ ~· .'_ ·~: .- _ '. ... ... ... )- .... - ~ ~ 
3, !e~t~ .slioutd if~ ~~rr;1eJ' on ·o~et , a ·~~~t~d ~£ two or more 
ye•rei · 
• ·t .• • 
4. Tests sho\.\ld invh.lv~ a ~ufficten·t.iy · lare~ : nOmber of 
· treed td ~ have $tlitisdcal ·sigrlificance'· (ordtharily 
sev,~t.thµnd.r~d.trees)• :· · ·'' · · :»' : · .. · .. ; •' . 
' • • • ' • ' , ' ;'.< • ' • • • <t :. • ~ ~ . • I - · ' 
s. Data,pr¢~~htkd·t~·htlbst~rlHat~ ~laLn• tor·ctiite shotlid 
. . be. , ~peci~ic in,_ how· they. were ob.t4ined,: s~ · that the 
.wor.~ ;m~t-l?e .duplicated :and- verified t;y·:ot:hers. 
• , • •• L 
--- .. .. -- - ... - - ' :· . . . 
ARSENICAL TOXICITY ,• . ... ./, 
•' · ··~ . \ . .:Sy. c •. R•; Sko·.gley ,· ·: : . . :. 1·:. , ·.·: .;. 
:, . . . ; . ,. .-. ., .. . · .. ... •, ,, ... ~'I/ ·. ,: 
f .'· ' ' . _., • • ..... .. . .. . : . \ • • :~ .:": :·;~·-'.·,: · ·· -~ :~; : 
Arsenic is an element feared by man over all other 
elements. It has been for centuries yet its primary use 
to•date has been to do good for humanity • by helping to 
A .. 41 : ·.;, .. 
.· 
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combat die ease, to destroy insects, ,to eradicate weeds 
and to perform many other constxuctive technological ' tasks• 
In recent years thh country alone has been consuming 
annually ,more than 15,000 tons of raw arsenic, arsenic 
trioxide, for these important purposes. · 
Despite· the tisefu·l nature of ar$enic people still . 
shy from its use~ ' l'.t is probi:i.ble tl).at this fear is phy• 
chological rather that factual. Probably arsenic is a 
reputed villain because it has been easy to acquire. Back 
in the 17th century women took small internal doses to 
brighten their color. And because they had it on hand, 
it became the accepted method of unobtrusively disposing 
of rivals> unwanted husbands and friends. 
The pl'ay "Arseni~ a.nd 01d Lace 11 and the persistent · 
use of this element: fcir fictitious murder on radio and 
television continue to instill fear of 'arsenlc in · the 
public's mind. 
Being realistic, however; I am sure you would dis• 
qualify arsenic even as a . second-best instrument for the . 
perfect murder. Any alert or suspicious doctor can detect 
arsenic poisoning promptly •-· and usually looks · for it· 
under questionable circumstances. 
There are numerous chemicals or compounds used re-
gularly in our trade that are much more lethal than 
arsenic -- they just ~aven't had the publicity.. -
Don't think for a moment that arsenic isn't dangerous. 
It is a poison and must be handled properly ·- just as all 
poisons 'Should be. Keep 'in mind alSo that when properly used 
it can be most useful and helpful. 
A little history about arsenic. First, the element 
was named "Arsenicum'' by the early Greek. The . word meant 
itnale 0 or "strong one ". It is extremely widely diffused 
in nature but is not an abundant element. It is found as 
an 'impurity. or in trace amounts in many minerals on every 
continent. Most of our supplies of arsenic come from the 
smelting of iron, copper, cobalt and silver where arsenic 
is removed as an impurity. 
Arsenic was discovered sometime over 2000 years ago. 
Arsenic trioxide was prepared in the 5th century A.D. Not 
until about 1200 A.D. was elemental arsenic recogn:i.zed. 
Historically, -the first use of arsenic was a& a paint 
pigment. In the 19th century arsenic became very impor.tant 
in the dye industry · and in · gl'ass· making. In the late 18th· 
century the first successful arsenic drug appeared • . For many 
years therea~ter the arsenicals were important in the field 
,. J . 
.. . 
~ . .. . ' .. 
' : . ~ 
· .. . 
·' i 
. · .. 
' . '' . . ~ , . 
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of medicine. It was through medical research that 
many of tbe organic ars.enicals were formul~ted. ·It 
was hei-e ·also . ~h4t. df.ff~,;e11c~_s :in. tol>ic t~leJ;~~~e to 
.arseni~,. ... b .et:~~~n,fo~s .. 6~ -~~v.in$ · . oFg~n!~~s~ .. w'.'1~ - -
first OP·S$Z'Y~d. . You:· !ll~ght .b, :int~~~~ted ~o kno~ · that .. 
arseni.e · ..exceed~ all .o.f . th, .mete.ls in . the' num6er of' its . 
known org~nic deriv(ltiv.es. w_it.h. over 9000 'compqunds. 
. . . . .. . ·: , }'.. ' '( 
The. hi·story : of .. ars.enic~ls iI:ly ~sr.~cul~u.r.e g_oes back .. 
sev~ral: . hun<lrJ!d Y•~rs ~lso. The . fi~st si&nificant . 
arsenical peati.ciµe w.as Paris gieen and shpi:-.t~y ~here- . 
af~er I.otlcton gµrp.le.. .Although ~hey were good' insect• · 
icides the-y .were. some.what injurious to pl.an~s. . "bout . . ' 
1890,, .and ahotUY .thereafter research.es 'in 'Iowa;. New ' 
Hampshir• :·and :Ve~nt made seme v.aluab:le ,' find~rigs. . 
They found that t~e · w~~er in~olub.le.',.calci~ and. 1 ead. 
arsenates retained full insecticidal powers without · 
phytotoxic;ity.. ';t'hey . . also .found :th't th~ .~a.ter solu~le 
sodium: at$enit·~. w~a . a v.ery. capable herbfc.icle. ~ and ·s<lil:. 
sterilant • . Fo~ a -nuu:iber .of 'yeas:~ · the ; ar~encais P.1,8.yed., . 
a big role in the field of insecticides arid • 'hei::t>icid~s .~ .. • '
but within the past 15 years they have been replaced 'in , .. 
large , by n\lme~ouQ . otganicpestic;i4e~. : . . .. ~ . 
: .. Why th~ , ~o~~i~~ing .. i~t~rest -~n : ~rsenlca1sL Pet1:1aps .... 
there are s~veral reasons • .. Often when ' some of ' the .· : •·., : -
newer organic pesticides ~ail, .fot' .. instan·ce, _when_ .. , · .~ , .. · 
certain insects build up resistance against ~hem or · 
tolerance to thm.n.,.we. fi~d we ~an still ~ely on t~e 
old standby, arseni~, .Another J."ea~on ~s the., t(forr ·;·9 · . . 
Many of the. ar11enicals, a~e quite. inexpensiv~-~ . A )h~td _·:· '· 
reason is that they have some abilities no t yet mJ.1:i::hed 
by·:any -ot . the J;l~W orgapic!J • . They:,c.an _ b~ _uae_d to kHl.; 
vegetat·ion W·i-thoµt iJt.erilidng the soil ~- or .they cart . 
. be 11se~ a:.s· very goqd ~o~.l ~terilJln.~s. ~ . C~r'tain ~pf. th~ . . .-:~. 
are used for selective Wf?ed control .. as .D$M4, . ~' ca,lciu$; 
and lead arsenate, and even sodium arse'nite • 
. In Ag~tc~Jt~~~ - her'e ~~e .aem~ ~f the ~peci.n~· ~ee~ 
for tne:, arsenicals: . Chemical: debarking of trees '.for '. : ~ ­
use in making, fen,:e _ post~ or l~er,. Ar~enil.c i~ 'stpl; ·:" 
o~e of .the best -. material,s ~o; the control of Jiqua;tJ.c .':· 
vegetati.on,. ,. It can · ~e QSed -~p kill roo't.ec:f V~ge't,tlon, . .. '. .. 
without killing_ -fish an~ other 9esii:'able pon,d U.'fe •. · · · 
Sodium, arsenite can be used for seieci:.iv.e c:o~t,~ol of. . · · . . 
crabg~ass,, chickweed, Poaannua and . other ·tough'weeds' . . 
in fairway or ~xtensive .. turf a_r~as . w'1eJ:"e cost is a . 
. probl.~.: It can a.lso :be used in. ~renovation .... the · : . 
scorched earth ~~hod ·-.· whe.t~ iiu i .s .-~~&-~r,e~ Jirithou_t :., 
soil sterilization. 
• • ; : . .. • • ; • • : • ' • ' ..: : ,_ • • 1 ~ • 
~ .. Many. new .Drganic ars_epicals. a~e sppear'ing. and ~iii . 
. c.ontinu¢ to .appear ~or . various pµrp9~es. , 111~. new 'cal~ · ·:· 
· , . . ctum: propyl e.rsonat.e, wh;l~~ :is, . \>~ing .ma.rke~e;d. f~~:th.e_ ·i ; , .:.:, 
· . • 1 · · .' . 
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'first time t.his ,year·, reportedly: will do these 
things£ . Prevent crabgrass germination or kill 
youilg crabgrass seedlings, if ·:ap'plied after they 
have' gertninat~d. and not interfere to any ' extent . 
with, s~ed OA:' seedlings of perenial grasses, Calcium 
aci,d methyl arsonate, also recently marketed, may 
prove to }>e a superior post-e·mergence crabgrass · 
kiiler. 
If we are to continue using the arsenicals we 
should familiarize ourselves with how they kill 
plants, how and w~en to apply them, which ones to 
use, and soil factors that effect ·their use. MO.st of 
this 1.nformat,ion is avai-lable in· the literatur·e. 
I would like to review a few of these items for 
you • . First, what is the action of calcium ot lead 
arsenate on seed in the soU. · 
Very extensive studies were conducted at seve~al 
locations in the country starting in the 1930 18 to' 
learn about the action of the arsenates. These 
studies clearly indicated that these chemicals do not 
effect the seedlings or the plants themselveso ·The 
arsenate& must be .applied well ahead of seed ger• 
mination where the. chemical is absorbed or imbibed . 
by the seed and the embryo is killed. There· are many . 
factors that effect the degree of success ·with these 
chemicals. You will hear iacre·.about this. 
The usual rates suggested for calcium arsenate · 
are 12 to 16 lbs. per 1000 square feet and ·20 to 30 
lbs. for lead arsenate. Although a better crabgrass 
killer, calcium arsenate must be used with greater 
caution than lead arsenate, Also, grass injury may 
not be apparent for 1 or 2 years after the applica.tion 
of these materials. 
One thing that might cause you to wonder about 
using these chemicals •• they have been around for 
many years, have peen tried, promoted and. discussed -~ 
yet they have never received official recommendation 
except , locally• Have we been missing a bet or has 
accumuiated experience been so variable that we can't . 
trust the chemicals? .Evidently we still don•t know. · · 
There is yet much to be ·learned about the arsenicals. 
The killing acUon of· the water soluble arsen• ·· 
icals, suc.h as sodium arsenitea depends "upcjn its al>• 
sorptioJl ·into the c;l.rculatory .system of tlie plant, where 
its 'toxic effect is in preventing the formu~ation of the 
products of photosynthesis. "With;· heavy applications 
the tissue covere~ with the application iS 'kill'ed · 
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rapidly .. ~~:!So_,_r4e,~41Y. ~ t]:iat , ~~e. ai:11,~ic .J!\~Y not enter the 
circul4tQ.XY ·:&y~t~,~q('11 .;h.~ ··l>~·~n~;._·::;·:bi iliM Av~~t "tlje · plan~: ·may .!i~~~v~i;l~t=~ ~'e)-i~I\"P.~C!e~~t~~ '.p~rtions; 
Light:. · repe'.it_. 'ppl~~,;~q'?~ ~P.R~t t~ :. g~~a·. a ·mor~~,~~~­
plete·· and, .sele~~,~v~_.eqp.~EPl :: ~t. i.~~f~ .. ~f gnn}!al. g~~~~es 
and cer~ain.. J?fp~cl .. leav.¢ . w,ee~s. .V$_~<! .. 1n" ~h:i~~. ta:s~ion 
as li·ttle .. as.<;l~J. .... lb.s .... P.~>; . ~c.re .. i:f.1'.i~ ··s~·~i.sf:ae·eo·ri.ly!· con• 
trol crabgrass and chickweed~ .. A' singl~ · applita'tlot( at 
several times this rate will normally be must· le·s-8.:: · 
eff eot:i.ve .... .. ,:, "· , .; : . . ... , . · . 
:.•: ' .. {/•:' .. .. _. :. ~ . . -::. :."_.':;: ~ _ .. :·/.· ;· . . .,::·: .. ·;:: .":· .... -- . 
: .. Tod.cit,y of ,the· solu~~e ar~~~-~~ls ·~·s: ~~de~tind~rit 
·on ··.t.emper.at~i;~ 1 . . b.e:b1g ~or~· .~'-~t~;-:.ij . _ 1;,;_}i~g~~r ·; t_anp~r-· 
atures;.. ·and OJl th·~ >;,~.te o,~, Jl~:Q.~~t~ !o~ . the'. :P.~4n~s ~ : 'A 
plant hardened by hot, dry weather is· harder to ·1Ci'l:l 
. than; .one ma~~ng ._ac~~!e -J~;~w~h., . .-, . . , , 
~ ·,·.~ ·~t.; · · . . ' .. : · ·:• :.· . . '),• :·,,· . • · . . ... ·!·"' '• · ... 1'.'· .. .. ·· ·'~ •! •• r_. .. 
A rather unu B.ia1 · featur~ '-0£·_:.;h~··aolubi~ ·~araerit'cals 
' " " ,. . .,. • ' ' , . . ~ • : '• • ~ ' • . • ... . f .. ~ . • . 
•• .perennial grasses sprayed at rates suf fid.t!nt·· to 
~· ·burnr. the lea:ve~ .• ~ut _ DO~ ~9 : ~~ :p . . '.'."~.P~J:lll-llY. resume 
grew.th in . a.~ ~.,ry . hia1;1it~~ .. st~~!.;. 1 ~Jt.:·+s··(l~mos~ .· <!lS_ i~ 
the U·"nic . .,.cme~ated>' the sre>vth. · · "''. .. : ·· · ) · 
• .. :~ ··- . • ~ . • · .~! t .. ~ . . --~·:\ ~.t ~ : ' , ~ ' , :; ~ ·: .. ~ · ~· :·:~,- ; ~ ·: ~· ~ . ~ .. ~ , ~ :·:.·~ .· .... ; ~< . . ~
~ - · · · l · -would .it'P.88est that .tho . .se. · l.nivalv~Eid :u1 'turf· . i ; , 
mans.geIUent sho\.\lsl be~~ine .·£ami1iS:t · '-i{eh.·rthe" i.t~iotrif 
' ~ '- . ' ~. ' . .. ..... ~< ' ! ' ... ' • ~ ... 1_....... •' • ! •• ,. • .... .. -
arsenic.als. Th~Ji~ ••1'~, many,. of . . tl\~, :·the)' ' are"ver~· 
-·s·ati·le;. many of -tA~; 4.~ ~ .i.n.~~p_e~s~;ve:·~ ~li~.'~ .d~a~ ~~~~ 
p·o.se, they ·are -:tea,dily availaple,. ~.nd ·t.liet. are"~ot 
as lethal .. CN: ..sna.1>• .as we. ·bave been· ,to'id •. · · · " · ' · · 
... . - •'\ ~--- . . . ~ ... · ~ :: ~ • . .. ~ :. ·· !· 
. .-.. · ·'Undoubtedly .tl_ler.~ :. t(lill. Qe ~~ .ian~ }l;e.tter com• 
·pounds of t.arsentc .. Cor, ~he vario,us weea rd.lling jobs • 
... ' .Jidditional ·:baaic ~ntq~~io??- 1 : nl\i~~:A£ ... ~~ ,misSing ·. 
now,. will be obtained ~n the . ~utJ,Jre · tq · enable us to 
·-:use .arsenic 1~ a depend~le anti'. e~fid.ent manner. 
.. . ~ ~ ' . . .' ' ., . ~. . . .. . . : . . . 
~ ~ - ~ .- --- - - --R 11 I ' ,t ._ • t • " . .. 1 ! ... . . 
SOIL REACTION TO ARSENICAL' COMPOUN;l>S 
1:··.: h 
. . . '. · ; ,-. . ' .. . 
·~-':- :,,. .,, .. By.- .J9s,~\l· ·E. ~ -~e~ke~ 
\' "., . . t '.· ""."' .... ~ ' ; ... ; ··1 , · 
. :;:. · · . 
f~ ·:· . .i · 0 : The ·us.e bf· -a;($,~pa~e'. ·'cp~p~U1'cJS·:.·~~. kilf ei:abgtaSS 
'depetldS· -OD • th_e -gl)$-ter s.~nsitil(~.ty of' crabgra·sa :·~eed• 
~ · . ;~lings t .han otb.e~; · e.st4b~~~he<J g;i\s~es '.to· ars,~;ntc·; '. Est• 
.. ablished blu.egra..ss .or. b~nt;gra~s .. a'lso may 't)_~ ~ld:ll·e'd by 
' . over-do-ses of· 1 th:e.se "arS:enate co.nlp,ounds· •. ''the ·.ei'e.;_emerge 
practice involves the application 'of arsenates' t:·o the 
soil et , a .r.ate .. wll1ch will S\li?Pl.~, a. leth~l ~ount of 
" · )a.rsenate .:t<ihcnabgrass ~.t,q~n-_l,~~~l . ~unts to bl.ue or 
".;· ;.· . bentgrass. ·. Co~pl~te-.;~'4CfSf!lS _.~f ~~~ p,~_e-~e~ge ·p~actice 
t :. ~ "' . is -. dependent cu ~~e·; iiy~~dl~~t~;o~ .ars.~n~te.J..n the soil. 
~- ~. · ~ ~ H -· i. J= ~· ~ ~ ,; : ' ' '., ·: ~ ! : ; ;; t·~' ~·I •• : .. . : ;,;t<:• :, - · ~ ·. ~ -.. . ~· ' ~<\ .~~# - · ~ . { O" P • 
: , ... • .. "Arsenate 1 .b~b~~-' ~pel11;1c_~~1f,}P:1~.a.: .Af:?~:~~· : ~~-1.~e 
similar to phosphate. The soil chemistry of arsenates 
Calcium 
Ars•nate 
Addetl 
1 
2 
4 
8 
and phosphates is quite similar but not identical 
(2). We know that some soils fix large amounts of 
phosphate and that ferilizer phosphate applications must 
be large in order to feed adequat.ely the ·· .growing plant. 
A high phosphate fixing ' soil will .be also a high ar.i . 
senate fixing soil, Low phosphate . fixing soils res• 
pond to small amounts ·~f pho'sphate ferti.lizer • . So· 
also the low phosphate fixing soil will be a low ar• 
senate fixer. These are essentially statements of 
fact• . Translated into prac'tice. larger applications · 
of arsenate are necessary to kill .crabgrass · germin• · 
ating on high arsenate · f~xing . soils than on low ar;.. 
senate fixing sdils. 
The effect of arsenate 6~ crop growth is . shown 
in Table l taken from Willian1s and Whets.tone (3). 
These .data snow that increased . applicatio~s of cal• 
sium arsenate decrease the growth of the millet and 
increase the cohcen.tration of ax:~ .eni~ . in the crop 
material • . In addition, from · these data we conclude 
that with increased .concentration of arsenic in a · 
crop we can expect a decrease in the amount of crop 
growth until ultimately the crop is killed and zero 
growth will result. Obviously, the availability of 
arsenate in the soil ( in a manner similar to phos-
phate availability} will determine the amo.unt .of 
arsenate uptake by the crop and the ultimate · control 
of the undesirable specie. 
Table l 
. ·Millet Gro~th and Arsenic 
Content ·trom Calcium Arsenate Appiications 
. -(Williams and Whet.stone) 
Mi
11leh 
Weight 
{ ', ' ·f. . Sana . 
Sand + 25 Soil 
Colloid 
Smid + 50 Soil 
Colloid 
Arsenic in M:tllet Arsenic in .-Millet 
Millet Weight Millet Weight 
··; ). .. 
5.2 13 
3.3 22 9.6 12 6; 6 
... 
6.1 21 6.G 
1.3 . 53 ; 3.5 
Arsenie ; in 
Millet 
13 
27 
•· 
' . ..,, ~ . -~ ~ 
ln 1936 .Gile (1) reported the growth response of 
millet 'to arsenate applications. Crabgrass will respond 
·". 
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in a manner but at lower arsenate application rates. 
Figure l shows the 'relative growth of millet to cal• 
cium cirsenate applications on five different soi.1-
sand combinations. On Barnes soil one unit of ar-
senate reduced millet growth to 30% of the zero 
arsenate treatment. However, on Clarksville soil, ·a· 
times as much arsenate wes found necessary to reduce 
the millet growth to 30 %. Intermediate amounts of 
arsenate on the other three soils reduced millet growth 
to 30%. These data show a different arsenate applic• 
ation for each of the soils to produce equal growth re• 
duction of millet by arsenic. Obviously, Clarksville 
soil is a high arsenate fixing soil and larger appli· 
cations are required in order to supply the arsenate 
to the millet root system. Barnes soils is a low 
arsenate fixer and smaller applications will supply 
arsenic to the millet root system with growth reduc• 
tion equal to that on the Clarksville. soil. 
The results in Figure 1 were obtained when using 
equal amounts of soil colloids in each sand-soil mix-
ture. The influence of the amount of soil colloid on 
arsenate toxicity is shown in Figure 2 taken from 
Gile. Three units of calcium arsenate added to Kirvin 
soil-sand with 25 units of colloid reduced millet 
growth by 50%. However, when 100 units of Kirvin 
colloid were present, 7 units of arsenate were nec-
essary to reduce the millet growth 50%. Similar 
comparisons were made on Nacogdoches and Marshall 
soils, On each soil as the amount of colloid was 
increased, increasing amounts were required in order 
to produce equal growth reduction and presumably nearly 
equal arsenic content in the millet. From the practical 
viewpoint, two golf greens on one course may have quite 
different colloid content if reasonablecare is not ex-
ercised in construction. Moreover, the soil source 
for construction may be quite different. 
Several factors are important in the arsenic 
toxicity concept of crabgrass control: 
1, Difference in arsenic toxicity between the 
plant species, 
2, Availability of arsenste in the soil. 
Arsenate availability is dependent on the kind of ar• 
senate material (low or higher solubility) used and 
arsenate fixation in the soil as influenced by organic 
matter, soil colloid, active aluminum and i,ran content 
of the soil. 
In summary, the control of crabgrass by pre·emerge 
arsenate applications is dependent on establishing in 
the soil in available form, an amount of arsenate which 
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Figure 1. Effects of increasing quantities of calcium arsenate on the growth of 
millett in soit-quart:z sand mixtures. 
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Figure 2. Quantity of calcium arsenate required to reduce yield one-half, as. af-
fected by quantity of colloid. 
will produce a toxic and lethal concentration in 
crabgrass but non-lethal and a low toxicity in the 
desired grass species. 
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BRUSH CONTKOL FOR THE GOLF COURSE 
By William 1. Boyd 
Brush control in the Northeast p~esents many 
problems and situations which are applicable only 
to this region. The ideas and facts, based on ex~ 
perience, which are indicated in the following out• 
line must be judged solely on their application to 
this section of the country. 
Golf course superintendents have become accus-
tomed to using a variety of chemicals for control 
of weeds on greens, tees, and fairways. It is the 
main purpose of this discussion to consider a similar 
approach to brush control, 
I. TYPES OF BRUSH PROBLEMS 
A. Mixed species of woody plants as of ten 
grow along property lines or fences and 
along drainage ditches. 
B. Poison ivy. 
c. Individual trees or bushes that may not 
be wanted. 
D. Resprouting from stumps of cut trees or 
brush. 
II. CHEMICALS THAT MAY BE USED 
A. Ammonium sulfamate (sold as "Ammate " X weed 
and brush killer). 
B. Hormone brush killers -- 2,4-D and 2,4,S•T 
used alone or in combination. 
c. Fenuron pellets (sold as "Dybar" fenuron weed 
and brush killer. 
D. Amino triazole -- Chiefly recommended for 
poison ivy control, 
III. METHODS OF TREATMENT 
A. Foliage Seray!. ~· applied after leaves 
becdme U')ature anc;l until fioet, or until 
· ~ fall foliage starts to develop. (Usually 
early June to early September in New 
England • 
. .A-51. 
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11Ammate" X weed and brush killer. Re• 
coumended at {)C pounds in 100 gallons 
of : water-· with·- six' ch.inc es ·of· Spr~ader­
Sticker 1 fot contro-l ·-0£ most woody species, 
particularly oak, hi~kory,· ash, maple, 
· coniEers, and poison ·1\ry. Non· · volatile, 
so vapor drift is not a problem. Cost 
about $15 for 100 gallons of, spray, de• 
pe~ding on q~antity purchased. -
, ~' 
· 
0
.Ammate" X Oil Eliluhion "'"' for control 
of same ·species as above, at somewhat 
lower rates 'of ;'Anmate". Mix 40 to 50 
pounds of . "~te ' 1 X in about 25 gallons 
of water. Add four· gallons of light oil 
containing about two-thirds pint of Enl• 
ulsifying Agent A. · Fill tank with water 
to 100 gallons with good agitation. Add 
·six ounces ·of Spreader•Sticker. Cost 
$10 to $12 per 100 gallons of spray. With 
the oil, equipment corrosion is. not a 
s-erious _ problem, 
3. CoD1110nly available combinations of 2,4•D 
4. 
and 2,4,S•T, containing a total. of four 
pounds of acid perga-llon, are usually 
recommended at one to one and one•balf gallon• 
per 100 gallons of water, for control of 
birch, cherry., -beech, willow, popular, alder, 
brambles, etc., but are less effective on 
conifers, oak, 111apie, hickory, ash, and on 
poison ivy arowing in the shade. Users 
report costs of $4 to $10 per 100 gallons 
· of spray. 
Ester or amine formulations of 2,4,S•T 
alone commonly contain four pounds acid 
pet gallon and are usually recommended at 
three to four quarts per 100 gallons of 
- water.· They are more effective than 2,4-D 
·2,4,S•T combinations on resistant species. 
Users report costs of $6.75 to $10 per 100 
g&Uon• of spray. · (To· reduce possibility 
of injury from 2,4,•D or 2,4,S·T to cl81l• 
. _ : '· r_able ~lants adjacent to sprayed areas, man• 
u-fa:cturers recommend amine or low volatile 
f e>'rmula dons. ) · · · 
S. "Ammate i• X· in inin tflowera -· dissolve 400 
pounds 11.Ammate·• X weed and brush killer in 
100 gallons of water with a quart of Spreader• 
Sticker. Apply a light covering to all fol• 
iage. Mist blower application of 11.t\mmate11 
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has equaled hydraulic application, at 
lO _to 20 per cent less cost and no in-
crease in drift danger. 
B. St.em Spraxs 
1. Basal stem treatment with 2,4,5-T or 
the j'D and T" combination is a common 
practice. Sug~ested dosage is three gallons ~• 
of product in 97 gallons of ~o. 2 fuel 
oil for power equipment. or four gallons 
in 96 gallons of oil for knapsack spraying. 
Experience shows it is important to soak 
12 to 15 inches of stem, down to the bud 
zone or root collar of the plant. New 
England users have found this treatment 
very effective on all species of hard- . 
wood in New England, but more costly"anci 
mmEe time consuming than other methods. 
2. Spraying the full stem, or lower two-thirds, 
has become known as 1'cane spraying" in this 
area, to distinguish it from the familiar 
basal stem treatment. 0 Dormant cane" spray-
ing is treatment of the entire stem of woody 
plants, during the dormant season, with a 
mixture of one and one-half gallons (six 
pounds acid) 2,4,5-T ester in 100 gallons of 
oil. Users have found it effective on most 
species, but relatively costly. ''Summer 
cane spraying 11 is the practice of spraying 
the lower two-thirds of the stem with a 
mixture of one and one-half gallons 2.4,5-T 
ester in 10 to 15 gallons of oil enough water 
to make 100 gallons. 
c. Stump Treatment 
1. 11.Ammate 11 X weed and brush killer may be used 
for stump treatment either as dry crystals or 
in a concentrated solution. The dry crystals 
are applied at about one ounce (one tablespoon~ 
ful) to each three inches of stump diameter. 
For greater economy, four pounds of -aAmmateiA 
X may be dissolved in one gallon of water, with 
half a teaspoonful of Spreader•Sticker, and 
applied to fresh-cut stump surfaces. Applied 
within a few days after cutting, this method 
is very effective, and quite economical. 
2. Another method of stump treatment is to use 
the same 2,4,5-T mixture recommended for 
basal stem application, and apply it the same 
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. way, . wett;ing· the entir.e etump base· from 
12 to 15 inches above the bud zorie down 
to the bud zone i~self. 
D. !£ee Killing 
To kill individual unwanted trees, ';Ammate ll X 
many. be used .in crystaks or solution (stump 
treatment mixture), Cut notches · at six 
inch intervals around the tree trunk, and put 
the c:rystais or solution in tbe ' notches. {If 
desired, commercially available oil soluble 
or water soluble dye, depending on carrier, 
may be used ·in stump and tree treatment sol• 
utions, for marking treated growth.) 
E~ Ground or Soil Application · 
This is the newest approach to brush control. 
· "Dybar" fenuron weed and brush killer pellets 
are recommended for this application, to con• 
trol most ~oody plants, including maple, oak, 
and conifers. New En'gland u.perience has 
shown the following rates of 11Dybar " to be 
effective: (a) one teaspoonful per woody 
plant if the plants are less than four feet 
apart, or one tablespoon per bush if they are 
more than four feet apart; (b) one teaspoonful 
every three feet on a gird pattern; (c) broad-
cast at the rate of 50 pounds per acre. 11Dybar 11 
may be app~ied at any time except when the 
ground is frozen, with late winter or early spring 
the most effective. Since the chemical works 
through the root system, and woody plants that 
have roots under the spot where 0 Dybar 1• fenuron 
weed and brush killer is placed may be danaged. 
---------- -
MASSACHUSETTS HIGHWAY HERBICIDE PROGRAM 
By Joseph L. Beasley 
· Weed control ts important in all catagories of 
.Roadside Maintenance, Along a secondary highway, or 
1
'country road, " we generally like to keep the roadside 
~s close to its natural state as possible, consistent with 
· . safety and efficient maintenance. In direct contrast is 
the . industri~l or commerical highway where beauty competes 
with utility and efficiency, The state highways of Mass..-
achusetts fall in between these· two extremes. The people 
of Massachusetts insist on well-groomed highways, in keep• 
ing with the three-century tradition of having a village 
green in the middle of every town. But at the same time, 
their Yankee thrift demands that this scenic beauty be 
achieved at the lowest possible cost. 
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Since 1951, Massachusetts has been using and .' 
experimenting with chemi.cal weed killers in an 
effort to reduce mowing and maintenance costs. We 
have used 2,4;D, 2,4-D+-2,4,S·T, Maleic Hydrazide, 
Tel var D.W., Dit+ron, Ureabor and Urox. All Have 
been used with varying degrees of success. We have 
learned that each has its place in maintenance as a 
useful tool. Herbicides in themselves are not a 
;'cure-all'' for roadsides maintenance problems. When 
properly used, however, in combination with other road• 
side operations, the result is a more pleasing road• 
side appearance at a considerable saving financially. 
Spraying For The Eradication of Poison Ivy and The 
Control of Undesirable Brush 
Our first use of chemicals along our roadsides was 
directed against poison ivy, at the time an extremely 
serious problem. Through the use of 2,4,•D and 2,4,5-T, 
this problem has been practically eliminated. This 
fact not only has been reassuring to the 3,000,000 
people who enjoyed our 325 roadside rest areas last 
season, but greatly reduced the lost "man hours " of 
our department employees who are engaged in roadside 
work. 
The Massachusetts Department of Public Works has 
been making valuable contdbutions to highway aafety 
with the aid of chemicals, (2,4,-D and 2,4,5-T, 50·50 
concentrates combination low volatile esters) by making 
a concerted effort to increase sight distance on our 
highways. These .herbicides also assist in controlling 
brush at our roadside rest areas and vistas, behind guard 
rails and in our selective clearing program. 
Not only has the general appearance of our roadsides ' .. 
been greatly improved, but we feel that clean roadsides 
are a major factor in highway safety. 
Roadside Chemical and Fertilization Spray 
In our program of selective control of other weeds, 
we have experimented with 2,4,-D and M·H-40 as part of our 
constant effort to reduce the number of annual mowings. 
Unfortunately, we haven't found any chemical lawn mowers 
as yet. But we have found that some weeds grow a good 
deal faster than grass, particularly in dry years. 
We must then control these weeds and insure a uni-
form growth of grass, which, even though above normal 
in height, will still present a satisfactory appearance. 
Through a combination of applying 2,4-D to eliminate 
dandelions ragweed and other succulent weed growth from 
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maintained turf aress, and by revising ouT specif-
ications for contract mowing, we have been able to 
reduce the number of :mowings ·of lawn· type.mowing 
from 15 ,cuttings pvr ·year to 11 • 
. , .. , . 
In 1961 .for : this~ the third year. -2,4,·D is being 
applied in combination with Urea 45% .nitrogen .as fert· 
ilizer 'to certain twrf areas requiring rejuvenation' 
This two•in•orie· combined application is very economical • 
. It is noteworthy · that Massachusetts, in addition, 
to being the first State tO do all ~oadside mowing by 
cont:r:Eict, is among the first to :apply fertilizer iri 
combination with 2,4,.i.J) spray• · 
Soil SterUant Treatment 
Ou~ state highway system has ,approximately 900 
miles of.' guard rail. one hand-trimming along a miie . 
of guard rail may take eight man•hoursi and the job may · 
have to be done five times per season. With this chemical 
program; ·wv can go along the guard rail with a power 
sprayer covering a band two feet·wide at a rate of one and 
one .. half to two miles per hour. A two•'foot band a mile 
long is about a quarter of an acre, so four miles of guard 
rail means an acre of spraying. In other words, one hour 
of soil sterilant spraying, at two miles per hour, elim• 
inates eighty hours of hand trimming, and the job is done 
once for the whole season. our present program calls for 
treating a two•foot strip along all our guard rails in this 
way, with a follow•up treatment where needed a year or two 
after the frist application. 
Experimental use of this material -began in 1953 with 
such promising results that today all guard rail ·areas 
have been so treated. 
The soil sterilant program has been so successful 
on guard rails that we are adopting the same kind of 
treatment to eliminate hand trimming around poles, ledges, 
delineators, curbing, piers, abutments and other struct· 
ures. We are also trying this . approach fOt weed control 
in waterways, drainage ditches, gravel sidewalks and along 
fences, · 
We have ·learned that soil sterilants of the liquid 
and granular type can play a very important role in a 
roadside development program. 
However, we must net overlook the possible ·hazards 
involved in the use of chemical -weed killers. We have 
to remember that these compounds are intended to kill 
plant 11·£~, and that we must observe the proper precau-
tions to be sure that we kill only the plant life of 
which we want to· be rid. In treating nearly 900 miles 
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of guard ·rail areas .. in M~ssachusetts with soil 
sterilant type herbic;l.des, I am happy to' say -that 
through ·the -pe.oper use of tltis materi'al we. have . 
experienced no:serious mishaps. In .other words, 
this pro·gram is ·being carried. on whenevel.". chemical · 
control ·can be pl:O·p~rly employed .. without liv.z'ard · 
to tree& or d*lsitabl._e pl,antingS.o · · . . . · ' · 
We have confidence in chemical weed killers, 
and it is significant that they are veiyeffective. 
However, we must be carertil with them • 
. . . ~ ~ : . 
We have held many ~eetings ' in ourvar:'.ous dis-
tricts to instruct engineers and foremen in the . 
proper u.se. of· these mat.~rials, ~nd to exercise pro• 
per precautions in applying them~ We want them to 
accept chemical weed killers as a tool for . them to 
use in its ·proper place in highway mainten;J.nce--
just as they use sand, eal.t, patching mate:cials, . or 
snow plows for their prop.~r purpose. · 
Following is a reprint of a Paper presented at 
the meeting of the Northeastern Weed ·Control Con·f er•. 
ence in New .York in January ,19 01:, 
' - - - - - - - - - -
"MASSACHUSET'l'S . PROGRESS REPORT ON RU~ARCH : 
. .. . WITH MAquc HYDRAZIDE " . 
1 • 
. ; By Joseph I,.. Beas,ley 
The grassed are4s of the .2,400 miles of St~te 
highway in Massachus.etts present a continuous mowing 
problem to the personnel charged with the re,ponsi-
bility of their maintenance, 
Experience has taught . ~8 that the.1-ia ia no single 
phase of our roadside development operations that can 
be termed a "cure all a for a reduction in mowing costs. 
It is rather a well planned combination of: 
(l) Planting and .mulching 
· (2) Contra~.t mowing 
. .. ,(3) The u,~e of Maleic Hydrazide (MHw30) as 
a g~ass growth inhibitor 
Planting and Mµlching 
Since we are not interested in growing areas, the 
planting of seedlings, vines, prostrate shrubs and nat-
ural growth sod takes place on new roads immediately af • 
ter the completion of the prime contract for the const-
ruction of the highway itself. 
In all areas where ground cover is practicaL~ this 
second contract for planting and mulching removes such 
areas from the necessity of future mowing. 
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Contrg.ct Mowing: 
The second phase in owr wer against increasing 
costs is -the practice of mowing grass by contra~~-'· · 1, . ·' . ., 
. ... t ·. . .... _.,.. . '-:' . . . '.< : : .. ··_; .. : . : :. ""' ~ -\ 
Massachusetts is!. a_ ptone~h in. the. f!el'd . of. : . . . .. ' . · .. 
mowing grass by contrac;t._ .,. AfteJ1' .. a number or·'.c~~al..~" :.-,. _. .. · · 
and revisions; it is felt .that w• .h4ve ' t'h'e .1host'pt._a_,;.. . :' ~!'<. 
ctical mowing specifications in 'the country'~; When·. . :;: 
you consider that the grass on each and every mile '_ · 
of our State highway system is mowed annually,, a·na· 
that our contract mowing cost per aeee are as low as 
any State in the country(with comparable standards),, 
our maintenance personnel may be justified in feeling 
proud of themselves. 
1H1ghway Landscape supenlsor,, Massachusetts Department 
of Public Works. 
' .~ ·~ ~ H _: > ;i . . :. : ·' '. . . :·. ::.:. : , "".' · r. ~ 
. .. ~ .. i ·· :~ · l, ; .... ~ .' .. ,.: .• ... ';, ... - ··~, .. -• ... ... 
Currently,, the , numb~r o~ . 9!-2 ts. per ·~ear' Vf!-1:Y wt th : ·. ·· ,, ' . ~ .~ ; ~ . : ·: ; . 
the type of grass to be m~w~d. : . . .. ,._,. , ' · ' ot . .. _ 
Lawn type m~wing_ requlr.~~- ~ieven(l1.) cuts . per 
season; roadside hay mowing five (5) ann~'al cut's . . :i; ·• .. • , 
while hay mowing is confined to one (i)· seasonal · cut.· · · 
The Use of Maleie. -itxcira-zide'. (MH-30) <: . : ,. , : · ~ . · · 
' . - . ~ • , ! t < ~ · - • 
The third, and by no means, least .1.inportant_. phase 
in reducing mowing- costs is the .tipplication of certain .. 
chemicals to retard the growth .o.f . gr.a~~~J which' w:Llf ' ~uto.;· .~ : 
matically reduce· the. number. of mqwing~ .'required at' p~esent. ; ·· 
.. ~ ...... . ... . . 
'tf<I 
Since 1953, Ma-$sachu~ett.~ has be~~-.. e~e'rtmerlt:l;ng · w±th· 
chemicals in this .ai,-ea, .and it now appef;li;s. that the· most: ;· 
effective methQd of obtaintng. a uiiifori1i:.sruwth o.f ... grass .. ·~· . 
is by the proper application of the foll.owing spray 
solution: · · ' ' '' -.-. · 
. . ~ .. . . 
100 gallQ~s ~:f , wtiter ·. · 
1 gallon of 2,4,•D · 
4 ounces Spreader Sticker 
2 2/3 gallon~ of MH-3.0 
. ·~r . 
~ · ' .. : ·: .. ,, 
1 . . ' •• . • , 
Since the solution is being appiie~ at the rate of 
75 gallons per acre,, it is estimated that two gallons of 
MH·30 per acre is the minimum quantity to insure proper 
coverage. While t'his :rat~q. is. highe~ tha~ t.hat recomm- . 
ended by the manufacturer.a: -.it. g~a.iantees that sufficient· · · 
MH•JO is deliver~d .to ,the: St4S$.., · · · iS-.. .. .. 1 . 
, ... · 
,· . 
: I.' 
. -~ • ... ~. J • • .•• 
·',,I' 
" I 
. ' . .-· . A-. .58-~ .. ,_ . -~ 
.· 'f. -~ ': 
; . ) :. ' ~ ' : : ...... 
. . . .. . : ·.· 4• .• 
. ~ : "\ ·: ·~. : : .. ~ ·, '· ;. .: . 
; I' '< l , .. ~ ::" . ,··.::; · .. 
AJ?plicati'ori 
. . .. , .. 
' . 
While the combination of MH-30 for inhibiting 
grass gr()wth plus 2,4 ;-D f'or eliminating succulent 
weed growth is unquestionably the correct solution, 
neither of . the two will accomplish the desired 
result.a. unles~ th·ey ate properly. appl;i.ed. Here we 
reach 'the as , fet unsolved prob~~ of c;lesigning the 
correct spraying ·equipment to be Gianr1ed by competent 
and conscientious operators. . ...... -.· 
•• • ,J. 
Since the cost of the material is considerable, 
it is felt 'that the manufacturers have given too 
little thought to the application of the spray sol• 
ution on a large -sea.le · basis~ · The recent experi-
mental field work indicates that the cor~ect amount ··· 
of MH-30 (as .,·determined in the laboratory) is not · 
always delivered to the grass. · As we have agreed 
that the material will :c:ontro.r the growth of. grass 
if correctly applied, the fault must lie with the ' 
equipment and operators. 
Again, since. the solution ·is rather expensive, 
in order that there· be neither overlapping, nor 
omission dur!-ng·· spraying, some means .must be devised'_· 
to identify what area has :been covered. . Some ·thought 
has been given to. equipping the vehicle with a separate 
nozzle for pouring a colored liquid dye to outline .the 
outside edge of each ep~ay . pass. ' · ·· 
Suggested Eguipment Units· for Applying Solution 
For median strips up to 40 feet, roadsides, out• · 
side edges of in~erchanges, and narrow dividing islands: 
. " 
. . ' 
- . \ 
One (1) 1 1 000 gallon tank ~ruck with extender 'arm , : . 
type boom, hydraulically operated, a minimum· of 20 feet 
in length. 
For wide median strips and, dividing islands ' (o'ver 
40 feet), lobes and bowl ' areas .of interchanges and other 
"hard to reach areas l1 : . · 
(a) Two (2) jeeps or equ'iva.lept yehicles (4-Wheel 
Drive) .with dual· tires 91:l rear. · 
(b} One (l) 250 gallon tank. 
(c) Fixe4 hori"zontal 'booni. 
(d) Mast type boom. 
' ' 
(e) Hand operated boom with hose attachment for 
manual spraying of slopes, around trees and 
shrubbery, and other inaccessible areas. 
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In addition, a 2,000 gallon tank truck to -be : 
used to supply water to mix new bat~hes of s~~u~ion 
in the tanks of the above-mentioned spraying vehicles. 
JµstoE{ oLJ£llj.bi.tor Expe!,i.¥J~.SJ!S:ion on ·arassed Areas. 
. . .· ' ; :. .. ·. . .. ~ ·" . . . . . 
. • • • ~ ' t 
Massachu·sett's' r~search in this field began.' with 
MH-40 in· 1953 with -twelve (12) half•acrj piot's.:on' Route 
IJ:l in Danvers; with encouraging re·sules~ . ., . 
The following year selected areas on a much iarger 
mileage ·scale · were tTeated on a· state-wide bash. ' While, 
results in certain instances were desir~b~e~ other areas~ 
because of poor application; were none too conclusive. 
- . . . . 
In• 1960, the advent of MH·JO · 'influetic'ed the ~epart .. 
ment to further research ' in an effort to . sabotag~ ,the . 
rising mowin'g costs. · ,: ' · · ·· · · . · '_ .·' . . 
' • • ' • • • 1 •• 
ApptoX'imately 75 acres em.bracing . all types' cif : 
grassed terrain were treated in the 8prirtg'field area. 
In addition, throughout the State, eigh~ miles of me• 
dian St·riPt 't'Oadsfdes, and a large bowl ar~a received , 
applications· of the 'solution. This large ·ac~le ,experiment 
has indtcated that the correct applic·afi(;n wil('produce 
the desired results~. · · ... · 
MH-Jo, will receive a stern' test·' in Massachusetts, . 
since our contract mowing costs pet" acre:' are low, while 
our standards are high. lf MH-.30 can reduce the SQSts 
per acre even .further and still maintain' our well~ 
groomed grassed areas, it will prove that j'chernical 
mowing" is.here to stay.· · · . '..'! · 
,• .. -i . . 
Research in recent years indicates that this 
material · (properly ~applied) will insur~ a ~n.iform 
growth of grass--·(5 11 ··to 7 i 1) that ·will te'quire only a 
minumum number of cuts per season. It is not necessary 
to have a· 1golf course 11 appearance to our grassed areas • 
• ; • . ~ .! .. ~ • . 
ln the spring· of 1961, ·Massach'Usetts plans to treat 
three (3) of its contract mowing areas in their entirety 
with MH•30. These three projects total about 65 mile,, 
Route #9 - Brookline to Worcester (2 contracts) 
Route 1128 • From Route #9, Wellesley to Route . 
#1, Westwood (l contract). 
The Special Provisions for the above mowing con• 
tracts for these areas will call for a reduced number of 
lawn type mowings from eleven (ll)'to four· (4) and those 
of the roadside hay cuts from five (5) to two (2). 
! .. ' . . . : \ ( .. , · . 
_· .lo._ the .. f·all. of· 1961 we also plan ·to apply ~h~s sol• 
ution to otheit-'grassed areas. Iii the Spring of '1962 1 
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it is expected that the number of mowing cuts ordin• 
arily required in these areas will be reduced exactly 
as described above. 
The fall application is being considered for 
two reasons: 
(l) the amount of rainfall during these months 
is generally less than any other potential spraying . 
period of the year. 
(2) the MH-30 will be applied just prior to the 
time when the grass becomes dormant, and therefore 
will be present to inhibit before the grass begins to 
grow in the spring. 
Statistics 
In 1959, the low bids for our mowing contracts 
totalled about $580,000.00. The breakdown is as 
~allows: 
Lawn Mowing 
Roadside Hay Mowing 
Other Hay Mowing 
$134 J 000 
$296,000 
$ 50,000 
Percentage of Whole 
23% 
68% 
9% 
Contrary to popular belief, these figures in-
dicate that mowing costs for grassed areas on road-
sides and interchanges are about three times those 
for median strips. 
In 1961, our estimated mowing costs for 85 con• 
tracts will be about $628,00C.OO. The increase is 
directly attributable to the increased acreage to be 
mowed. 
However, it is expected that, in ,t~e foreseeable 
future, that the combination of (l) planting and mul• 
ching, (2) mowing by contract and (3) the use of MH-30 
inhibitor will reveal a savings of $100,000.00 per 
person in mowing costs. 
Afurther analysis of mur mowing statistics in-
dicates that $300,00 per mile per season are expended 
to mow grassed areas on double-barrelled and limited 
access highways. When our three-fold plan is coordin-
ated, this cost will be substantially reduced. 
Summary 
Massachusetts, as well as other states, is facing 
a tremendous task in order to reduce mowing costs. 
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While planting and mulching will eventually 
cut down the grass acreage, there will still be 
large areas where the correct application of the MH•JO 
solution appears to be a life-saver in the sea of · 
rising costs. _.. . ' 1 ' · • • ·· 
ll,l , coacluSiori:;. iet me say that without the use 
of chemicals our roadsides maintenance easts .would 
be increased by about $.500,00u per year, which 
money in man-hours could well be used on other more 
productive maintenance operations. 
The problems of :ma~~g~ent. ·of vegeta~tion along 
present-day ·chruway·s; ·'freeways, parkways, turnpikes a~d. 
interstate highways are far greater than. formerly and· · 
must be handled mor~ .·efficiently· on ·a scale . larger 
than the average person can :visualize •. '. ; . . . . · 
Rights-of-way ·have become wider, increasing from 
the 50 fee.t of 20 years ago to our present 400 feet 
and more. Instead of mowing two acres per mile as in 
1940, we are today faced with the problem of managing 
as many as thirty acres J>er mile. 
Thus, fr<J$. a I!laintenance standpoint, we must 
learn t_o. live with this growing giant-in-bre~c;l.th so 
necessary to erosion control. Appropriations have 
not b~en keeping pac·e with maintenance requirements .. 
Therefore, we must devise new methods of control and 
improvise on the old, since increased efficiency is · 
the only way to extend the overburdened maintenance 
dollar, 
' .. 
1> 
OBSERVATIONS ON HIGHWAY . TURF .ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE 
By E, F. Button 
PREF.ACK 
The importance and ··magnitude of highway vegetation 
management -- including turf establishment and maintenance · 
are not difficult for those engaged outside .the highway 
field to comprehend·.- .; The fun,damental objectives are 
erosion eontrol and wa'ter infiltration into the soiL for 
the long-term protecti.04 of ·the paved-way. There is no 
more economical nor efficient method of affording this 
protection than by providing and maintaining a healthy 
vegetative mantle. .Each State-nolf. has thou~ands of .acres 
of this roadside vegetation. Each new mile of modern 
highway brings with it from 13 to 30 m6re acres of road• 
sides. 
There will soon be 900,000 more roadsides ·acres to 
maintain! This is a conservative estimate of part of 
the .;package" given by the much publicized In.t~rstate 
·. 
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Highway System to the highway departments of the 
nation. In Connecticut, for example, it is expected 
that more than 200 miles of highway will be built under 
this system, the additional roadside acres will exceed 
4,000 acres. 
The maintenance through out the years of these 
additional acres. as well as of the rest of the road• 
way, will be a necessary burden assumed by each in• . 
dividual State. It is a burden which will without doubt 
increase the present and complex technical and finan• 
cial problems of maintenance. Most Highway departments 
have been diligently striving to obtain more value per 
maintenance dollar expended -· an effort not only com• 
mendable butmandatory in "View of the constantly raising 
costs of laborand materials, coupled with the specter 
of an eve~-shrinking portion of the tax-dollar avail• 
able for highways roadside maintenance. 
The Concept that roadsides are an integral and 
functional part of the iicomplete highway " is generally 
accepted with few reservations by those engaged in 
the highway field. The steady and intense publicity fo• 
cused upon the decreasing acreage of "open land .. and 
o1productive land", and -the increasing amount of land 
being utilized in the highway right•of •way ha~ been 
fostered by the energetic and persistent efforts of 
many 11influential" organizations such as garden clubs, 
nature, conservation, and wildlife groups. The result 
so far has been the evolution of a concept that road-
side acres are also a valuable part of the natural 
resource of ever;-8'djoining community. This increas• 
ing awareness of the public will serve to stimulate the 
highways to set higher standards for turf maintenance, 
functional plantings, and for "rest areas". The taak 
of roadside development already taxed by the limitations 
mentioned shall not only increase in extent, bot 
in complexity. 
The progress made in highway oegetation management 
technology since the early 40's has been phenomenal. 
Hydraulic f erti .. seeding, air-blasting of granular 
or pelleted materials, the employment of sin~le•nut­
rient fertilizers, the utilization of herbicides, the 
evolution of more efficient grass-cutting mach!~ery, 
the development of chemical-mowing, are but a few of 
the new techniques now available for the highway main-
tainer. We do not have time, however, to bask in the 
glow of past accomplishments. The pressures of our 
rapidly expanding highway system, the expectations of 
the public, and the shrinking portion of the available 
maintenance dollar make it imperative to increase the 
tempo of the search for better materials and methods 
for the total job. 
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INTRODUCTION ·. 
. . . 
The quality and pe~nent·e of a-n· :~ffec\:ive turf 
cover is related to ferti'lizer ·>u98ge.· It is .safe ·t.o 
s4iy that · t·h~c "Coming of Age" of t~e modern highway 
roadside is c:tt ieast pa-rtially ·reflected 'in the stat• 
istics of fettiiiz~r consumption by highway departments. 
Arnold t~ Mehring, ~ · leading authority on fettil-
izer statisd.cs has writtert (5) that total consumption 
of fertilizer by · Stat~ ·HighWay Departtnents in the nation 
in . 1940 was estimated . at 7 j 733 tons at a Cb St Of . 
$185;276. Ue furthet estimated that ib. 1956 only 26 
State Highway· Departments indicated fertilizer usage 
with a total ·of 21,868. He also stated tha·t the tnter-
state ·System (on the basis of the 1956 rate) would re-
quire at :least 186,300· tons of ·fertilizer for initial .· 
tud establishment~ ·· I would be inclined to .. feei that 
this· estimated tonnage will prove to fall short _by"at . 
least 100,000 tons! Mehririgs estimate at $40.per ton 
would mean an expenditure of $7,440,000 ••• I . think the 
cost will be in excess of $11,440,000. ··Estimates of 
seed,. soil amendments, and insecticides would also · 
proved to be q-uite la:rge. 
Numbers in parentheses refer to literature cited. 
A glance at some of the Connecticut State High• 
way Department's ·expenditares may be of interest to 
those concerned with, or about, present or potential 
roadside developmental operations (3). 
FISCAL YEAR 
1955-56 
1958-59 
EXPENDITURES 
FERTILIZER 
$30')554 
71,677 
PESTICIDES 
$10,998 
19 ,014 
TONNAGE OF FERTILIZER 
FISCAL YEAR · · 
1955-56 . 
1953-59 
COMMERCIAL 
FERTILIZER 
460 
103 
SINGLE•NUmIENT 
CARRIERS *· 
None 
749 
HERBICIDES 
$31,354 
.. 63,060 
TOTAL 
. 460 -
• ., ' '85Z .,. 
. · .. · - . 
* Such as: urea, treblesuperphosphate, muriate of 
potash, etc. .. • . 
Note: All pesticides and herbicides ate not used for 
turf establishment but include other ~oadside · operations ~ ••• 
; . ~·· . 
.., 
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A si t:,uificant increase of plant food per do'ilar 
or per application dollar could be show when one . 
realizes that 85% of the 1958-59 tonnage purchased 
was of single carrier. nutrients (6). . . . . 
The abdve figures cover total fettilizer tonnage 
used for both establisluuent and maintenance of road• 
side vegetation. The. figures do !!£.i. include the in• 
creasing acreage of turf ·which is being established 
by Contractors. 
In a small state the size of Connecticut there 
are over la;ooo acres of roadside cover. · To stay 
within the realm of practicality and economy only a 
relatively small portion of this acreage aan be top• 
dressed each year ••• and the amount of plant food dis-
tributed to each acre must be modest. An analysis 
of some operations in one of our four Districts in 
1959 shows that over 1,100 acres of turf were top• 
dressed with nitrogen. Topdressing progressed at the 
rate of 10 acres per day at a total cost of $18.02 
per acre, that is~ $9.20 for the cost of application 
and $8.82 for the fertilizer. In this. same District 
new turf was established on 250 acres and about 100 
acres of old, thi~ turf acres were rejuvenated with 
N-:P-K. 
This work consumed about 140 working. days• and 
was performed along with the many other necessary 
duties of general highway maiutenance • • • thas you 
can readily see that time and the labor-force are 
also criteria which must be considered in any road-
side turf establishment ~nd maintenance program. 
HIGHWAY TURF ESTABLISHMENT 
There are two general types of Turf Establishment 
recognized in our operations ••• in larger states, and 
states with larger areas of radically differing ter-
rain and so.11 conditions, many .more types of tur£ 
establishments would have to be recognized. 
Type I includes all loamed areas, that is, a~eas such 
as median strips, interchanges, service areas which are 
destined for intensive mowing. 
Type II covers unloamed areas which are in most 
cases cut and fill slopes or other areas off the 
shoulder of the pavement. 
In cases where new turf is established by Con• 
tractors particular specifications covering soil 
preparations, liming, seeding, fertilizing and mul-
ching, must be followed. Where such areas are seeded 
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on contract, prior soil testing by the Department 
determines . the amount of limestone· required .:to ad-
just the soil r·eaction to as near- pH 6~0 as. possible. 
The Contractor is -requir-ed to apply 1,000 lbs. ·per 
acre of a commercial 10-10·10, and to u11e from 50 
to 65 pounds of the specified seed mixture per acre 
depending upon the method of seeding ~mployed. 
Blaser and Ward (l) of Virginia, found that 
1 ,000 -lbs./ acre of a 10·10.·10 fertilizer rapidly 
established excellent sod, but that half this am.• 
ount has not been satisfactory. Higher rates caused 
burning of seedlings in some cases.;· Light applic• 
ations of asph8lt•straw mulcb improved getmination .· ·' 
and the rate of seedling growth . .. In Connecticut 
wv have found ·that· about 1 .. 1/2 tons of mulch per 
acre affords ample protection and that more than 
2 tons per acre is apt to be deterimental• 
The primary purpose of roadside turf, part• 
icularly on unloamed slopes, is soil .stablilization. 
A requisite, is the establishment of an erosion re• . 
sistant sod as rapidly . and as economically as pos-
sible. Thus the highway turf supet"Visor needs to 
kepp in mind a few of the facts that may pertain 
to fertilizeT .shortly .after it is applied to the 
soil ••• I refer mainly to the undesirable factors 
of leaching and volatility losses that may occur 
from .nitrogen, and the leaching losses from potash. 
Some of these factor$ are adequately listed by · 
Hunter (4) in an excellent article in Better Crops. 
The Department has attempted to apply the 
optimum amount of N .. P-K per . acre for turf establishment 
with a min:tmum leaching hazard by. employing the 
following fertilizer application on areas seed~d. 
by it's own forces: When an .area is seeded (the 
·hydraulic-method is used (2) by Departmental forces) 
54 1.bs. of ·N, 147 lbs. of P2o5 , and 30 lbs. of · K20 are applied pvr acre. The first season after 
seeding, that is, in the fall after a spring seed• · 
ing, or in the spring after a fall seeding, 45 lbs. 
of N, 55 lbs. of P205, and · 15 · lbs. of K2o are applied per acre. ·Although urea, treblesuper.phosphate and 
muriate of potash are used, the total amounts of p iant 
food applied would approximate an application of about 
l,000 lbs. per acre of a 16•20-5. The object is to 
provide .the more- leachable materials after the seedlings 
have · root systems capable of utilizing them. This 
method appears to have merit• particularly on sandy 
and gravely fill al.opes. 
Limestone is applied to ·areas where ,prior soil 
tests ·indicate the need · for · lime. ·and · Dieldrin is 
applied to ateas which will be intensively mowed 
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for grub protection. Mulch is applied on ·au un• · 
loamed areas, it is applied on loamed areas only 
when such areas are seeded out-of-season. 
,. · ' . : . 
HIGHWAY TURF MAINTENANCE 
The Departmental po l icy at the present ti.me is · 
to apply 60 to 70 lbs of N/acre about every third 
year ••• in practice this applicatioq. has often been 
reduced to about JO to 50 lbs. per acre. 
The application of N-P-K to an area is made 
whenever turf growth and soil tests indicate the 
desirability of complete fertiiization. Dieldrin 
is applied to roadside .areas that exhibit a rank 
growth of th.e fine.•leaved fescues ~or protection 
against serious infestations of thEi sod-webworm. 
It should be me~tioned that th~ Department has 
in the past depended upon the fine~ leaved f escues as 
the dominant turf species ••• it shoJld al~o ; be men• 
tioned that one seed mixture is used for all types 
of seeding. 
i I ·· 
At the present .dine. we are i elying upon a seed 
mixture comprised Of 30% Creeping red fescue, 35% 
K-31 Tall fescue1 20% I{ eritucky bluegrass~ 5% Alsike 
clover, and 10% Domesti c ryegra8$,,.it is ifelt that 
this mixture will in g~n,eral b~ n1ioi'e suitable for the 
range of seeding enviromrteht encdunterea ~ 
Several species d~ . grasses hiwe sh9,~ some ad• 
vabtages for ~lope stabilization th limit•d field 
trials. 
· I 1 • , Field Bromegra~~ grows rapidly on sandy and gra-
velly sloped and may produce a very ex.tens .:i ve root.o 
system in compari aan to the fescues and r y2grass the 
first season. It does not usually persist in compet-
ition with the fescues after the first s~ason. 
Reed Caparygr.a,~ does w~ll on sandy sr gravelly 
slopes and does pi=r.sist with the fine l ~aved fescues, 
however, it has the disadvantage of a tal~ and coarse 
appearance. 
Crown Vetch alegume, shows promise when seeded with 
grasses such as Tall fescue, Reed Ca;lsry gi7Sss, . or Rye-
grass, it does not compete effei:-tivsl.;: l':l~ <';r . seeded with 
the fine-le3.ved fescues., .unle~s th& i.~F.:cu i; seed: ~!.'!.g rate 
is ~atly reduced. It takes Crowe \"E;t,.;;h e1Jout three 
years to become reasonable establish.-,.C., bu i; it geiJWS and 
spreads rapidly thereafter. It is susceptable to the 
commonly used herbicides. 
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Birdsfoo·t Trefoil has shown most· of the char-
acteristics mentioned for Crown -Vetch, except .that 
it can display various deficiency aymptours· on the 
droughty sand or grav~l sites where Crown Vetch app~ 
ears to have normal color. , 
WEED CONllOL 
Turf areas are usually t~e~~ed in· April .. May 
with about i quart of 2,4,·~D (amine of l •v. ester) 
per acre. All , intensively mowed nreas are treated, 
but only 8 to is feet of the rciadSides are sprayed. 
A second application is of ten made in July ·for the 
control of ra'gweed and other annual weeds. It is 
not desirable· to apply herbicides to the \11.il~ ·of 
the slopes, other than the8 to rs ·foot · strip par• 
allel to the' roadway, since the Department desires 
a natual ecological succession of native shmubs on 
such areas. 
Canada thistle and Milkweed are controlled with 
1 pound of Amino-.triazole in 10 gallons of water 
applied with a handbaom. Japanese bamboo (Me~tican 
Fleece) can be controlled by thoroughly wetting the 
plant and the soil under the ·plant wi t h e. mixture 
of 1 gallon of Baron in 4 gallons of water • • • need· 
less to say, this treatment will ste;:ilize the soil 
for about two years. 
Weed infestations are usually correla t ed to the 
vigor and health of the turf. Proper fertilization 
is the first impo-rtant step in obtaining a weed· 
free turf, herbicides, though valuableandnecessary 
in over-all turf maintenance, can not encourage the 
growth of desirable turf species in a soil devoid of 
the necessary nutrients. 
MOWING 
The number of mowings per year vary froin State to 
State. In general the roadsides are mowed from 2 to 
six times a year, usually with a cutter-ba:r. type inower 
at a 4 inch height of cut. It is cesirable to mow often 
enough to eliminate the need of raking. 
Intensively mowed areas are mowed from 6 to 18 
times per year, usually at · a · 2 to 2-1/2 inch he'ight 
of cut. Rotary and reel-type mowers are e;nployed, 
multiple unit mowers are the most economic3l on areas 
large enough to accomodate them. 
Improper cutting height on intensively mowed areas 
can result in the loss of a desirable turf species, will 
increase weed infestation, will -discourage optimum root 
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development, and may encourage brown•out during dry 
weather. Cutting height and frequency of mowing 
should be adjusted for the dominant desirable species 
and for the recovery of the turf during dry weather. 
CHEMICAL MOWING 
Scarcity of labor and time in roadside mainten-
ance, necessitates the continual search for labor-
saving methods. The development of maleic hydrazide 
for chemical mowing has provided highway maintenance 
forces with an invaluble tool. Maleic hydrazide, 
when properly applied to sound, vigorous turf, will 
reduce mowing requirements substantially for an entire 
growing season. There are some problems still to be 
solved in connection with its use; however, the pos• 
sible advantages outweigh the disadvantages on dif ficul• 
t-to-mow areas, 
CONCLUSION 
The broad subject of highway turf establishment 
and maintenance has of necessity been broached lightly 
and briefly in this address; however, in parting, I 
shall fervently ettess that co-operation ·- and the 
willingness for open-minded exchange of ideas -- among 
people in the agricultural industries, the turf pro-
fessions, the landscape professions, the agricultural 
research institutions, and the highway departments, are 
of significant impc~tance in attacking the many· pro-
blems associated with h~ghway turf establishment and 
maintenance. Much good work has been done, but much, 
more is required. 
I am deeply honored to have appeared on the pro• 
gram of this Conference and I hope and trust that we 
may all learn a little more, and perhaps gain a little 
insight into the intricacies and problems associated 
with practical turf management. 
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, . . PROGRE&S REPORT . . 
PRE .. EMERGE .CHEMICAL$ .OF T'f:lE .'CONTROL .Oli' -CR4BGRASS . 
. . 
. ~.; sts .9£. pte·-:emerg~ cliemi.cal~ for ·the -control of 
crab~rass were conducted at opposite ends of ,the State 
of ·Massachusetts· • one in Waltham and the other in Am~. 
herst. Both trials were sponsored by the Massachusetts 
Tur.£,. and Lawn Gras~ ~ssoc;iation. . , ·.u 
The us'e qf pre-eznerge . carbgrass herbicide is .not re• 
commended by 'the Mas~ach:1Jset:ts Agri.cultur.al Experiment 
Station. It is felt that further .. teats are .needed; . there-
fore, it is suggested that if they are used, precautions 
should be taken .. follow specifically the directions on 
the label. · ·· · , · 
R~sults - 19~0 Test of Cheµiicals . for c~abg•ass Co~trol at 
.. Waltham Field Station by .Dr. J • . R. Havi~ · 
Chlordane - A 23 percent. material, applied at 60 
po.unds of . act.ual per . ac.re, gave very po~r fl;Ontroi • . There 
was no 'indication of injury to the basic grs.saes. · 
. Tricalcium arsenate and a Complex Arsenical .. Both . 
materiais, applied at their respective :reeon:unendE!·A rates, 
_did not show a high degree of crabgras's · col)~r,ol. ~ ,, 'fbe lat• 
ter chemical ga~e tlle least control of all chemicals tested • 
. ,.' 
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Dacthal ' • Estimated contl!Ol of crabgrass was 94 
to 97 percent. It appeared .to cause a slif)ht thinning 
of the permanent grasses. 
Zxtron - gave the highest' .degree of control of crab-
grass ; in the trial. The general appearance of basic 
grasses was excellent. ·· : . · , · 
Papers on the control of crabgrass presented at the 
Northeast Weed Control Conference were reviewed by Dr. 
J. R. Havis. A reprin.t , o,f this review can be obtained 
from the. Massachusetts 'l\irf and Lawn .Grass Association. 
Result§ • 1960 Pre•emergence Control of Crabgrass with 
Chemicals at University of Massachusetts by 
Professors J. Zak & J. Troll 
. .. Q21£~6ane at the rate of 80 pounds of actual per 
acre gave reasonabl~ good control. No injury was noted. 
Tricalciym arsenate and a Complex Arsenical - Both 
showed some degree of control bvt did not measure up to 
the newer chemicals. The tricalcium arsenate injured 
annual chickweed. · 
Zytfon Eim.}lsion controlled the crabgrass but it 
both lnjured .and retarded the basic grasses. Retard• 
ation appeared to continue until late June and evidence 
of retardation still appeared in September. 
, ·Dacthal gave excellent control estimated at 98 
percent. . It did not appear to injure any of the blue• 
grasses present in the plots. 
Zytron DrX - Excellent control was also obtained, 
estimated at l to 2 percent below Dacthal. It too did 
not injure the bluegrass. S.ince very little fescue and 
bent were growing in all test plots, injury to them was 
not noted. 
- - ------. . --
ROOT GROWTH OU 'lURF GRASSES 
AS AFFECTED BY DIFFERENT HEIGHTS 01' CUT AND NUTRIENT LEVELS 
By Evangel J. Bredakis 
Continous accumulation of organic compounds char-
acterizes plant life. The organic compounds are syn• 
thesized in the body of the plant itself from simpler 
substances taken by ' the plants from its surroundings. 
loots and leaves are the absorbing organs of the plant. 
The grass leaf manufacturers rood by •tilizing energy 
from the sun and nutrients from the air and soil. So 
the manner in which the leaf surface is removed determines 
the efficiency of this manfacturing process. The func• 
tions of the root Jystem are the absorvtion of water and 
minerals, the anchorage of the plant and finally the 
~ 
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storage of. roQt reserves. These functions .ar~ .vit• 
ally important ' to :any) ivin:; p~ant anq , hav~ . given 
emphasis to the value of having accurat~ an~ com• 
plete information and best procedures for encour-
ag.~nh ro~t P.~netration. . , , , . . 
·Interest 1i;;. factors affedhn~ '. th~ developnl~ne . . ! · .• 
and maintenance of root systems of grass species has 
~~en ~ntense . for m~nY. years. In this arti<;.le we $hall 
try to ' concentrate 'some of . our observations from 'our : . 
researc1' work on root . growth of turf ,graflses as affect!9 
~d. by .different lteights of cut and nutrient levels. 
Root response to n\ltrient . treat~ents indicated ; ~\lat 
low nitrogen treatments stimulated grea.test root growth 
at the start of the tre~tment run.. ..Under optimum level 
treatments the rate of root growth was maintained at the 
same sl«JW rate •throughout the experimen~. Low Piho.E!-
~ -~ .. 1·~ ""'"~ .. ~~ . f J.'h~xus-.potassium treat;men,ts .p.ro,du~,ed signif icant1y :r ~ '. 
fewer roots throughout the experiment regardless of 
heig1't of , cut,. . Low ni~ro.g~n treate4 .pll[mt.s ~PrQ,duced 
rpots which were low quality i~ contrast witli. t\le 9-p- ~:, 
tim;uµi tevel ~hi.ch produced a good q~4l!ty . ~c;>ot .:system.:. 
! ' "• l : .. - . 
Root response to height-of-cut treatments indicated 
the inc:i:easing defoliation has · . ~ pronounced dfe~t, on 
restricting root. development, va.rying in ... :r ,e.spo.n.s.e , acc.o.rd.'-
ing to species. and ' varietie~ of turf .gra.sses, ~hil.e .. · 
clipping red~ces root. development, , it .sti~lat.es, ,.the . 
production of rhizomes and stolons and tends to en-
courage sod . fOJ:tnfltion. . There is 1. however, .,a c;le.~i~tte 
limit. in the clo;&eness to which !J-/? i:m;lividua,l SP.eci'es .'.. 
or variety may be clipped without s~alping qr ss~ch · , 
severe defoliation that pro.duction of stolons or rhizomes 
is also reduced.. Meri.on_ blu.eg,rass for exall!pl~, s.howed a 
sat.isfactory r~.o~ ,4.evelopment a;t o.ne inch heigh~.oi~c;ut 
in conti;ast with_ Kent;ucky b).uegrass which . at tq,eq ~a!lle " 
h~ight of cut showed u:nsat:l,sfactory J:OOt .. develop;m.ent .• u .. 
,-~ j . •·• ' - . 
We can conclude that variations occur in root 
response with different species and strains but as in 
height of cut of the gr.asses , .is lowered the require-
ments for a complete ·nytrient ,supply ar.e. increased. and · 
in order to best maintain the several desirable types of 
turf grasses it is imperat.ive. to. mai.ntain· careful and 
proper management. 
.. ; ... \ .. •·. ·, . . 
THE USE OF SOD •.. _- .. . ' ~ -: ,.· .. ···.,. 
.• - '• • _J · 
B~ · D.aniel Pellegrino .'.· 
. . . . 
•.- ' .,' ' ... ~ . ·-~- .. 
' ~ ..;.'- i ; • • . ' ,,. • ·. ::. 
My topic for this .. af~ernoon is "'l'he Use of Sod' • .. 
Sodding plays an importapt role in the field, of· .land-
' 2 . 1 ' -~ • 
. "• ·! ..: , ' 
- _'f ' ~ I 
. i ~ 
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scaping and I feel that in the future it will ·even 
play a greater ·role. 
Sodding has been said to be the most expensive 
method of turf establishment, yet I feel · that on 
many occa.sions this cost is justified~ It involves 
the cost of sod plus a large amount of labor neces-
sary in the sodding operation, The success of this 
operation depends on the preparation ·of the soil, 
the quality of the sod, and the skill and care taken 
in laying. · 
Sod tlould be cut 12 inches or 18 inches in width 
and not more than three feet long. Larger pieces will 
stretch and are difficult to lay evenly. Bent turf 
should be cut 1/2 or 3/4 of an inch in thickness, while 
Blue grasses and Fescues will require a somewhat thicker 
cut. lf sod isn't layed immediately, it should be 
stored in a cool place, grass side up, and kept moist 
to prevent weakening and yellowing. Sodding is best 
done late spring and early fall until at least three 
weeks prior to the ground freezing, however, it may 
be done successfully through the summer wherever water 
is available. 
In the rebuilding or construction of roads many banks, 
ditch slopes and drainage ditches have been created by 
the cuts or fills necessary in the changes of grades and the 
rais . .i.ng of turf on these areas is done by either seeding 
ox sodding. On the banks along roads sodding has been 
.found to be the best method of preventing washouts. 
· There is no question that sodded slopes hold againt 
erosion better than those which are seeded. In a num-
ber of localities, however, seeded slopes have been 
successful. Ditch slopes higher than three feet should, 
as a rule, be sodded. The sodding of these ditch slopes 
over the entire length of a road is rather impractical, 
although in some localities it may be desirable. The 
result of seeding any steep grade will not be a smooth 
job but rather a rough one in places, espceially if rain 
occurs before the grass starts to germinate. Reseeding 
of these areas is almost always necessary. In general, a 
- very economical procedure is to sod all banks three feet or 
more high. A great deal of labor and time is expended in 
ripairing washouts if this isn't done. 
In cases where roads pass over or under a railroad, 
high fills or deep cuts are made, In order to prevent 
the banks from washing and the road-drains from filling, 
the slopes should be sodded or retaining walls built. 
The actual 'cost of sloping these banks and sodding, am-
ounts to approximately !/20th of the cost necessary to 
construct concrete retaining walls. In addition to this, 
the sodded slopes, in my estimation, greatly improve the 
appearance of the entire structure. 
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Sodding may .be used· re great advantage in the main• 
tenance of cemetaries. · In the springtime many winter 
graves are in need of repair. ·. This nG.t being the ideal 
seedihg season, the use of sod a;ey be the solution. to 
make. these areas presentable fO r . the VisitGrs on the 
memorable da.ys ahead. 
On ou~ golf courses and athletic fields again sodding 
enters the landscaping picture. Here these areas must 
be open for play during the growing seasons and I feel 
tha.re ·is no other solution other than sodding to produce 
a ·good playing turf: qUickly. Ot:dinarily on golf courses 
sodding is limited . to greens and tees, or other areas where 
· the need for turf in the shortest possible 'time justifies 
its use, or should I say its cost. 
In the landscaping of estates and private homes, I 
find that one of our greatest ' problems is the seeding of 
new lawn areas. Nature's havoc and customer education 
play a rllajor role in our problems in this field • . Clients 
tend to be impatient in the establishment of turf areas 
and aren't willing to wait for the ideal time for seeding) 
yet they are unwilling· to assume responsibility for seeding 
during improper seasons. Being imp~tient for results they 
don't consider the time element involved in raising an 
established lawn. 
· · On pd. vate estates sod is desirable for edging 
planting beds, walks, deives, and for covering slopes 
difficult t(), raise seed. Sod is particurarly valuable 
for securing quick ef·f ects, especially' in summer · apd late 
fall when it would be impossible to start grass seed, 
and for gi~ing ~ . neat finish to a place newly graded. 
As 1 have stated previously, sodding has been . claimed 
to be the most expensive method of turf establishment, 
yet I have found through our operations that this doesn 1 t 
always hold true. The same amount of labor is involved 
in the preparation for sodded .areas as is for seeded 
grades. The difference in CO.St arises from the SOElt of 
sod and the · labor of laying. Good sod in _ the New England 
area may be purchased for as little as $ .15 per foot 
tailboard delivery. The cost of handling sod from this 
point to the finished product ranges from ·$ ·.03 to$ .07 
per foot, depending on the volume of , sod to be laid. 
Seeding costs have ranged from $ . • 01\ to $ • 0512 per 
foot, with no allowance made 'for weed control 6r repailrs 
frotri washouts. 
In general · sodding is more expenSive that '·seeding, 
but before I decide the final. e!l.sts, I ·take the fol lowing 
into consideration: 
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a) the desirability of an immediate lawn 
b) the size of the area involved 
c) the season of the year 
d) the contour of the land 
: In conclusion I would like to say that on many 
of our seedirtg contracts could I have anticipated 
the additional ,eost of weed controi arid the labor 
I ' ~ t I ; :. ' : I .- ' . 
~nvolved in r4apairing damage, 1 would have used sod 
ilt iess expens~ i 
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